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INTRODliCTION 

In the macroeconomic literature of the post 1930s economic policy making has 

assumed great significance both in developed and developing economies. While 

grm'>th assumed the pivotal role in the developed world, it is development which has 

heen the mainstay of developing countries. But with the pace of time the developing 

countries have universally resorted to development planning as a viable strategy for 

accelerating the rate of economic growth, with their hope of fast catching up with the 

developed world. 

Although the nature of the economy on. macroeconomic fundamentals are 

relatively different in these economies, the study in macroeconomics has essentially 

remains the same, that is, the study of the behaviour of large economic aggregates, 

their (inter) relationship and their determinants. So when we talk of growth and 

development the most obvious question that confront us is-what are the instruments of 

macroeconomic policy that may be used to influence the magnitudes of these 

aggregates? With whatever degree of faith economists have on market mechanism, 

nobody strictly prescribed for price level fluctuations to do the job of maintaining full

employment equilib1ium (which has been the long-run goal of all economies) because it 

is expected that fiscal and monetary policy will do the job more efficiently and less 

disruptively. According to Keynes and his followers erratic price fluctuations distort 

the infonnation content in money as an unit of account thereby allowing economic 

agents to fonnulate e>..'])ectations about the fiiture in an uncettain environment. So 

tmcettainty leads to instability in the economy. because it is unlikely that such 

expectations about the fitture will always be met. And economists being. generally 

averse to such signals in the economy look for altematives to price fluctuations as 

tools to maintain fi.tll employment equilibrium. The search for such tools is based on 

the critetia that it should he less dist01tionary and more effective in maintaining 

macroeconomic equilibrium. So as a natural outcome the most obvious answer to 

such question. in modem day democracies (mostly mixed economies). is the single 

most instrument of govemment budget. including its allocation of revenue and its 
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expenditure streams. Within the heads of revenue expenditure the kind of taxes raised 

and expenditure made may have significant macroeconomic implications. More so. to 

strike a balance between the two is an imponant detenninant of aggregate level of 

demand in these economies. When. as is usual. expenditure exceeds revenue (i.e. in 

case of deficit) and the govemment must borrow. the fonn in which it borrows (i.e. by 

money creation or interest bearing debt issuance) and from whom it borrows. 

(foreigners. the domestic banking system or the public) become impollant policy 

variables. In other words. the methods and source of financing the gap 1 assume 

significance which. in recent period. is of a Ianning magnitudes in developing countries. 

'11te level of public expenditure and the size of the deficit (i.e. the excess of 

expenditure over receipts) has been a most controversial topic in academic discussions 

over these years. Tite debate has a long history starting from the days of classicals 

who were championing the cause of laissez-faire policy. Keynesians while justifying 

their arguments relied heavily on the demand side of the problem while the modem 

rational expectation schools relied heavily on the supply side of the problem. So the 

question which confronted economists is how effective an increase in government 

expenditure can be in expanding total expenditure or effective demand and with it total 

employment. if the money supply is held constant and the additional expenditure is 

financed by capital market borrowings. Titis is behind the crowding-out debate, which 

in modem time is intensely debated by the Keynesians and the monetarists. which led 

to what is called the 'mainstream synthesis' that gave a new dimension to the problem 

with their emphasis on the time horizon - fiscal policy in the medium term. 2 

Meaning ~md Nature of Crowding out: 

A long standing problem in macroeconomic theory and policy making 1s on the 

question - Does public expenditure crowds out private expenditure in economic 

(production) activities? Crowding-out is a multidimensional concept. having different 

Econonusts emphasized on different gap analysis to substantiate their view on stabilization and 
adjustment pohc1c'S prescribed for developing cou.'l'!hies · $ee TayLor ( 19,3) 

ll1e debate of the I ()7(~, betwe.€n d1e two schools whid1 was mainly on dle ti'YI'Ie honzon was 

closely assocwted wid1 d1at of mles vrs. discretion 
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interpretations at different levels. But most generally it is understood as the 

displacement of private economic activity by public economic activity or private 

spending by public spending. Tite monetmist and the Keynesians confronted on this 

issue most 1igorously. However. over these years economists have differentiated 

between ·complete· and 'pa~tial' crowding-out real (or resource) and financial 

crowding out. ex-ante (direct) and expost (indirect) crowding out. Such 

differentiation. in our view. is based on the operational transmission mechanism on the 

one hand and the time horizon on the other, that facilitates for the comparison between 

the sh01t-run and long-run effect of various economic activities. l 

Real Vs. Nominal Crowding Out : According to the Keynesians with their emphasis 

on underemployment equilibrium 'complete crowding out' is a rarest possibility. But 

to the moneta1ists. with their presumption of full or near full employment in the 

economy, any sizeable increase in government expenditure can only be possible at the 

cost of real private expenditure (in a closed economy). This is what they called real 

crowding out. 4 In the literature mostly the LS-LM framework is in use to explain their 

view under both fixed and flexible price setting, taking exogenously determined 

nominal money supply. There argument is that under fixed price setting nominal and 

real crowding out amounts to the same thing, while under wage-price flexibility real 

1 ll1e short-nul- long-nul dichotomy differentiate between the impact effect and steady state effect 
of changes in Govemment activity When Stocks and expectations adjust fully to the changes in 
Govemment policy. neo Keynesian literature has dealt mainly with short-nul crowding out. Few 
recent papers like Tobin & Buter (1976 ), Blinder and Solow (I 973b) deals with long-nm 
crowding-out See Buiter ( 1977) for more references on the subject 

.j In the conventional discussion on fiscal policy this mflat10n induced crowding (sometimes called 
"forced saving") was tenned as real crowding out. On the other hand, the demand induced 
stimtdating effect (accelerator effect) or Govemment spending on p1ivate investment was tenned 
as ·Crowding-in' Thus both the two tenns reflect the real sector effect of increased public 
spending and not on the means of financing that spending and therefore malJ follow: ; suit evel\ 

if it is tax financed. By contrast to it, current literature on crowding-out stressed not merely on 
deficit spending but more so on deficits financed by other means than money See B.M. friedman 
( 1978) for extensive discussion on related Subjects. 
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crowding-out may occur even if there is no or no fi11l, nominal crowding out, with the 

pigou etlcct' (real balance effect) in operation. 

Direct Vs. Indirect Crowding-Out : 

In the mainstream economics much emphasis has been g1ven to the transmission 

mechanism that may cause nominal crowding out and categorised broadly into tv.o 

groups: 

i) mechanisms that act via the rate of interest called indirect or expost crowding 

out. 

ii) mechanisms that do not act via the rate of interest called direct or ex-ante 

crowding:out. which can be full or partial, depending on the nature of the 

economy. 

In the IS-LM model, under a closed economy framewor~ full crowding out 

occurs (i.e. no effect on real income of changes in public spending) when the LM curve 

is vertical-implying that both the money supply and money demand are interest 

inelastic. So the rate of interest rises to such an extent that private expenditure is 

reduced by the same amount as govemment expenditure is increased. Full crowding 

out also occur when the IS curve is horizontal. Again with a given money supply total 

expenditure cannot increase and any increase in govemment spending takes place at 

the cost of a decrease in p1ivate spending. Titese two theoretical possibilities did not 

gamer empi1ical suppmt" and with the usual shape of the IS and LM curve i.e. a 

downward sloping IS curve and an upward slpoing LM curve. crowding-out can of 

course only he pa1tial. Titis phenomenon (pmtial crowding out) is close to reality and 

Under a situation of full employment any positive fiscal impulse (like increase in public 

expenditure) is reflected in increased prices, consequently the real balances fall, with given monev 
supplv l11is cause Ll\1 curve to shift to the left. A lower real balance means a fall in the private 
sector's we1lth wh1ch mav curbe reduction in spending, so that the IS curve also may shift to the 
left. till the intersection 1s re1ched at the full employment level. l11is is the pigou effect. 

" See Buitcr ( lll77 )'for an extensive discussion on this topic. 
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is the concem of economists in more recent time. Tims crowding out is not an all-or

nothing phenomenon. what matters is the sign atld magnitude of the public policy 

multiplier t(lr etlective planning. TI1is degree of crowding out facilitates for the 

comparision between the short-mn (impact effect) and long-mn (steady state) 

consequences of fiscal and monetary policy. 

Direct (or Ex-ante) Crowding Out: 

·nJe degree of direct crowding out (or ultrarationality) is the extent to which an 

increase in govemment expenditure immediately meets with a fall in private 

expenditure · ,· in e:\:plaining the stmctural relationships of the economy. In other 

words. it takes various dimensions and is based on how far public consumption. public 

investment and public bonds are treated as substitutes for their private sector 

counteqJarts in behavioural economic decisions made by private agents (or 

households) in ptivate utility functions. Under the IS-LM model it results from the 

mechanisms that prevent the IS curve from shifting to the right at the first instance, due 

to a positive fiscal impulse. Tims it reflects the inability of fiscal policy actions to shift 

the IS curve. In this case a higher volume of Government debt is absorbed in the 

public pmtfolios without affecting the rate of interest (or without causing the rate of 

interest to tise ). So what is implicit in this case is that the increase in available private 

funds is fully devoted to government bonds. And if it is so then it will change the 

composition of pmtfolios that may bear on interest rates and cause portfolio crowding

out. TI1is possibility is neglected in the literature on direct crowding-out. 7 TI1is 

phenomenon of direct crowding out, in our view. is less evident in developing 

economies because of the lack of minimum provision of public services on the one 

hand and under-utilisation of real resources on the other, with general shortage of 

funds (financial repression). Under such a situation ex')Jost or indirect crowding out can 

be seen as more relevant in this context. 

7 1l1is point will be made more clear whil~t reviewing the existing literature in the second d1apter. 
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Indirect (or ex-post) Crowdin~-Out : 

lndire~:t or ex-post crowding out refers to the displacement of private econom1c 

activity hy public economic activity that results from the working of the whole model 

of the economy without there being any ·ultrarationality' of the level of the individual 

structural relationships. In other words. it is caused by changes in prices and interest 

rates resulting fi·om increased govemment spending (or more generally due to changes 

in some govemment policy instmment ). Under the IS-LM fi·amework it results from 

va1ious mechanisms (price and non-price) that reverse the increase in national income 

caused by the 1ightword shift of the IS curve consequent on increased Govemment 

spending. In a closed economy. full short-mn indirect crowding out can occur under 

the full employment version of the IS-LM model with a classical labour market. In a 

fhlly employed economy. if crowding out occurs then that may be the result of 

competition for scarce resources between the public and private sector and under such 

a situation an expansionary monetary policy can only be inflationary. Again. under 

such situation. competition between the two is not limited to the demand side of the 

market for final goods and services only, if the Govemment directly engage itself in 

production activity then there can be competition in the factor markets also like 

markets for labour. capital and other intermediate products. 

But if crowding out occurs in a closed economy with unemployed real 

resources (i.e. in a situation of under-full employment equilibrium). then it can be 

argued as due to competition for limited funds in the economy and an expansionary 

monetary policy can help bring the economy to its production possibility frontier where 

the scarcities for real factors become the binding constraint. Tints, the sh011-nm 

indirect crowing-out has great implications _ in macroeconomic theory and policy 

making as explanation to business cycle fluctuations and hence needs carefi.ll 

treatments. So the policy makers should be able to identity the cause properly and 

then prescribe accordingly. For example. if scarcity of funds is identified as a plausible 

explanation for crowding out. which is mostly the case in developing economies with 

unemployed real resources. then policy prescriptions should be on the mode of 

financing of Govemment spending programmes. inespective of their specific content. 
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Tite implicit assumption in this analysis is that the rate of interest acts as the 

equilihriating mechanism with the assumption that supply of fimds are interest elastic. 

But this specifically pose a problem particularly in the case of developing countries 

because of the regulated nature of the interest rate and is unlikely that it will reflect the 

tme effects of the forces operating on both sides. Therefore. it is necessary to find 

some altemative mechanisms which can capture the effects of supply and demand 

forces properly and can he thought of as a tool of crowding-out analysis. In this 

direction we have chosen the availability theory or credit ratiooingx approach in our 

model. Because in developing countries ex1ensive financial interventions like interest 

controls. directed credit programs and inflation control are often employed to promote 

the growth of key sectors. which yield revenue to the Govemment and appease 

antiusuary sentiments. Titere is no doubt that such policies do have some of their 

intended effects. but it is to be seen how far such a regime mattered for capital 

fonnation. ') Titerefore to gauge the extent of crowding out we will employ the 

availability of credit approach in our model t_hat will suit the case of a developing 

cowttry like India, because of its administered interest rate regime and a repressed 

financial market. 

Crowding-out: A New Dimension: 

From this broader notion on crowding out (as discussed. above), the current debate has 

shifted to the specific content of public expenditure and their likely consequences on 

private economic activities which has both short-run and long-run implications for 

growth and development. One such long standing issue in macroeconomics and 

development economics which has attracted the attention of economists in recent years 

is on the relationship between public and private investment. Titis shift in emphasis in 

See Patnaik (I 995), p. 13, Argtunent on the possibility of credit rationing in India and how it 
acts to explain the noo-1\.enesian monetarist dichotomy. 

See McKinnon ( 1973 ). for concrete discussions on the effect of credit rationing on investment 
in the case of a developing cmmtty. McKinnon's Proposition is that when such poor financial 
intennediation faster credit rationing, investment projects are highly Lmlikely to exhibit Lmifonn 
retums at the margin and it differentiate between fim1s in tenns of their access to credit, from 
favoured finns reap the benefit at negative real costs while offers rely exclusively on intemal 
ftulds. In his view the resultant distinction in tenns of teclmological cl1oice, capacity utilization 
and employ111ent hinder econom1c progress 
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reexammmg the relationship can he attributed basically to two factors. which arc 

product of macroeconomic thinking on stabilization and adjustment as explanations of 

business cycle theory. Traditionally the term stabilization was used in relation to the 

level of overall economic activity. which emphasized primarily on the application of 

fiscal and monetary policy (demand management) to reduce the amplitudes of business 

cycle fluctuations. And this son of reasoning was prevalent till the later pall of 1970s. 

stalling fi·om the Keynsian prescription in the 1930s. But now a days, it is no more 

understood in that CDnventional sense. Ba-sically the development of the 1980s can he 

considered as behind such an understanding. In our view. three points are wmth 

mentioning here. First. the recognition that by virtue of its large size in the economy. 

modem day Govemment can impart a considerable degree of stability to aggregate 

demand. Tite available tools in the hand ofthe Govemment being great command over 

resources and (operationalising) the automatic fiscal stabilizers. Economists in this 

tradition are of the view that. it should not. however. be taken to mean that aggregate 

demand cannot fluctuate from its trend, it can and it does, but they argue that only in 

exceptional circumstances that such fluctuations will really pose serious problem. 

Secondly. the recognition that different shocks originating on the supply side (like oil 

shocks. exchange rate shocks etc.) which are exogenous in the sense that the domestic 

economy has no control over them. are likely to have an impact on the economy. 

Again such shocks are likely to be recunent in nature and for that reason take 

precedence. when negative such shocks are liable to cause an 
. . 
mcrease m 

unemployment and fall in output. Titerefore. it is argued that in such case aggregate 

demand (stabilization) policy is less likely to solve the problem. In the event of such 

recunent problem. modem day concem is how to minimize the adverse repercussions 

in the wake of a shock and is to have an economy that is able to adjust quickly. 

smoothly and without undue inflation. Titerefore. as usual. the policy prescriptions 

f.1ll on the supply side operation of the economy. Mostly these supply side measures 

fall under the 'resource allocation· aspect of Govemment policy. that can be regarded 

as playing a role in stabilization also. Titirdly. the worldwide shift in the 1980s 

towards a growth strategy emphasizing upon the role of market and private sector 

attributed mainly to the collapse of centrally planned economies- led in many countries 

to a retrenchment of the public sector fi·om production and to a redefinition of its role 
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in the development process. Tit is redefinition of the role of public sector in economic 

den:lopmcnt is guided by the principle that the puhlic sector should concentrate in 

areas where it complements rather than displace private sector activity. Titis guiding 

principle along:with the changed economic scenario (supply based stabilization) has 

pan~d the way tor a reexamination of the relationship between public and JHivate 

investment t(n economic growth. so the consensus is that stabilization policy along 

with its prime concem with inflation control should also facilitate growth adjustment to 

shocks. 

All this discussion at the policy level amounts to the emphasis on medium-term 

considerations in the framing of monetary and fiscal policy for economic growth. In 

other words. the shift in emphasis from demand based adjustment (which is essentially 

a shm1-run phenomenon - Keynesian analysis) to supply based adjustment has led the 

argument in £wour oflong term fiscal and monetary policy. To make this point clear, 

we can refer to the debate of the 1970s between the Keynesian and monetarists 

approaches on setting of policy. The debate which was mainly on the time horizon and 

was closely associated with that of rules vs. discretion in the setting of policy. 

Moneta1ists generally viewing that economy operates usually at or near full 

employment. rejected the efficiency of discretionary policy in stabilizing short-tenn 

fluctuations in output in favour of a rule for the rate of growth of money supply that 

would stabilize inflation in the medium term. On the other hand, Keynesians. 

subsc1ibing to the impracticability of a rule-based approach to monetary policy argued 

that discretionary policy could effectively offset cyclical fluctuations in output. In the 

1980s. a decade of recovery, however, the tenns of tllis debate changed with each side 

relaxing on their stances. that led to the emergence of 'mainstream synthesis'. In this 

new paradigm. a discretionary use of policy instruments was recommended not so 

much to remove fluctuations as to preserve the credibility of the medium term 

objectives in the face of very often volatile private sector expectations and reactions. 

Titus it seems reasonable to assume that introduction of some so11 of policy variables 

into the analysis is a must, for a sound and effective study of aggregate economic 

behaviour like the study of investment behaviour in the economy. 
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This analysis is of par1icular impor1ance in developing countries. like India. 

which are contfonted with institutional and structural constraints. TI1e traditional 

nuH:roeconomic thinking in developing economies viewed that these economies an: 

supply constrained so that Keynesisn type of macroeconomy is not relevant. But 

current situation in these economies makes it clear that deficiency in aggregate demand 

can also be a problem. par1icularly where there is a linkage effect between different 

sectors of the economy (most prominent being the linkage between industry and 

agriculture). 

Tobin and Buiter ( 1982) also suppor1ed the argument that even when output is 

supply constrained, issues conceming aggregate demand remain. Their analysis 

hovered around the question- does expansionary fiscal policy work? In their analysis 

of long run effects of fiscal and monetary policy on aggregate demand they pointed out 

that. it depends on the extent to which this expansion (in aggregate demand) evokes an 

increase in supply. which in tum, depends on how close the economy is to its 

productive capacity. This means that the effectiveness of fiscal policy depends on the 

productive efficiency of resource use which is a reflection of the institutional stmcture 

and the general economic environment. So how responsive is supply to demand has a 

bearing on the multiplier effect in the economy. In case of structural and supply 

bottlenecks it is not unlikely to expect a lower value of the multiplier for real output as 

part of the increased demand (due to a positive fiscal impulse) will manifest itself in 

price rise (inflation). nms the policy package has to have an appropriate balance 

between measures intended for demand management and supply management. 

TI1e real economic issues being that most ofthe developing countries. including 

India. assigned an important role to public investment in their planned policy 

fonnulation. with the notion that it will act as a stimulus to private investment and 

thereby will serve as a powerfitl instrument of stabilization and growth policy. nwugh 

this belief has been on the mainstream economics for several years no proper attempt 

has been made on its empirical dimension except few aggregative studies and that too 

the question of public investment heterogeneity was completely neglected while 

studying the relationship between public and private investment which is the key 
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determinant of growth in these econmmes. Therefore it is imperative to have a 

disaggregative study. mostly because. in these economies the state is often involved. 

through public enterprises. in diverse economic activities such as manufactUJing. 

banking. commerce and so on. in addition to its conventional role as provider of public 

goods and basic inrrastructure services. Therefore it is likely that different types of 

public investment may have different (opposing) effects on p1ivate sector activity: 

public investment in areas such as basic inrrastructure and human capital fonnation 

presumably tend to raise the profitability of private production and thereby boost 

private investment. while involvement in more conventional activities - where public 

enteqJrises basically replicate the actions of private finns - might be expected to have 

the opposite effect by competing with the private sector for scarce funds and 

resources. Again. since most of these public enterprises run on losses, their diverse 

activities put pressure on the govemment budget, thereby leading to excessive fiscal 

pressure in the economy. Now when Govemment adopts fiscal stabilisation measures, - . 
the brunt of such action falls generally on Government's. productive expenditure, 

since they involve long gestation lags, like investments in social and economic 

inrrastructure. which has long run consequences for growth. 

Moreover. when the stze of deficit (fiscal gap) increases, then the way 

Govemment finance the deficit. i.e. through deficit fin.ancing or market borrowings has 

also implications for private economic activities. So it is important to study the 

relationship between public and private investment, when public investment is financed 

through various modes like taxation, market borrowing and money creation (or deficit 

financing). Because it is likely that different modes will have differential effect on 

private investment because of an underdeveloped financial market which is subject to 

various controls by the Govemment and therefore it is imperative to judge the degree 

of positive or negative effect each mode may have on private investment. 

For the purpose of our study we will deal with the Indian case. which is one of 

the developing countries that resm1ed to economic planning as a viable strategy for 

growth since her independence. Titerefore. before setting our objectives. a lnief 
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introduction to the economic thinking behind planning and the current tenns of the 

debate would he in order. 

Economic Thinking Behind Indian Planning: An Overview 

Indian planning basically subscribing to a supply side view ofthe planning problem 

did not pay much attention to the fact that domestic demand can possibly be a constraint on 

the growth process. TI1e economic rationale behind such a notion was that. with an actiYe 

state policy on investment (higher public investment) any possible slacks in the economic 

system would be utilized. TI1e underlying idea behind such a scene was Nehru's philosophy 

on economic development, of which the first three plans and especially the second plan is 

an outcome. Tite following features were identified as the w1derlying causes of structural 

lagardness in the planning process-

i) shmtage of material capital 

ii) low capacity to save due to low per capita mcome 

iii) Structural limitations like an underdeveloped financial market preventing 

conversion of savings into productive investment. 

iv) high sectoral interlinkages with surplus labour. 

Consequent upon the above anomalies, the planners stressed the need to achieve 

growth in aggregate investment via rapid growth in public investment. And 

disprope1tionalities apart. they were of the view that so long as it grows rapidly. it was 

unlikely that the growth process lose momentum. Titeir aim was to deploy it fiuitfully in 

such areas as infrastmcture. agriculture and in areas promoting indust1ial development. with 

the hope that. in the long mn. it will enable to balance supply with demand along a growing 

trend line. Accordingly faster growth of capital goods sector were accorded primacy with 

the hope that it will conve1t growing (genenited) savings into additional real investment. 

With these arowed objectives of Indian planners, the pre 1970s saw the era of inward 

looking policies like impmt substitution and self-reliance. 

A new growth paradigm emerged in the mid-1970s as economists sta1ted realising 

the benefits of an open economy. Tite weak industry-ag1iculture linkage caused a switch 

from impmt-substituting industrialisation to expmt led growth. Tims it seems. it suppons 
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Kaldor's argument of shifting emphasis to intemational trade for acceleration of growth in 

industtial production. once the demand con~1raint for agticultural product is overcome. 

·n,e aim of the new strategy was to attract large volume of f(xeign capital and make the 

balance-of-pa~111nts (BOP) position strong, which failed to succeed despite considerable 

diversification of e:xp01t basket and a faster rate of growth of non-traditional manufactUJing 

over total c:\.vons. Many asctibed the failure to inapproptiate package of policy measures 

which kept the Indian e:xpott environment w1favourable domestically. Tiwugh the issue has 

been intensely d.ebated in the 1970s. no common consensus emerged as a result. But 

economists more or less agreed that problems like tied-aid, the import of old technologies. 

poor maintainance and replacement of infrastructural bottlenecks. inability to raise 

productive capacity significantly along with non-realization of scale factor led India to be a 

high cost economy and hence a fall in its competitiveness in the world market Now with 

recently adopted liberalization measurs in the context of imp01t policy, it was believed in 

some circles that. with liberal imports of capital goods and technology, it would energise 

the Indian economy to reap the benefits of national intemational division of labom, which 

the inward looking strategy ofthe past has prevented so far. Many economists. therefore. 

are of the view. whether the learning effects did not take place because of - wrong 

projection of demand. inappropriate technology or whether it was the general slowing 

down ofthe rate of increase of real public and private investment which prevented the scale 

economies being reaped can only be very approximately established. 

A similar debate followed the post-1965 stagtlation in industrial growth in India. 

Economists gave different e:xplanations to support their hypothesis on a general industtial 

slowdown. While Srinivasan and Narayana put the blame on the decline in public 

investment Nayyar gave explanations in tenns of a shrinking home market for industrial 

output. i.e. demand constraint on growth. Prabhat Patnaik. on the other hand. made 

responsible the speculative activities of the ptivate sector comptising of the agricultural 

landlords and the industtial capitalists, while in Desai's view. it was the inefficiency in 

resource use in the public sector that caused stagnation. Tims. it can be discemed fi·om the 

above analysis that a lot of factors might have operated in vatying degrees in ex-plaining 

growth in the economy dUJing the 1970s. In our view. the factor which has a greater 

e:xplanatory power for such laggardness is the nature of public investment and its capacity 
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to raise total investment in the economy. So Wlder liberalised atmosphere. if public 

investment will not crowds-in private investment to avoid any infi·astructural bottlenecks 

and raise productive capacity in the economy. i.e. if such laggardness continues. then it may 

lead to balance of payment (BOP) c1isis instead of raising the marginal rate of domestic 

savings. Again technological development being the major concem of the government for 

achieving a higher rate of growth, the study of relationship between public investment and 

pJivate investment under vaiious constraints hints at the productive capacity in the 

economy and the accelerated rate of overall investment for facilitating productive 

accumulation and hence growth in the economy. 

Titere has been a great deal of discussion in recent years on the efficiency of 

resource use in the Indian economy. As an indication to it, many Indian planners hinted on 

the sharp increase in the incremental, capital-output ratios (ICOR) from the mid-1950s to 

the early sixties. The recent studies by scholars like Y.K.R. Y. Rao. ~ukhamoya 

Chakravarty and K.N. Raj are worth noting in this direction. While Rao has considered the 

time seJies of gross domestic savings as a percentage of GDR at market pJices and the 

concomitant acceleration in growth, Chakravarty considered the marginal percentage rate 

of gross savings as an indication of the growing maturity of the economy and pointed out 

that the rate of growth of GDP has not displayed a corresponding acceleration. While 

Chakravarty's inference runs in terms of declining investment productivity. Rao attributed it 

to an erroneous policy on capital formation that could not produce the desired impact on 

growth. Similarly. to K.N. Raj such a lise in ICOR has been an almost Wliversal 

phenomenon for many developing cowttries, including India. Titerefore, he stressed on the 

need to study it more sectorally to get a true picture of the economy. 

Added to this. the debt cJisis of 1991 and the Wlderlying fiscal cJisis was viewed by 

economists as the product of wrong economic policies accumulated through the 1980s. 

Tite acute fiscal deficit caused high intemal borrowings. On the resource mobilisation 

front. there was a shift from direct taxes to indirect taxes in tax revenue collection which is 

said to be inflationary. Again the 1980s and begining of 1990s become a deficit peJiod due 

to high interest payments. growth of wtproductive public exvenditure and financing of 

consumption exvenditure by bonowed fimds. Titis can be seen fi·om the fact that the small 
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but consistent revenue surplus of the 1970s transformed into a revenue deficit averaging at 

more than 2 percent ofGDP in the second half of the 1980s. So all these developments led 

the govt. ttl teellack of fiscal flexibility in its expenditure decisions. 

On the e:\1ernal front the balance of payments (BOP) situation was also in the 

making tor a long time. TI1e trade liberalisation of the 1970s and more open industtial 

policies of the mid 1980s. jointly. though created an environment for rapid industrialisation. 

led to disproporti<JI1ate growth in imports and increased impmt intensity of production in 

general. But e:\-port performance remaining modest, the high demand for foreign exchange 

led to continuous increase in external debt. So both high internal debt and high external 

debt due to macroeconomic imbalances, with more emphasis on indirect taxation, led to the 

fear of setious inflation. Consequently, as a wtilateral solution to all these problems. 

followed the macroeconomic restructuring based on structural adjustment and stabilisation 

policy under the guidance ofFwui/Bank prescriptions. 

Tims. it is evident from the above analysis that, in the Indian planning process 

public investment throughout was the driving force behind the general strategy of import 

substitution industtialisation. The planners and policy makers were of the view that 

investment played a crucial role not only as a component of final aggregate demand, but 

also in tenns of determining the size of the cow1try's capital stock thereby its future source 

of growth and employment opportw1ities. It was also generally believed that private 

investors would be reluctant to channel needed resources to key industrial projects because 

of the region's lack of social and economic infrastructure, as well as the absence of fully 

developed markets for equity. insurance and information. TI1erefore, government. 

investment in infl"astmcture and basic industty with their attendant positive spillover effects. 

were viewed as necessary by policy makers for achieving optimal rates of investment and 

growth. 

However, with the onset and aftermath of the debt ctisis in 1991. there has been a 

radical change in the overall development strategy. Instead of concentrating on inward

oriented growth strategy, under the guidance of state directed investments, the new growth 

model is outward-01iented in nature and more impmtantly, heavily reliant on market forces 
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as e\ idenced hv the ongomg deregulation of product and tact or markets and the 

ptivatisation of most state O\\'ned enterptises. Again as a stablisation presctiption there is 

calls ti.H public e'venditure cut. ·n1is unprecedented move in streamlining the role of public 

sector can. in pall. he atttibuted to the limited intemal and ex1emal resources available to 

the g.O\t. during the I 980s. hut more importantly, it is also viewed as the result of past 

inefficiencies and t:1ilures generated by the public sector's attempt to indulge in too manv 

investmellt acti\·ities through public enterprises in direct production of goods. competing 

with the ptivate secter. 

·nms the unending debate has both demand and supply dimensions, and economists 

emphasizing on the one or the other aspect prescribe differently for macroeconomic 

stabilisation. TI1eretore. in this light. it is necessary to study the relationship between public 

and private investment basically emphasizing on the financing of public investment and their 

consequences on ptivate investment decisions. So as a natural outcome our objective falls 

on this line of establishing tme relationship between the two i.e. to judge on the extent of 

net crowding-out or crowding-in effect of public investment on private investment, taking 

into account the financial constraints on private investment decisions, which to a great 

extent is contingent upon public investment the pattem of its financing through the use of 

fiscal and monetaty tools. 

To capture the whole gamut of the problem, in this dissertation, we proceed as 

follows: 

In the second chapter. we review some of the existing literature on crowding-out 

debate. Since the topic is very confusing, first, we have reviewed some important 

theoretical literature to clatifY the meaning of crowding out and its specific dimensions. 

Second. we have ctitically re\oiewed some case studies both intemational and national to 

highlight on the role of transmission mechanism and the consequent approach to modelling 

ptivate investment which is important to judge the extent of crowding-out. TI1e third 

chapter deals specifically on the fonnulation of the model based on the credit rationing 

approach. A tlexihlc accelerator framework has been chosen to specifY the private 

investment fi.mction and has been modified to take into account the institutional and 

stmctural charactetistics specific to developing economies. We hope that such a model will 
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help us to judge the ex1ent of crowding out of private investment due to the financing of 

public investment. 

In the f(mt1h chapter. first we give a btief introduction to the ex1ent of public sector 

m lelia and its perfonnance over time. ll1en we estimated the model tor the Indian 

economy coveting the petiod 1960-61 to 1990-91 and interpret the results. Also to judge 

the differential eftect of public investment (if any) it has been disaggregated into two 

components- core infi·astn<cture and non-inrrastructure.While estimating the reduced tom1 

equation for ptivate investment. 

In the concluding chapter. we present the summary of our discussions from the 

view point of macroeconomic policy making in India. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATlJRE 

Faster economic growth is a major objective of economic policy in most developing 

countties. which nonnally requires a higher quality and quantity of investment. TI1e real 

issue being that most economies during their initial stages of development placed emphasis 

on public investment with the hope that it will act as a stimulus to private investment 

activities and hence will enable the economy to attain a higher rate of investment which is a 

prerequisite in any growth theory - in Harrodian tradition. So the argument was that it will 

crowd-in private investment and will raise the productive capacity in the economy and also 

help maintain stability in aggregate demand which is considered very important under 

Keynesian tradition - which unquestionably has a positive effect in production and hence 

investment demand (desired capital stock). But, now with little faith on the relevance of 

Keynesian constraint on growth (demand constraint) the emphasis has shifted towards the 

supply side of the argument for adjustment, i.e. how smoothly economies can adjust to 

exogenous shocks without ahering the growth momentum on the one hand and with the 

least amow1t of adverse repercussions (inflation) on the other. So as a natural outcome 

Govemment budget emerged unilaterally as the most important policy tool in the hands of 

the policy makers. 

But excessive reliance on this as a tool of economic stability has also raised the 

question of sustainability which implied the balancing of the budget. This question has 

implications in two directions one monetary and the other is real effect. While monetary 

dimensions prescribed for the short-run stability, the real effect calls for long run stability

the growth in productive capacity. More interestingly this long-rw1 implications is very 

much detennined by the short-run consequences. In other words. it has posited itself in the 

interaction between the monetary and real effects in the economy which in equilibtium 

presctibes for a balance budget for sustainable growth. To put it otherwise. it amounts to 

detennine and define the true relationship between public and ptivate investment. that may 

have both the above mentioned shmt nm and long-rw1 consequences in the economy. 
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·n,eret(1J"e while studying the relationship between the two. it is necessary to 

proceed the analysis by first defining public investment and then identifYing its dctenninants 

with the financing constraints on it_ that can have financial implications on p1ivate 

investment decision in the economy. 

In this light we would like to review few of the existing literature on this topic. 

which will through some light on the tenns of the debate in more recent time. We \>\>ill 

review it under three sub heads:- first, that broadly covers the theory behind the crowding 

out controversy: second section review few international studies in this topic and lastly. few 

existing studies in India. 

Theoretical Literature on Crowing-out: 

Now a days. there is an increasing concern among policy makers on the ever 

increasing size ofthe budget deficit. In the academic arena this has led to an intense debate 

between the Keynesians and the monetarists on the issue ofthe financing of the deficit and 

their economic consequences. It is generally viewed that economic consequences of deficits 

can be inflationmy (in the sense of raising prices) or deflationary (in the sense of depressing 

investment) or both which depends on the time horizon (i.e. the time lag involved in each 

case to have an effect on the economy). Consequently the debate has also taken from the 

efficacy of fiscal policy in the short-run and long-run when the monetary policy is 

unaccomodative. In other words. the terms of the debate has shifted from deficit financing 

to financing of deficits through means other than money and their consequences upon the 

economy. Hope the following literature will clarity this point. 

Blinder and Solow ( 1973 ). in a reply to the monetarists re-statement of the quantity 

theory and the renewed belief on the conventional wisdom on crowding-out reexamines the 

effectiveness of fiscal policy in raising the level of output and employment in the sh011-nm. 

Tite conclusion which emerged from their theoretical argument follows that fiscal policy is 

potent in an economy with unemployed resources. Titey have differentiated between the 

crowding-out that may result fi·om government's direct involvement in productive activities 

to that may mise fi·om deficit spending unaccompanied by money creation. i.e. due to 
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competition in the financial markets for more fimds with debt floating. ·n,is competition tor 

fimds may push up the interest rate and may depress p1ivate expenditure which are interest 

elastic. ·nJC degree of crowding-out. thus depends on the degree of rise in interest rate in 

response to the grov .. th demand fill' money and supply of bonds engendered by the 

govemment spending on the one hand and the interest elasticity of inve5.tment on the other. 

·nllls recognizing the interest induced wealth effects with bond financing, their empirical 

findings r~jected the monetarist's view that a bond financed govemment spending multiplier 

is approximately zero - fiscal importance. But what is crucial to their _analysis is the stability 

of the economy and once that is satisfied effectiveness of fiscal policy then is an empirical 

question, in p1inciple. Under various conditions their findings support partial crowding-out. 

rendering fiscal policy to be effective in the short-mn. 

David and Scadding ( 1974 ), distinguishes between two types of crowding out ex

ante and ex-post with their notion of ultra-rationality in which households subsume 

corporate and govemment spending and saving in their budged decisions which is used to 

explain the stability of gross private saving rate (GPSR) despite important changes in its 

composition. l11eir general conclusion from this observed stability is that. under full 

employment fiscal policy can neither affect aggregate expenditure nor alter the ratio of 

investment to consumption. l11e model views households as ultrarational in the sense that 

they view the cmvorate sector as an extension of themselves which implies that corporate 

and p1ivate savings are perfect substitute in their behavioural decisions. 

As to the public sector ultrarationality implies that tax-financed Government 

services. such as schooling or medical care. are seen as full substitutes for individually 

bought se1vices. which may render a free 1ider problem with the paying customer indulging 

in tax avoidance by not revealing their willingness for public se1vices. but actually 

substituting it in their behavioural decisions. So p1ivate agents lower their spending to the 

filii amount ofthe tax increase and the private savings ratio as a fraction of GNP, therefore. 

remains stable. 

Regarding investment spending. they presuppose that consumption expenditures 

by the govemment are financed by taxes and that govemment investment is financed by 
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bonds. Hence the p1ivate sector treats govemment deficits as public investment. 

lJitrarationality at this level implies public investment and p1ivate investment as petiect 

substitutes. therefore. any increase in bond financed public spending reduces JHivate 

spending by a similar amount. TI1is is what they call ex-ante crowding-out. exvlaincd fi.tlly 

by untrarationality. which mled out any ex-post crowding out in the sense of having no 

eftect on interest rate mechanism. TI1eir argument is that p1ivate saving ratio remaining 

constant. the e\.lra fimds become available in exactly sufficient volume to absorb the new 

Govemment bonds and hence the interest rate need not increase in order to draw fimds 

away fl-om other uses. In this way it mles out expost crowding out. that occurs via rise in 

the relative effectiveness of fiscal and monetary policy for macroeconomic stabilisation 

depends cmcially on the form of crowding out ex-ante or ex-post. but for long-run growth 

such a distinction seems immate1ial. 

But the problem is that. even without such far fetched assumption like perfect 

substitutability between public and private investment (which follows from the assumption 

that taxes finance only govemment consumption expenditure) and constancy of private 

savings ratio. one can see that, a battle for scarce investment funds will follow on an 

increase on govemment spending, that drive up the rate of interest and may cause 

crowding-out of p1ivate investment. which is not due to ex ante effect. 

Bano ( 1974 ). discussed the equivalence between taxes and debt as sources of 

finance for govemment ex"}Jenditures. TI1is results from full tax discow1ting: govemment 

debt is not seen as net wealth by the private sector because. he hypothesized that 

households are rational enough to anticipate the future taxes entailed by present 

govemment bonowing. when with a given level of public ex"}Jenditure. the public sector 

substitutes bond financing for taxes. private agents will increase their savings out of their 

increased disposable income in order to provide for these fi1ture taxes and the higher 

volume of govemment debt is taken up by the public without any need for the interest rate 

to rise. Tims interest rate remaining constant the bond sales do not crowd out investment. 

private e\.venditure and consequently aggregate ex1lenditure remain unchanged. He 

considered that a Government could follow the monetary mle regardless of the size of its 

deficit. TI1e additional savings 
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would allow investment, capital accumulation and growth to he unaffected. To him, this 

might he suboptimal hut is better than the misinformation generated hy excessive money 

creation. He based his argument on a number of conditions like ptivate agents are immonal 

and they have pedect foresight about the fi.tture: there is no interest rate differentials 

between the public and the Govemment and that taxes and transfer are lump-sum llms. 

these conditions seems to be vety restrictive in a real world situation and can therefore he 

questioned on their validity. The second inference that can be made from his analysis is that 

it is the level of expenditure not the- way how it is financed that matters for the 

detennination of national income. Titis can be questioned on the growtd of efficiency of 

those exlJenditure. leaving aside the financing problem. Titird, if govemment debt is seen as 

net wealth by the public, then it may affect the portfolio composition and with more wealth 

demand for money will increase which in tum will lead to a rise in interest rate. Such rising 

interest rates \Nill decrease the value of financial assets held by the public. and hence may 

reduce private spending. Thus, crowding-out may occur due to this interest induced wealth 

effects. 

Buiter ( 1977), considered crowding-out as a multidimensional concept and made a 

difference between direct and indirect crowding-out. He defined direct crowding out (or 

ultrarationality) as the extent to which the Government sector is subsumed by the private 

sector in specifYing the structural behavioural relationship. While indirect crowding out is 

defined as the extent of substitution of private spending by public spending without altering 

the structural relationship at the individual level and both have a time dimension. Using a 

full employment IS-LM model he tried to show the extent of direct crowding tmder various 

dimensions like investment. consumption, income and wealth i.e. how far the private agents 

vie\v the Govemment activity, in each case, substitutes their own in its decision to finance 

the deficits by alterative modes like taxes and interest bearing debt issuance. So it all 

depends on how the ptivate agents treat taxes and debt in their utility functions. He stated 

that for increased public spending to have no real effect in the long nm would require fi.tll 

direct crowding out on the one hand and full equivalence between taxes and public sector 

deficit on the other. Ruling out fi.tll direct crowding out he stressed on the degree of 

crowding out along each dimensions which needs empirical testification to be usefi.LI in 

policy tonnulation. 
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hied man ( 1978 ). deals extensively on the question of crowding out under v:uious 

modes of financing of govemment deficit and their economic consequences. He has 

basically difterentiated between t\vo concepts associated with non-money (bond) financing 

of govemment deficits - one the transaction crowding out and the other is portfolio 

CTO\\ ding out. By transactions crowding out it is understood that the deficit caused by 

increased govemment spending (or tax cut) also increases money demand for transactions 

puqwses and under conditions of fixed money supply (unaccomodative monetary policy) 

money market equilibrium requires that interest rate must rise to balance money demand 

with fixed money supply. And to the extent that aggregate p1ivate spending is negatively 

related to the interest rate. it will affect some of the expansionary effect of increased 

govenunent spending which is called transactions crowding out. This is only partial except 

tmder conditions of a vertical IS curve (where there is no crowding out at all) and a vertical 

LM curve (in which case there is full crowding out~. His point is that the magnitude of 

transactions crowding out is sensitive to the rate of interest used to measure the elasticity of 

money demand and the interest elasticity of ptivate spending. He concludes that the 

elasticity of money demand with respect to shon term interest rate (like yields on time 

deposits. commercial papers or treasury bills) being small compared to long·tenn interest 

rate (like yields on Government bonds and securities) and being less volatile. crowding-out 

in the shmt-nm will be smaller than in the long-mn. Again this basically follows, because in 

the long nm the interest elasticity of money demand increases faster than does the income 

elasticity and also the interest elasticity of private spending tends to be larger. Consequently 

his argument follows that because of the different income elasticities of the public's 

demands for time and demand deposits. the offset (or crowding out) will be greater if 

monetary policy controls M~ than if it controls M 1• 

Using a model with three assets - money. govemment bonds and real capital and 

c1iticising the conventional understanding on the effects of bond financing of govemment 

deficits (which generally admits crowding out) he allowed for the possibility of both 

crowding-in and crowding-out. His argument is that. the conventional view that a decrease 

in im·estment is the only possible result of debt financed govemment deficits was due to 

their failure to consider adequately the public pmttolio behaviour, that is about their 
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assessments of the tisk and retums associated with holding ditlerent assets like monev. 
~ -

bonds and real capital. Using a three assets model-money govemment bonds and real 

capital - his anal~·sis showed that the sign and magnitude of the pottfolio eftect of bond 

financing of deficits on ptivate investment depends on the relative suhstitutabilities among 

these three assets in the public aggregate portfolio - that is. whether bonds are closer 

substitutes h1r money or for capital. He derived one substitutability index (from the 

symmetry condition) which is the ratio of the substitutability of bonds for money to the 

substitutability of bonds for capital which is always positive and lies between two extremes 

0 and ~~ . It takes the value 0. when bonds and capital are perfect substitutes and ~ when 

bonds and money are pe1fect substitutes. In between there lies all the possibilities. There is 

portfolio crowding out ifbonds are more substitutable for capital and less substitutable for 

money than the ratio of the respective wealth coefficients of the demands for money and 

capital and pontolio crowding-in incase of just the opposite. i.e. if bonds are more 

substitutable for m~ney and less for capital than their respective wealth coefficients, that 

detennine the c1itical value for the index. Two points can be noted here - (i) If money 

demand is independent ofwealth (i.e. wealth elasticity of money demand is zero) portfolio 

crowding out cannot occur and the only possibility is portfolio crowding in. (ii) If bonds 

and capital are pe1fect substitutes portfolio crowding in cannot occur and the only 

possibility is pmtfolio crowding out. Blinder and Solow's analysis on the possibility of 

crowding-out with variable capital falls w1der this category. 

But the problem with his analysis is that it depends crucially on the assumption that 

demand for money is a fi.mction ofboth income and portfolio wealth. in other words. on the 

assumption that people hold money balances for both transactions and portfolio 

(speculative) puqwses. a topic which is prone to much debate. Second. both fom1s of 

crowding-out can happen at the same time. therefore no generalization on the net effect of 

a positive fiscal impulse suppmted by bond finance is possible. In other words the relative 

substitutability index has an empi1ical dimension and thus needs ve1ification. 

On the cmcial substitutability hypothesis that differentiates between crowding-out 

and crowding-in. his view is that. when monetary policy is unaccomodative. the 

govemment debt management policy should take precedence in operationalizing the 
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stimulative fiscal policy. In this aspect his attention was focussed on tenn structure (time 

horizon) of difterent Govemment bonds and as a generalization his argument was that 

'shotl-tenn' bonds can be thought of as closer substitutes for capital than money. Once this 

holds. based on his relative substitutability index. policy presctiption on debt management 

easily follows. ·nwt is replacing long tenn bonds by shot1 tenn bonds causes pot1folio 

crowding-in. while crowding-out occurs when short tenn bonds are replaced by long tem1 

bonds. Given the heterogeneity of govemment bonds and their relative substitutability. the 

debt management policy then detennines crucially the effect of fiscal policy. i.e .. the fixed 

trade offbetween shm1-tenn stimulation and investment for growth. TI1e final outcome of 

expansionary fiscal policy (i.e. whether it will be inflationary or deflationary) involves 

substantial time lags and thus has crucial implications for growth. TI1erefore. it is argued 

that assessment of the fiscal policy should stat1 with the behaviour of real sector rather than 

that of financial sector. What matters for efficacy of fiscal policy is. how responsive is 

supply to demand that has important long run consequences for growth. 

TI1is analysis is nm purely under the assumption of unaccomodative monetary 

policy but do provides some insight into the debate on stabilization and growth. which can 

be observed from the statement that what matters prices is not only the money stock but 

some combination of money plus the outstanding interest bearing government debt. But 

what is not fully clear from his analysis is a dynamic interpretation of crowding-out. i.e. the 

possibility that in one time period there may be crowding out but in another crowding in 

may prevail. Timsit is necessary to study the more plausible case of coordination between 

fiscal and monetaty policy which best reflect the real world phenomenon. 

Tobin ( 1979 ). in his analysis of deficit spending and crowding-out in shorter and 

longer runs raised the question - does accumulation of public debt (non monetaty debt) 

. over the passage of time offset the expansionaty effect of increased public spending. 

making the fiscal policy imponant. He argued that, assuming. with given wealth of the 

public. a negative relationship between demand for money and rate of interest if exists 

would also imply that the initial (impact) effect of a positive fiscal impulse is expansionaty. 

His argument is that even though money supply is unchanged its velocity will arise along 

with interest rates. ·nleref(lre. how the impact ( expansionaty) eftcct will behave over time 
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1s contingent upon the change (if any) of the observed negative relationship between 

response of money demand to interest rate i.e. whether it becomes zero or positive over 

time. which can happen only if wealth effect on money demand dominates the substitution 

etlect. In other words. it amounts to say that the public demand for wealth and their 

saving. are positively related to interest rates and that part of the accumulation induced hy 

higher interest rates on assets other than money is held in money. l11e issue of the 

etlectiveness of e:\-pansionaty fiscal policy unaccompanied by money e:\-pansion. commonly 

tenned as ·financial crowding-out' refers to a situation ..of ·Wtder employment in which 

displacement is not necessaty to release resources for the use of govemment or its transfer. 

He mled out the possibility of full crowding-out which can happen if investment is 

petfectly interest inelastic (horizontal IS curve) or demand for money is perfectly interest 

inelastic (vertical LM curve), on the ground that adjustment of capital stock is not 

instantaneous (involves lags) and there can be substitution possibility between money and 

interest bea~ing assets. He tried to show the possibility of partial crowding-out w1der a 

shmt-mn discrete time model and under conditions oflongrun stationarity. The conclusion 

that follows from his analysis is that effective fiscal stabilisation required a responsive 

monetmy policy for maintaining macroeconomic equilibrium 

l11e above literatme review shows that these studies mostly dealt with the short rw1 

consequences of financing of public expenditure and their impact, both direct and indirect. 

on ptivate spending and hence on employment and output in the economy. And on the 

basis of the assumptions about the economy like full employment or underemployment. the 

prescription on financing of a positive fiscal impulse differs. In both cases. however a 

general conclusion is that. a positive fiscal impulse combined with accommodative 

monetaty policy may crowd-in iiiVestment, because to some extent the pressure on interest 

rate is eased with increased money supply. But with fixed financing or bond financing the 

result is ambiguous and has differential effect Wlder the two assumptions - Wlder full 

employment. While there is possibility of full 'crowding-out in an w1employment model it 

can only he pattial because along with the pressure on interest rate increased public 

spending also adds to output and profits of the ptivate sector (acceleration effects). 

llwugh there are some hints at the long nm consequences associated with govemment 
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e\.vcnditure the ~tudies were highly aggregative. llte following points which has received 

little attention. therefore. needs a mention. 

( i) What is impmtant for long-nm growth and stability is investment. So "'ith the 

increasing size of the govemment deficit and the consequent prescriptions on stabilization 

should not adversely affect investment. per se. ll1erefore. there is a need to study the 

relationship specifically between public investment and private investment, so that it can 

give some insight into the widely held view on stabilization that a contractionary fiscal and 

an e\."})ansionary monetary policy favours investment. 

(ii) Secondly, it is important to distinguish between situations in which output is limited by 

resources and investment is limited by potentially available savings (fi.mds) - supply 

constraint- from cases \\<hen both output and investment is limited by demand - demand 

constraints. signs of which are high unemployment and excess capacity. 

(iii)l11irdly. the general view that in underemployment situation any crowding out that 

occurs is the result of a tight monetary policy also needs a verification. Because increased 

public spending (or tax cut) if financed by money creation may raise the inflation 

e\.vectations about the future. The immediate effect which is apparent is that it will boost 

private investment. to the extent that the nominal interest rate is not fully indexed with 

respect to the rate of inflation which results in a low real rate of interest. But one possibility 

that cannot be ignored is that, it may affect the composition of capital in favour of inventory 

accumulation. Again such a positive effect on private investment cannot be generally 

concluded. because if higher rates of inflation were systematically accompanied by 

increased uncertainty about the future in which case. the private agents can be assumed to 

be rational enough to expect a tight monetary and fiscal policy and hence in this sense may 

depress private investment. llms. a proper policy mix. i.e. effective coordination between 

fiscal and monetary policy might be warranted. 

Case Studies: 
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(·chula ( 1978) tried to capture the effects of debt financed govemment spending on 

pli\'atc investment directly without the detour via interest rates. by including the change in 

the outstanding \'Oiume of govemment debt in the investment fimction. His intention was to 

directly capture the actual crowding out effect of govemment budget deficit and he found 

crmvding-out to a significant degree in the United States and Canada. Another objective 

was to judge the impact of crowding out on inflation and found that crowding out has 

impmtant inflationary impact in both the economies. l11e conclusion that followed fi·om his 

analysis em1*msised on the inflationary potential of fiscal policy that derives from supply 

considerations. against the traditional demand considerations. But the problem with this 

study is that it does not take into accow1t a functional relationships between macro 

va1iahles and simply considered the negative coefficient ofthe budget deficit as crowding

out. 

Aschauer ( 1989b ). considered the possibilities of both crowding-out and crowding 

m effect of public capital accumulation on US private investment and output and 

empi1ically found the net effect to be positive in both cases. He pointed out that at a 

superficial level an increase in public investment may be expected to reduce private 

investment by a similar amow1t, but more specifically one can see that public infrastructure 

capital crowds in private investment by raising the profitability of private capital stock. but 

other tonn of capital may crowd-out private investment. llms. this paper emphasized on 

the possibility of differential impact of different types of public capital on private 

investment. that followed a lot of work in the field. But his analysis is w1der a neoclassical 

fi·amework. whose strict application generally posed problem in developing cow1tries due 

to lack of approp1iate data on the one hand and due to the specific structural and 

institutional characte1istics specific to these economies like as w1derdeveloped financial 

market and strategic role of public investment i11 economic planning. llms. it requires a 

more coherent study incase of developing economies. 

SPECIFIC STUDIES IN INDIA: 

Sundararajan and lltakur ( 1980) deals with the specific issues of crowding out of 

JHivate investment by public investment in tenns of a growth model, covering the period 
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1960-76. under a comparative study of India and South Korea. TI1is is a study which came 

at a time when there was increasing concem among economists about the applicability of 

the neo-classical theorv of investment and the transmission mechanism operating in 

developed countties in its sttict sense to the case of developing economies. Tiwugh they 

highlighted on this particular problem. that is. on the possible consequences in applying the 

standard neo-classical model in the case of a developing country. their study is basically a 

modified way of applying the neoclassical model to take into account some of the 

institutional and stmctural factors inherent in these economic systems. 

TI1e problem with their study is that they have taken the rate of retum variable (rate 

of interest) as the linking variable between the real and monetary sectors of the economy 

(as in the IS-LM model) which basically is based on an implicit assumption of well 

fimctioning factor markets. But due to general market imperfections in LDCs (including 

India) in tenns of price and non-price rationing (i.e. an administered interest rate regime 

and vatious quantitative controls) it is difficult to expect the rate of return variable (the 

rental wage ratio) to act as the equilibrating mechanism and therefore it is wilikely that it 

will capture the effect of any crowding-out (since the private investors. under such 

rationing fl-amework. will no longer equate the rate of interest (r) with the marginal 

efficiency of capital (MEC) in their investment planning and also it cannot reflect the effect 

on ptivate investor's credit demand functions. 

TI1erefore. we would like to introduce the volume of credit (credit availability to the 

ptivate sector) in the private investment function which will capture the crowding out 

effect. if any. by restricting the flow of credit to the ptivate sector due to any increase in 

public investment and judge how the various modes of financing public investment will 

affect the flow of credit to the private sector and hence on the extent of crowditig- in/out 

associated with each. Along with neglecting the differential impact of financing public 

investment. it also does not make any difference between the vatious types of public 

investment like infi·astmcture and non-infrastmcture which may have differential impact in 

ptivate investment. 
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Krishnamuny ( 1484 ). allowing for both complementarity and crowding out effects of 

public im·cstmcnt on private investment and on output. has shown a sectoral analysis that 

give insights into the very structure ofthe Indian economy and their involvement ovettime. 

His findings (Simulation results) on a one shift increase in public investment shows that in 

Agticulture Complementatity prevails (which is basically due to his ~l)ecification in the 

sense that it did not allow for the possibility of (crowding out). However in industry and 

tettiary sector crowding outweigh complementarity effect in the year of increase in public 

investment and private investment recovers thereafter. At the aggregate level his findings 

are similar to that obtained by Sundararajan and lltakur ( 1980 ). But regarding its effect on 

output he got contrary results - while in Swtderrajan and lltakur. due to crowding out 

aggregate GOP also suffers for a longtime, in this case a gain in public sector output and its 

favourble impact on productivity on other sectors more than compensate for the loss in 

private output. even in the first year. Jn short, though public investment crowds out private 

investment in some sectors and for some years at no stage does aggregate real GOP suffers. 

that is to say the final outcome favours growth of output. This model suffers particularly in 

the contex1 of dealing with the issue of crowding out because there has been no stress on 

the nature of investment function that can capture the structural and institutional factors and 

their consequences on the operational transmission mechanism that explains crowding out 

or crowding in. 

Ktishnannuty. Pandit and Shanna ( 1989) emphasized on the supply side as 

explanations tor growth perfonnance and dealt broadly with the issues of capital fonnation. 

resource mobilization. crowding out and inflation tmder a macroeconometric model. 

Regarding the relationship between the public and private investment their findings show 

generally crowding in phenomena which had its stronghold till mid 1970s and weakening 

· thereafter under the changed scenatio. Secondly. it shows that resource crunch in the 

public sector (public sector resource gap) adversely affects private investment by 

preempting resources for its use. llms it shows crowding out through financial channels 

and due to ptice effects dealing with the two modes of financing. i.e .. resource gap being 

financed through deficit financing which has inflationary consequences or through domestic 

bonowings in which case by increased interest rates or by rationing. 
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Tims it is not clear fl"mn this study about the operational transmission mechanism. 

though they have relened to the interest rates which may not pelionn well in explaining. 

crowding. in or crowding out under a controlled interest rate regime as is the case in India. 

Secondly. going to emphasize on supply factors neglecting demand factors is in no way 

wananted. 'll1ereli.He a proper model should take into accowlt both constraints ptivate on 

investment decisions. 

J>radhan.Ratha and Sanna ( 1990) is an extensive study on the mode of financing of 

public investment and the possible impact of it on ptivate investment, w1der a computed 

general equilibtium fi·amework. TI1ey have concluded that crowding-out may not be so 

hannfi1l when other objectives like income disttibution is taken into accow1t along with 

growth consequences of public investment. On the various modes of financing their 

conclusion is that crowding-out of private investment is the highest with direct taxation as 

the mode of financing and lowest when the mode of financing is money creation. But 

compared to money creation, market borrowing mode of financing public investment 

results in more crowding-out of private investment. 

But the problem with this study is that they have not made any difference between 

the infi·astmcture and non-infrastmcture component of public investment and any 

differential impact each type may have on investment. output and growth. SecondJy, to 

make suggestions on fiscal and monetary policy or broadly on stabilisation. we need to 

consider the macroeconomic factors like total public sector investment and their 

consequences on ptivate investment with vatious modes of financing it. 

Mehta ( 1993 ). in a paper attempts to analyse the effects of public capital on the 

productivity of ptivate capital in non-agticultural sector and the substitution possibility 

between ptivate and public capital. employing Cobb-Douglas and Translog Production 

fimction approaches. His conclusion is that public capital in both infrastmcture and non

infrastmcture sectors are not complementmy to ptivate sector capital. Again he concludes 

that an unit increase in ptivate capital btings a larger tise in the productivity of public capital 

than a unit increase in public capital on the productivity of ptivate capital. TI1e problem 

w'ith this study is that first by excluding the ag.ticultural sector in his analysis he has omitted 
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the possible linkage etlect of it on industry. i.e. he has not considered the possible demand 

and supply constraints operating in the economy. which to a .great e:\tent affects the p1ivate 

investment decision. Secondly. it completely ignores the mode of financing of public capital 

and the possible etlect there of on JHivate investment and thus cannot he used to make any 

suggestion on policy fi·ont with this study. 

lltus it is clear fi·om the h1ief review that none of the studies deals extensively with 

the mode of financing and different types of public investment together to prescribe 

something on macroeconomic policy making in India. 

llterefore. to overcome this deficiency, we formulate our objectives as follows: 

Objectives:-

(i) To study the relationship between public and private investment, 

t.e. whether public investment complements or crowds-out private investment, by 

specifYing an appropriate investment function in the economy. considering the various 

modes of financing of public investment 

(a) market bonowings. an 

(b) money creation. 

( ii) To study the above relationship when public investment is disaggregated 

into its infi·astmcture and non-infrastmctme components and see the offsetting effect each 

categories may have on private investment to broadly suggest something on 

macroeconomic stabilisation. 

Methodology: 

We will use Ordina~y Least Square Regression for estimation. covering the period 1960-61 

to 1990-91. 

llte ne:\1 chapter develops a model to study the relationship between public and 

p•ivate inve~tment under a modified tlexible accelarator framework. 
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THE MODEL 

Economists often question the validity of the standard neoclassical investment 

fimction in developing countries' due to the presence of structural and institutional factors 

specific to these economies which cause general imperfections in the factor and product 

markets. leaving aside the data problem regarding the capital stock. Again these economies 

(as in India) depict a dismal performance in the sense that demand constraint and supply 

constraint may both be binding on private investment. Therefore it is necessary to formulate 

the model in such a way as to accomodate all these factors, that can allow us to judge on 

the extent of net crowding-out or crowding-in effects of private investment, which has a 

bearing on long-run growth and development. Keeping all these factors in mind, we have 

chosen a modified flexible accelerator framework in our model. 

I. Public Investment and the Crowding-Out Hypothesis : 

A long standing debate in the macroeconomic literature has been on the 

controversial question of whether public and private investment are complements. 

substitutes or as assumed in most macroeconomic models, independent of one another. 

Many endogenous growth theory has also focussed attention on the potential impact of 

public investment on long-term economic growth.· 

See T tu1 Wai & Wong ( I Q82 ), Blejer & Khan ( 1984 ), for more references on the argtm1ent. For 

reference on neoclassicai models see Jorgenson ( 1971 ). 

See Easterly (I QQ2) and Barro's discussion on it And also Barro ( 1990). It is argued that 

public spending has two effects-one distortionary due to its financing pattern (distortionar\: 
taxes) and the other ts complementary effect by raismg the margtnal product of pnvate capttal. 
Incase of productive government expenditure (like infrastructure) the complementary effect 
dominates the distortionary effect. In otheiWords, if govemment infrastructure is small the rate 
of growth tises with an expansion of govemment. But in the case of a larger govemment the 
dtstorationarv effect dominates and hence growth declines. But for non-productive govemment 
expenditure (whtd1 nught enter mto household utility ftmctions) the predicted relatiOn ts 



·n1e economic rationale behind most of these studies rest on the idea that public 

investment is confined to such areas where private sector will be unwilling to enter (as thev 

cannot produce in optimal amotmts) because. it is both difficult to ration their use and 

benefits to paying customers (the free rider problem) and due to the lumpiness and 

indivisibilities in production - the required initial investments are very high and lumpy in 

nature with long gestation lags. However, these goods are considered as important for the 

proper functioning of a market system because they tend to generate large and widespread 

spillover effects. For example, public investment in infrastructure (social and economic) 

tend to complement private capital formation by facilitating the implementation and 

realization of private agent's investment plans by overcoming supply bottlenecks in the 

economy (through their elimination of transportation, communication and educational 

bottlenecks). Public investment also indirectly affects private investment because it not only 

augments overall aggregate demand for privately produced goods and services, but also 

influences private investor's future profit and sales expectations. (the income effect). 

Lastly, public investment in roads, highways. airports, ports, electricity and gas facilities, 

water and sewers. health facilities and education services increases the productivity of 

capital and labour used in private production technology. llms. in these ways, public 

investment complements private investment in production. 

On the otherhand, public investment used in the production of those goods and 

services which competes with the private sector may crowd-out private investment. ' ll1is 

is patticularly the case if these investments are Wldertaken in markets with high rates of 

effective protection. Again financing of public investment heavily through taxation. market 

bonowing and money creation in an economy with a weak financial system (i.e. financial 

repression) as is the case in many developing countries (including India) may crowd-out 

negative throughout. ll1us. it is generally concluded that the size of the government and the 

nature of capital (mfrastmcture/non-mfrastntcture) has Important long-nm effects on growth 

3 See Blinder and Solow (I Q73) for a detailed discussion on 1t 
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ptivate investments by re~training them fi·om profitable investment outlets. TI1e combined 

negative effects of these ptice and quantity constraints can, in developing countries, become 

binding in nature very quickly. thus outweighing any positive direct and indirect effects. as 

claimed by its supp01ters. 

llms the final impact of public investment on ..private capital fonnation is tmcertain. 

complex and as indicated above. is subject to a number of intricate relations. TI1erefore. it is 

necessmy to fommlate a model in such a way as to accomodate both the possible 

crowding-in and crowding-out effects on private investment and is to be seen that the final 

outcome (total effect) depends on the relative strength ofthese two opposing effects which 

are inversely related. 

II. Public Investment from the Budget Relation: A Policy Determined Variable: 

TI1e level of public investment and the way it is financed has a bearing on the 

availability of finance to the private sector which affects the speed of adjustment ( /.... ) with 

which the private sector adjust its investment to the gap between the desired and actual 

level. So to deal with the various mode of fi11ancing we detennine the public investment as 

follows. 

From the budgetary transactions of the government at various levels and public 

sector undettakings for their plans. we know that the total public sector resource gap (total 

expenditure- Revenue Receipts i.e. TE-RR) which we call here public sector fiscal deficit 

(FD) given as-

FD=TE- RR 

= RE + C E - RR ----------------- ( l ) 

Where. RE = Revenue ex-penditure 

CE =Capital ex-penditure 

RR = Revenue receipts (Tax +non-tax) 
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But this capital ex1Jenditure (CE) is composed of two tenns - public investment 

( IG) and cunent transfers which can be added to the revenue exvenditure to give the total 

consumption exvenditure. Because from the central govemment budget CE is composed of 

one capital tonnation patt plus cunent transfer plus capital transfers. but this capital 

transfers is nothing but loans to States. UTs and public sector unde1takings for capital 

fonnation. So when we deal with the public sector as a whole. we can write. 

Total exvenditure (TE) = consumption expenditure (Gc) + investment or public 

sector Gross domestic capital formation i.e. public investment (IG) where current transfers 

is added with RE to give total govemment consumption expenditure. 

llterefore from ( I ) we can write 

FD = Gl· + IG- RR -------------- (2) 

Where FD = public sector gross fiscal deficit 

Gc = public sector (or total government ) consumption exvenditure 

IG =public investment 

RR = revenue receipts ( tax + non-tax ) 

Again we know that this FD is financed fi·om various sources like 

i) Domestic borrowings (DB) 

ii) Foreign bmTowings (FB) 

iii) Deficit financing 

So the resource gap (FD) uncovered by these borrowings (domestic plus foreign. 

which is called gross capital receipts GKR) is termed as the high powered deficit (HPD). 

I.e. 

HPD = FD- GKR = FD -DB - FB 
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and b\ the balance sheet con~traint then. this high powered deficit (overall budgetary 

., de licit. as defined in economic swvey) brings about an equivalent change in the net RBI 

credit to the gO\cmment~ Which is called monetisation of deficit or money creation. 

So \Ve \'vlite .3RBCG FD- DB- FB ....... (3) 

ll1is net change in RBI credit to government (~RBCG) reflects the monetary 

sector· s integral link with the fiscal sector and modelled as w1der. Here_ according to the· 

fommlation ( 3) we assume that the extemal borrowings (FB) as exogenous, because 

the ex1emal sector is not explicitly introduced into our model. However, the domestic 

bonowing requirements by the public sector (DB) outside of RBI, are endogenous to the 

model. l11erefore. we write. from relation (2) and (3) 

IG = DB + FB + ~RBCG + (RR- Gc) --------------- ( 4) 

In developing economies, it is a common phenomenon that expenditure increases 

faster than receipts and it is often said govemment meets its current (or consumption) 

e:-.:penditure from its revenue. because politically it is unrewarding to control cunent 

e:-..venditure. Hence most patt of revenue goes to meet the cunent expenditure and these 

economies often encountered a deficit on tlus front also. llterefore it is quite reasonable to 

assume that most part of the capital fom1ation is financed out of the govemment's gross 

capital receipts. which includes both intemal and extemal borrowings and the deficit which 

remained uncovered by these two. leads to an equivalent amotmt of money creation in the 

economy. Again this ( ~RBCG) being rasidually detennined as in (3) also gives insight into 

the govemment's e:-..venditure and revenue side. thus giving a dynamic interpretation to the 

4 
Actuallv. RBI g~ves loans to the central government to monetise this deficit. but because most of 

the borrowmgs by state government lJfs and public sector enterpnses (PEs) are channehsed 

through the central government. it can be reasonalbly viewed as RBI credit to the government 

as a whole to meet the overall budgetal)' deficit as defined 111 econom1c survey See Economic 
Survev ( ll)l).Pl5 ). pp 20. 21 and 33 for greater details on budgetal)' transactions of all levels 

of govemrm.'llt and PS L:s 
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gross fiscal deficit ( FD) tenn taken alone for consideration or jointly with public investment 

in our modeL as can be seen subsequently. 

Ill. Financial Sector and the Equilibriating Mechanism :The Rationing of Credit 

Our analysis is based on the availability theory which emphasises that wtder 

impe1fections in the financial market (i.e. wtder financial repression) the equilibriating role 

ofthe interest rate is hindered (which works properly tu1der the assumption that supply of 

fimds are interest elastic) and hence any disequilibrium in the financial market (particularly 

lonable funds market) is eliminated by non-interest mechanism (i.e. credit rationing). 

According to this theory the financial determinants of aggregate demand are represented by 

the availability of fimds rather than their costs.·· Whether monetary actions are effective or 

not. depends upon the elasticity of aggregate demand to changes in the supplied volume of 

lonable fimds. Such a framework is very much suited to the case of a developing cowttry 

due to the presence of stmctural and institutional rigidities like a controlled interest rate 

regime, as in India. McKinnon ( 1973) is of the view that. in contrast to developed 

cowttJies. one of the principal constraint on investment in developing cowttries is the 

quantity rather than the cost of financial resources. Even if the rate of return on investment 

tend to be high. the rate of interest on lonable fimds are kept low by the Government for a 

va1iety of reasons - controlled interest rate regime. Therefore any effect exerted by the rate 

of interest on p1ivate investment is not direct within this rationing fi·amework. rather occurs 

via the channel of financial savings. 

5 See David and ~cadding's (IQ74. pp. 241-43). argwnent on ex-ante crowding out. To explam 

this their presupposition was that consw11ption exproditures by the government are financed by 
taxes and that government investmrot is financed by bonds. Hence private sector treats 
government deficits as public investmrot. But in our fornmlation we are not going to such an 
extreme: just we have emphasJZErl upon the pomt. as can be seen later on in our fonnulation 

how the linking variable LlRBCG allows a dynam1c interpretation to the fiscal deficit tem1. that 
takes care of the possibility of tax revroue financmg public investment 

' See Nassef ( Jl)72) for further discussions on a similar line. 
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,nJCref(ne our contention is that under such financial market impe1fections ( a timd 

shmtage situation) the banking system embraces a substantial p01tion of lending and 

bonowing operations and hence the availability of funds. rather then their costs. is the 

approp1iate linkage between the real and financial phenomena: and the manipulation of 

hank credit is of JHime imponance for the effectiveness of monetary policy in a developing 

country like India. 

So the task of proper modelling wtder such a situation reqmres a proper 

specification of the analytical purpose ofthe study which in turn necessiates the assessment 

of the financial behaviour of different actors involved in the fund market. the linkage 

variables and the impact of the linkage variable on aggregate demand. The assessment of 

moneta1y impacts on the level of real economic activity is a prerequisite to design the level 

of policy actions needed to achieve given targets on the real side of the economy. The 

design of such actions is possible only within the fi·amework of an economic system in 

which spending behaviour is integrated via the linkage variables with the financial behaviour 

of different actors of the economy. 

IV. Mode of Financing Public Investment: 

For our analytical purpose. in our economic system. two actors are involved' - the 

Govemment (broadly public sector) and the private sector. One interesting thing in our 

frmework is that one of the actors. the Govemment is more powerful, in the sense that 

using different monetary and fiscal tools (like the statutory liquidity ratio (SLR)/or various 

tax incentives) it is able to preempt its share of the credit to meet its demand for credit) 

In tl11S Paper public sector and government has been used mterchangably, though pubhc sector 

IS usually used m a much broader sense. But m our fonnulat10n it makes no difference beause 
specific to our approach tl1e financing decisions 1s broadly w1dertaken by tl1e government So 
we often wnte govemment in place of public sector for sharpness whid1 ammmts to tl1e same 
tl1mg So one should not get confi.1sed witl1 it 
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thmt the domestic market - banks and the public (on the households) which are pnme 

suppliers of credit and the rasidual is available to the private sector to meet its investment 

demand. On the cxtemal fi·ont. neither of the actor is able to extract fi.mds substantially due 

to a host of intemal and extemal factors specific to their decisions and theref(.)J"e we 

consider the extemal bonowing (FB) requirements as exogenous to our model. 

Taking into consideration all these factors we try to model our economic system as 

follows: 

Since our main aim here is to judge on the Financial Crowding-Out, if any, due to 

increase in govemment spending to finance increased public investment, we write the 

exogenously detennined public investment (I G) as a function of all financing variables, that 

also affects the ptivate investment decisions, finance being rasidually made available to the 

private sector. This is termed in the literature as short-nm crowding-out effect of public 

investment on private investment, which we view is basically contingent on the mode of 

financing of public investment and process as follows: 

llte households (H) and the banks (B) are the major suppliers of credit in the 

domestic market to both the private sector (P) and public sector (G). The household gives 

loans to the public sector (C11';), to the private sector (Cl) and to financial institutions 

(CJ1
) like IDBL ICICL IFCL LIC, GIC, UTI etc. But this household credit to financial 

institutions ( Fls) again get channelised to the private sector ( P) and public enterprises 

(PEs). So we can WJite 

8 llte re2son behind sctting up DFls (Development Financial Institutions) was to plug the 

perceived g.1ps in the provision of medilml and long-temt finance for investment And over the 
ye2rs they have gamed a prominent posttion 111 India's financial structure. wtth assets in the 
region of 50% of the assets of commercial banks. See Joshi & Little (I 996). Chap IV. for 
more on it But our concem here ts mainly with nwestment mstitutions (like LIC. GIC UTI etc) 
which get the1r fl.mds directly from the public and ten11 lending instttutions (like IDBL IFCI etc) 
which could borrow cltt>2ply sharing m the allocation of SLR fl.utds. along with ratsmg publtc 
money through floating of bonds. So both the private sector and public enterprises numing on 
commercial lines demand the ( 11

1
.
1 and therefore will not affect our analysis. if we club ( 1./

1 

with (' 11
1 

; and (', t with c t and write H FS = (' + D+C 11
1 
;+('I r . . 
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, II . , I' , 1'1· * 
(II - (II t- (II ------------------- ( ) 

But public cnteq)Jises being included in the public sector. for simplicity we can broadly say 

the resources of the Fls get used to finance the demand for credit by the public and p1ivate 

sector. ·nteretore we can wtite. without loss of generality, 

C 1·1 (' I' c li (**) II co:: +I + 1·1 --------------------------

So households total (net) financial savings (HFS) which goes to finance the credit 

requirements in the economy is over and above their currency holdings (C) and deposit 

with banks (D). llterefore we wtite 

(j p 
HFS = c + o + cH + c11 -------------------- < s) 

I' (j 
=> CH = HFS - c - D- CH 

llms the household credit to the private sector (C1/) is derived rasidually by 

subtracting the credit demanded by the public sector (C,/') from the net financial savings of 

the household. l11e govemment utilises the fiscal tools (e.g. various tax concessions) to get 

the demanded credit from the households and hence preempts its share.· 

9 Actually household credit to government should, more specifically, be a fi.mction of rate of 

retum on· govemment securities (rJ) and rate of return on competing assets like mdustnal 
secU1it1es ( r 2 ) So C 11'; = f( r 1• r 2) with f1 > 0 and f2 > 0 But for snnplicity we do not mtroduce 1t 
m ftmctional fonn. because in our fonnulation th1s only acts as a linking variable. as can be 
seen later on. Again it IS difficult to get data on rates of return on different types of secunt1es 
also. Again tu1der a repressed financial system it is likely that household may behave as nsk 
ave1ters and consider government securitles as riskless. thereby enabling the govemment to 
extract a s1zeable amatmt of credit with small tax concessions. 

10 In India. lUlder section 80 and SOL of the Income-tax Act. many tax concessions are declared 111 

respect of interest income from Government securities .to make it attractable. 
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Similarly total commercial bank credit ( Cll) is divided between the public and the 

ptivate sector. So simply we Wlite. 

ell · C/ · r en"------------------------- ( 6) 

TI1e bank credit to the public sector (Cil';) is a fimction of SLR (the statutory 

liquidity ratio) and total bank deposits (BD), but for simplicity we Wlite it linearly as 

ell';= SLR x BD = r x so ------------------------ (7) 

where r = SLR (statutory liquidity ratio) 

TI1e SLR stipulates the propertion of deposits that banks ml!st hold in the form of 

govemment and other approved securities, that carried considerably lower interest rates 

then were available on commercial lines.'· 

So tmder this simplified notation, the supply of credit to the private sector by banks 

( Cn") is then rasidually determined and can be Wlitten as 

Cll" = ( 1-f)x BD ----------------- (7.1) 

11 A lllOre concrete fornlulation wot~d have been CB = Cn(j(j + Cn"'~ + c,t where Cn(j = Cn(i(j + 

( 11
1
'
1

• i.e. disaggregating the public sector (G) into pure govemment (GG) and public 
enterprises (PE,) And govemment generally utilies the various monetary tools like SLR. CRR 
to get its demanded credit from banks. But clubbing them together as C11'; will not affect our 
analysts and is also justified (or reasonable) on the grotU1d that most of the borrowings by the 
public sector ts directed through the central govemment as can be observed from the statement 
that central govemment outstanding liabilities (non- RBI) in I QQ3-Q4 would have been 32.7% 
lower if state govemment liTs, and PSEs had borrowed directly, mstead of through the central 
govemment Economtc Survey I QQ4-Q5, pp. 20-21 

1::: Indian banks are obliged to satisfy not only SLR, but also CRR. which requires banks to hold 

part ofd1eir deposits with RBI and d1Us fom1 part of rationing- d1e equilibriating mechanism 
tU1der financial repression ll1otigh d1ere are limits set by d1e monetary aud1ority for CRR at 3-
15% and SLR at 25- -W~o 
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where 1- is stipulated SLR 

and BD- total commercial bank deposits. 

So C11'' and e 11'' basically constitutes the domestic bonowing by the public sector 

which is mostly done through the central govemment. So the domestic bonowing 

requirements by the public sector (DB) is written as 
• 

<i (I 
DB = e11 + ell --------------------- < s > 

which fits into equation ( 4 ). 

Assuming public investment (IG) as a policy determined exogenous variable and its 

financing as endogenous to our modeL in the sense that it is financed through the usual 

mode of taxation, market borrowing and money creation, which are detemined within the 

modeL we write public investment (I G) from eq. ( 4) through ( 6) as a fimction of all 

financing vatiables as -

IG = F (e,i', eB(' . .1RBeG) ------------------- (9) 

and for simplicity. opting a linear representation, we write 

IG = a1 C/' +a~ e,/' +a, .1RBeG ----------- (I 0) 

With foreign bonowing assured as exogenous to the model. this net change in RBI 

credit to govemment (llRBeG) then reflect the monetary sectors integral link with the 

(" (" 
fiscal sector. On the other hand the e,, ' and ell ' are endogenous to the model. as defined 

above and reflects the linkage between the real and financial phenomena . 

Now substituting ( 8) into ( 3 ). we obtain 
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Now suhstitutiong (II) into ( 10). we get 

IG = a1 e111
; +a~ eH<; + a,(FD- e111

;- ellr;- FB) 

ll <i -
=(at -ad ell + (a2 - ad.Cil + al(FD- FB) 

Now substituting for ell(;= r X BD from eq. (7). we obtain, 

IG=(at -·adeti;+(a2- al)fxBD+al{FD-FB) 

IG-(a2 - a~)fxBD-a~(FD-FB) 

( 12) 

(a 1 - a~ ) 

This ell(; links the public sector's financing pattern With that of the private sector. 

V. Specification of Private Investment Function: 

It is often argued that the standard neoclassical model of investment cannot be 

applied properly in the case of a developing economy due to the presence of institutional 

and stmctural factors specific to these cow1tries - like the absence of a well developed 

financial market, strategic role given to public investment in capital formation and an 

administered interest rate regime. that is, due to general imperfections in the capital and 

labour market. So such financial and factor markets due to excessive control by the 

govemment prevents investors from following the strict neoclassical rule of equating the 

marginal cost of their capital to its rental price. TI1ese features are typical to the case of 

India also as public sector was assigned the pivotal role in domestic capital fonnation 

throughout the planning period and also interest rate is controlled by the govemment (the 

monetary authmity) and has been kept low to channelise investment into strategic sectors. 

Tims the availability of resources. rather then their costs or price tends to be the binding 

constraint. TI1is has been pmticularly the case in the allocation of financial resources where 
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the central hank have relied excessively on changing the statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) of 

commercial hanks to mobilise funds for financing various govemment pn~jects. 

·nleref()re. our choice of the modified accelerator over the standard neoclassical model of 

investment falls in line with that of Tun wai & Wong ( 1982 ). Sundararajan & ·n1akur 

( 1980). Bl~jer & Khan ( 1984). to take account of all these institutional and stmctural 

factors. i.e. all the constraints faced by private investors in their investment decisions. 

Again the advantage of such a fonnulation is that we can introduce the effects of different 

modes of financing of public investment that have a bearing on ptivate investment to judge 

on the net effect. i.e. whether it crowds-out or crowd-in private investment and how it vary 

with the specific mode chosen. 

Moreover. with such a formulation we can disaggregate public investment into 

infrastmcture and non-infrastmcture component and can know the effects of each type of 

private investment. In this way it will accommodate both the objectives of our study - how 

the crowding-in or crowding-out effect get affected with the different modes of financing of 

public investment and with the different types of public investment. 

Since it takes time to plan, build and install new capital. we write the adjustment of 

actual investment in period t (.1 Kpt) to the difference between the desired private capital 

stock in petiod t (KP'\) and the actual stock in the previous period (KPt-1) under a partial 

adjustment fl-amework as . 

.1 KP, =A (Kr··, - KPt-1) ------------------------ ( 13) 

or. KP, -" AKP·; + ( I - A ) KP,.1 -------------------- ( 13. I) 

11 See Chakraborty Commitee report I Q85. on the working of the monetory system. 
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Where A is the coefficient of adjustment. with 0 ~ A ~ I. LlKP, is the change in pri\'3te 

capital stock or simply net private investment. KP'\ is the capital stock desired by the 

ptivate sector to have in petiod t. Tims eq. ( 13) postulates that net ptivate investment in 

any given time petiod t is some fraction A of the desired change for that period. Although 

theoretically it is possible for the actual capital stock to adjust instanstaneously to its desired 

level (A= I ) or tor no-adjust-ment to take place at all (A. = 0 ). in actual practice it lies 

somewhere between 0 and I. implying the various constraints faced by private investors in 

their investment decisions. On the other hand the formulation ( 13.1) shows actual capital 

stock in petiod t as a weighted average of the desired capital stock in that period and the 

actual stock in the previous period. 

TI1is fonnulation is in terms of net investment. but we need it to be in gross terms to 

judge the relationship between public and private investment, as per our specification of the 

problems. and therefore write gross private investment (IP1) as equal to net investment plus 

depreciation of the previous period's capital stock, that is, 

IP, = .1KP, + 8 KPt-1 ------------------------ ( 14) 

where 8 is the rate of depreciation of private capital stock. 

Using standard lag operator notation. we can write ( 14) as 

IP, = [I - (I - 8 )L] KP, --------------- ( 15) 

where Lis the lag operator with LKP, = KPt-1· 

By invetting relation ( 15) we can relate private capital stock to gross private 

investment as 

---------------------------( 16) 
[1-( 1- 8)L] 

and substituting tor KP, and KP,_ 1 in eq. ( 13. I) by using ( 16 ), we get 
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A KP.t +( 1-A) 

II-( 1-())LJ r I-< 1-())LJ 

which has the solution. 

IPI = [ 1-( 1- 8 )L] A KP'I + ( 1- A) IPt-1 --------------------- ( 17) 

Now under long-nu1 representation of the accelerator model it can fairly be 

assumed that the desired capital stock is proportional to the level of expected output and 

we write 

KP't = I3Y'··, --------------------------- ( 18) 

where 13 is a constant 

Where Y\ is the expected level of output corresponding to KP"'~ . This is quite a 

standard fonnulation and can be rationalised by assuming that the tmderlying production 

fimction has (technologically) fixed proportions among factor inputs, so that factor prices 

do not enter into the specification. If we now substitute ( 18) into ( 17) we can get an 

expression for a basic accelerator model for gross private investment as -

IP, = 13 A (I-(I-8)L] Y\ + (1- A) IPt-1 ------------.::---- ( 19) 

An altemative and more convenient way for deriving eq. ( 19) is by directly 

specifying a pattial adjustment function for gross priate investment IP,. rather then KP,. so 

we Wlite. 

L11P, = A(IP'•I- IPt-1 ) --------------------------- (20) 

where IP'1 is the desired level of p1ivate investment. In the steady state. desired 

private investment is given by. 

1 P I = [ 1-< 1-o )L 1 KP ··, ---------------------------- < 21 > 
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Combining equations (20) and (21) and solving for IP, than yields an equation exactly the 

same as equation ( 17) and substituting for KP·, from ( 18) than yields ( 19). the same as 

above. So in this fonnulation ( 17). to incorporate the effect of public investment and the 

vmious modes of financing of public investment on private investment. one can proceed in 

two \vays-

( i) either viewing that these factors affect the speed of adjustment (A) with which the 

p1ivate sector adjusts its actual investment to the gap between the desired level and 

previous peliod' s actuals, that is, by influencing the ability of private investors to achieve 

the desired level ofinvestment as given in eq. (20). In case of crowding-out we will expect 

a smaller coefficient of adjustment, whereas in case of crowding-in effect of public 

investment we would expect the coefficient (A ) to be higher. 

(ii) the other way is public investment and the various ways in which it is financed affecting 

the desired level of private investment in the first place. Therefore in this case the desired 

level of private investment is expressed as a function of the level of public investment and 

the vmious ~nancing variables rasidually made available to the private investors along with 

the expected output. So in estimation of the final equation both the methods will give 

similar result the only difference will be in interpreting the results. 

So to study the effect of public investment and the valious modes of financing of it. 

we follow the first approach suggested by Coen ( 1971 ) and mostly used by many studies on 

p1ivate investment behaviour in developing cow1tlies like Stmdararajan & Thakur ( 1980 ). 

Blejer & Khan ( 1984) etc. 

So we hypothesize that the response of private investors as represented by the 

adjustment coefficient ( A ) depends on the following factors: 
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i) the level of public investment 

ii) the availability of finance to the private sector. which is affected by the 

way of financing of public investment. like 

a) C1 I" - the household credit to the private sector 

h) CH" - bank credit to the p1ivate sector as has been rasidually detennined 

by relation ( 5) and (7) respectively. 

So with a linear formulation, we write the adjustment coefficient (/...) to get 

systematically affected by the above variables as 

A-t= bo + 

We expect that the real level of public investment raises the productivity of capital 

and by providing critical infrastructure to be used in private production complements 

private investment and hence b1 is expected to be positive i.e. b1 > 0. 

Secondly, the higher the availability of finance to the private investors from various 

sources- i.e. from households and Banks. the more the private investment will be. Hence 

we ex-pect positive signs for b2 and b.~· 11ms b2 > 0. b~ > 0. 

Now substituting eq. (22) into (20), we get 

~IP, = b" (IP,'- IP,_,) + b, IG + b~ C11" + b~ C11 ---------------------------- (23) 

Now substituting for IP,· fi·om (21) KP,· = ~y,· fi·om ( 18) into (23) and solving 

for IP1• we obtain. 
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With("~ a constant and h1. he. bl , 0. 

Now substituting tor e11 fl-om eq. (5) and ell from eq. (7.1) into eq. (24) we get, 

IP, =~h .. f 1-( I-8)L]Y,· + bdG + b2 ( HFS- e- 0- e11 ) + h1( l-f)80 + ( 1-b.,) IP,.J 

Now substituting for e11 · from ( 12), we get 

=~b .. [ 1-( 1-8)L]Y,· + h1 IG + b2 (HFS- e- D) 

be h2(a2-a~) 

-- IG + rx 80 

+ --- (FD- F8) +b.-( I -f) 80 + ( 1- ho) IP1.1 --------------------- (25) 

Now assuming that only a fi·action of total public investment is financed from bank credit 

we can w1ite the demand for credit by the public sector (eB ')as a constant fraction ofiG. 

e II = y I G ----------------------------- ( 26) 
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Where y is a constant 

Again we know fi·om (7) that Cll = rxBD. 

So combining these two. we can wtite rxBD = y.IG -------------------- (27) 

Now substituting tor rxBD in (25) through (27). we get 

IP,= ~h.,f 1-( I-8)L]Y,' + h1 IG + b2(HFS- C-D) 

b2a1 
+ (FD- FB) + b1( 1-f)BD 

+ y IG - IG + ( 1- b.,) IP,.1 

now taking IG common, we can wtite. 

IP,=Pbo[I-(I-8)L]Y', +b1 IG,+b2(HFS-C-D)+ -- (FD-FB) 
a1-a3 

[ b2y(a,-a,) b2 

] + b,( 1-f) BD-+- IG + ( 1-bo)IP,.J 
a1-a, a1-a3 

or IP, =c.,[ 1-( I-8)L]Y,· + h1 IG, + b2 (HFS-C-0) + c1 (FD-FB) .+ 

b1( 1-f)BD + c2 IG + ( 1-h.,) IP,.1 ----------------------- (28) 

where c., =f3 h.,. c1 = and c2 = ----
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In the above equation. ( 1-I)BD. where r = SLR. is nothing but the tlow of bank credit to 

the ptivate sector. so the only unobsetvable vmiable is the exvected level of output (Y, ·) 

and it can be generated in a number of ways .like - using a generally disttihuted lag 

fonnulation. or using an adaptive ex:pectations model or by fitting an autoregressive process 

and taking the predicted values as expected output. We have taken the average of current 

real GOP and its past four years GDP as expected output. because in India there is 

evidence of ahnonnality each altemate years either in the fonn of droughts or wars or 

political instability or some other exogenous shocks like oil shocks. which affects the GOP, 

expecting that it will perform better than the above mentioned methods of deriving 

exvected output. 

So now wtiting. [ 1-( 1-o)L]Y,· = LlGDP, 

where 8 is the chosen rate of depreciation and L is the one period lag operator. 

HFS-C-0 = HI. FD-FB = FD1, ( 1-f) BD = FBC i.e. the flow ofbank credit to the private 

sector and substituting in (28) 

We can wtite 

+ c2 IG, + ( 1-b") lP,_, ------------------------- (29) 

Where the ex1)ected signs of the coefficients are as follows- the coefficient of LlGDP, i.e .. 

the accelerator coefficient as positive- Co "> 0. 

b1 ·· 0 - which gives the crowding-in effect of public investment in the sense that public 

investment by providing basic infrastructure reduces the cost of production in the ptivate 
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sector. thereby increasing the profitability on the one hand and increases the productivity of 

capital and labour on the other. 

Cc , 0 - which gives the crowding out effeCt: in the sense that financing of public 

investment also put pressures in the scarce investible funds and thereby limits the credit 

availability to the ptivate sector. 

he · 0 - which means the more the household credit, the more will be the private 

investment 

b.~ , 0 - which implies that the higher the bank credit available to the private sector. 

the higher will be the investment. 

c1 < 0 - which implies that a higher fiscal deficit net of foreign borrowings means 

the more the domestic borrowing requirements by the govemment on the one hand and is 

also viewed by private agents as implying more future taxes on the other and thus depress 

private investment. So with these signs we can write (29) as 

IP1 = C0 ~GOP,+ (bJ-C2) IG + b2 H l, -r b1 FBC, + CtfD I,+ ( 1-bo) IP,.J 

or IP, = ao 6GOP, + a1 IG + a2 HI,+ a.~ FBC + a4 FDI, + ( 1-bo)IP,.] ----------- (30) 

with ao > 0. a 1 ~,or< 0. depending on whether b1 > c2 or b1<C, apo. apo, a.~~o or < 0 

Interpretations: 

I. So it is e\ident fi·om fonnulation ( 30) that the total effect of public investment on 

private investment depends on the relative strength of the crowding-in (b1) and crowding 

out ( c2 ) and apprimi we cannot say which effect is stronger this needs to be empirically 

tested. 
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.., But by disaggregating public investment into infrastmcture and non-infi·astmcture 

components. we can e\:pect that in case of infi·astructure. investment. b1 will be stronger 

than c~. compared to its non-infrastmcture component. so that the total effect will be 

positive. or at least can be expected that the positive effect is large enough to compensate 

for the negative eftect. 

TI1e ne\.1 chapter deals with these issues with its empirical dimension in India over 

the pe1iod 1960-90. 
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EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

Before estimation, a brief introduction to the role of the public sector and its 

pertonnance over time is necessary for a proper understanding of the relationship 

between the public and private investment. Mostly, because the public sector, over the 

years, has entered into almost all areas of economic activities through the public 

enterprises, thereby rendering itself to competition with the private sector. So with the 

increase in the size of the public sector, its performance has a beating on the economy, 

in the sense that, its performance has a say in shaping the monetary and fiscal policy to 

be pursued in future. Again, these policies affect the private sector investment 

activities to a great extent and hence have long run implications for growth and 

stability. 

I. The Role and Performance of the Public Sector in India : 

TI1e Indian development strategy since the inception of planning has been to 

achieve growth with social justice. Therefore, in an effort to achieve the declared 

objectives in the presence of the peiVasive private sector, greater emphasis was placed 

on public sector. It can be seen in the context of the Mahalanobis strategy of the 

second plan which specifically focused on long term growth. TI1e long term growth 

orientation in an import-substitution dominated strategy required that the domestic 

capacity creation be biased in the direction of producing capital goods to produce more 

capital goods. Consequently, there was considerable acceleration in public investment 

in infrastmcture and indirectly, productive investments in w1iversal intennediates like 

steel, coaL power and heavy electricals machinety. TI1e dominant theme w1der such an 
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approach has been the growth orientation and the complementaty role that the public 

sector was e:\.verted to play vis-a-vis the ptivate sector. Such state intervention was 

expected to operate through the following instruments: 

(i) aggressive fiscal and monetary policies, 

( ii) market intervention without tmdertaking direct production. 

(iii )undettaking directly productive economic activity through the public sector 

-essentially an extension ofthe public ownership of means of production. 

So utilising all these instruments, the public sector has gro-wn alarmingly over 

the years, patticularly througlt indulging in direct production activities. With such 

development it was hoped that the public sector would be able to generate enough 

resources from such large scale operation. But this growth in ownership is 

accompanied by the institution of comprehensive controls; taken together this has 

resulted in a rapid increase in public administration also. 

Public sector comptises of 

(i) govemment administrative departments (ADS), 

(ii) departmental enterprises like, the railways, posts and telegraphs and other 

communication enterptises and other departmentally-nut enterptises, and 

(iii) non-departmental enterprises consisting of (a) financial and (b) non-financial, 

which are wholly or mainly govemment owned companies and public corporations. 

Administrative depattments including defense services are said to constitute the general 

govemment comptising central and state govts., Union territories (UTs) and all layers 

of local level institutions. Tite currency issue fimction. of the RBI is said to be a 

sovereign fimction and hence its issue department is treated as part of the general 

govemment with the other banking depattments forming part of non-departmental 
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cntcqHiscs. So a tair desc1iption of the ex1ent of public sector and its pe1fonnance can 

easily be asce11ained fl"01n (Table I ). In describing the extent of public sector activity. 

we shall usually mean the ex1ent of public activities at all levels- central. state and local 

governments - but these will also be distinguished. So in table I. we give a 

disaggregative statement by including public enterprises, non-departmental enterprises. 

that are supposed to be nm on commercial lines, as well as. those departmental 

enterprises (like railways, post and telegraphs etc. )which are not. 

It is evident from Table- I that there has been acceleration in capital formation 

of the public sector which has mainly come from the public enterprises. Starting with 

an average of around 19percent in 1960s, it has risen to more than 26percent in the 

1980s. Similarly capital formation in government administration (ADs) has also kept 

pace with the overall increase. But the capital formation by Departmental Enterprises 

(DEs) has not been commensurate increase, which is contrary to the perceived 

development strategy in the sense that - most of the basic infrastructure provision is 

provided through various departments like Railways, Posts and telegraphs etc. Instead 

it has actually fallen from an average of about 18 percent to less than I 0 percent by the 

end of the 1980s. Thus it is clear that the increase in the pattern of capital formation in 

the public sector has been the result of growth in ownership through public enterprises 

and comprehensive controls which is reflected in the increase in capital formation by 

the administrative departments. This can also be discerned from the industrialization 

policy pursued through the 1960s - which saw nationalization on a large scale starting 

with the nationalization of 14 major commercial banks in 1969. 

But if we obse1ve the performance of public sector in terms of its share in 

aggregate gross domestic product at factor cost and its saving as percentage of gross 
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domestic product at market ptice and contrast it with the investment shares in total 

investment than an interesting point emerge. Titat is there has been a generally rising 

trend in the share of public sector in total GOP but a general loss of saving momentum 

in the public sector with the exception in the 1980s when the aggregate was at its 

highest at more than 4 percent of GOP. But if we analyse at a disaggregative leveL 

then it gives even more interesting results - the ADs share has declined and became 

negative in the later part of the 1980s averaging at 15percent of the GOP and the DE's 

share in total public savings had increased considerably starting from a very low figure, 

with the DE's shares being very small i.e. less than one percent throughout. 

In case of its share in aggregate GOP, the major share was by the ADs till the 

end of 1970s and though it has increased thereafter also, the contribution by NDEs has 

outweighed it fi·om 1980 onwards with the share of DEs remainitig almost stable at 

armmd 4 percent. But during the pre-1980 period the non-departmental enterprises did 

not fare well even with a high share in total investment of the public sector. 

Tims. one thing that is clear from such a disaggregative analysis is that contrary 

to the planner· s expectations the savings generated in the public sector ha:; actually 

declined. more so due to dissavings by the pure govemment sector. From 1960-65 the 

govemment saving rose above the levels attained in earlier periods, primarily due to 

increased tax efforts. But in the second half of the decade. it actually fell. This 

reflected the fall in tax revenue (Table- 2)- (Tax-GOP ratio declined to 10.5percent of 

GOP from 12.2percent in the first half of the decade) during a period of recession 

combined with the fact that exvenditure cuts were directed at investment, which can be 

seen from the drastic reduction in capital formation by DEs. In the 1970s govemment 

savings rose even dming the crisis years (droughts) of 1973/74 and 1974/75 because in 
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Table-1: THE EXTENT OF PUBLIC SECTOR:A DISAGGREGATIVE STATEMENT 

Years 

1965-70 
1970-75 
1975-80 
1980-85 
1985-90 
1990-91 

1960-65 
1965-70 
1970-75 
1975-80 
1980-85 
1985-90 
1990-91 

1960-65 
1965-70 
1970-75 
1975-80 
1980-85 
1985-90 
1990-91 

Capital Formation(GDCF), Savings and Output (at current prices) 
(in percent; period averages) 

Administrative Departmental Non-Departmental Total Public 
Departments Enterprises Enterprices Sector 
GDCF in public sector as percentage of total GDCF 

8.2 14.1 19.4 41.4 
9.7 12 19.2 41.1 
7.7 11.6 25.8 45.3 

10.9 11.8 26.3 49.1 
10.1 9.9 26.2 44.2 

7 7.3 21.6 36 
Gross Saving in Public sector as percentage of GDP at Market prices 

1.5 1 0.5 3.1 
1.1 0. 7 0. 7 2.5 
1.4 0.5 1 . 2.9 
2.4 0.7 1.4 4.5 
1.3 0.3 2.2 3.8 

-1.5 0.6 3.2 2.3 
-2.5 0.7 3.1 2 

GDP from Public Sector as percentage of aggregate GDP at Factor costs 
5.2 
5.7 
6.1 
6.7 
7.7 

9 
9.2 

3.9 
3.7 
3.4 
3.7 
3.4 
4.2 
3.9 

1.9 
2.9 
4.9 
7.9 

10.7 
13.1 
13.1 

11 
12.3 
14.3 

15 
21.7 
26.3 
26.3 

Source: Government of India, CSO (Various Years) National Accounts Statistics. 
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these years there were drastic cuts in cunent e:\.venditure. But since the second half of 

the I 970s there is sizeable increase in public e:\.venditure, a trend which still persists. 

But since govemment revenue also rose strongly (Table-2 - it rose to an average of 

l-t.6percent of GDP duting the pe1iod 1975-80 from 12 percent dming the first halt). 

Consequently. there was little change in govemment savings. 

In the 1980s there was sharp deterioration in government savmg, which 

become increasingly negative after 1984-85, leading to the fear of fiscal crisis. TI1is 

basically happened despite the increase in tax revenue to 16. 9percent of GOP on an 

average for the period 1985-90, which jointly with a decline in the share of public 

investment in total investment reveals the fact that government expenditure rose 

sharply. TI1ese changes consisted of a move toward more populist style of government 

at all levels. 

On the other hand. though public enterprises' saVIng increased it was not 

adequate to finance a significant increase in public enterprise investment. which implies 

that the public sector is to a great extent capturing private savings for its use (see table 

- I). From 1960-61 to 1974-75, public enterprises saving hovered around I percent of 

GDP. apart from a very low level for few years after the droughts of 1965-66. 

However. there was a slight increase to around 2.2. percent of GDP during the second 

half of the 1970s. partly resulting from bank nationalization and consequently higher 

recorded savings in financial enterprises. Savings of non-financial enterprises showed 

no growth trend as a proportion of GDP w1til the 1980s. However the savings of 

other enteqJiises (NOEs) doubled from arowtd 1.5 percent ofGDP in the late 1970s to 

an average of 3.2 percent of GDP in the second half of the 1980s. a plausible 

e:\.vlanation for which can be that, dming that period it was the oil sector which was 
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Table-2: FINANCING OF PUBLIC INVESTMENT, 1960/61 TO 1990/91 

Years 

1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-90 
1990-91 

(Percentage of GOP at current Market Prices, with period averages in brackets) 

Total Gross Public Public Tax Revenue Fiscal' Foreign 
GDCF Savings GDCF Savings Direct Indirect Total Deficit Borrowing 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

15.7 127 7.1 2.6 2.5 5.8 8.3 5.5 1.8 
14.2 12.2 6.7 2.9 2.6 6.4 8.9 5.7 2 
15.8 13.4 7.8 3.1 3.3 7.1 10 5.2 1.9 
15.4 13.3 7.9 3.4 3.2 7.7 10.9 5.8 1.4 
15.1 (15.2) 12.7(12.9) 7.9(9.3) 3.3(3.8) 3(3.6) 7.5(6.8) 10.6(12.2) 6.4(7.2) 2.6(2.7) 
16.8 14.5 8.5 3.1 2.8 8.4 11.2 6.7 3 
18.4 15.3 7.2 2.2 2.6 8.4 11 4.3 1.9 
15.4 13 6.7 1.9 2.2 7.7 10 4.8 2.8 
13.9 12.8 5.9 2.3 2.3 8 10.2 4.8 2.3 
15.6(16) 15(14.1) 5.6(6.8) 2.6(2.4) 2.4(2.4) 8(8.1) 1 0.4(1 0.6) 4.5(5.0) 1.4(2.3) 
16.6 15.7 6.5 2.9 2.3 8.7 11 5.1 0.8 
17.3 16.2 7.1 2.8 2.5 9.5 12 6.6 0.8 
15.9 15.4 7.3 2.6 2.6 10 12.6 6.2 0.5 
19.1 . 18.4 7.7 2.9 2.5 9.4 11.9 5.2 0.7 
18.3(17.4) 17.4(16.7) 7.6(7.2) 3.6(3) 2.5(2.5) 10.1 (9.5) 12.6(12) 5.4(5.7) 1.0(0.8) 
18.8 19 9.6 4.2 3.2 11 14.2 6.1 2.2 
19.7 21.2 10.1 4.9 3.3 11.5 14.5 6.4 1.6 
19.5 21.1 8.1 4.3 2.8 11 13.8 6.2 0.7 
23.3 23.2 9.5 4.6 2.7 12.2 14.9 7 0.6 
22.1 (20.7) 21.6(21.2) 1 0.3(9.5) 4.3(4.5) 2.7(2.9) 12.7(11.7) 15.5(14.6) 7.5(6.6) 0.7(1.2) 
20.9 21.2 8.6 3.4 2.4 12.2 14.6 9 1.2 
23.8 19.8 9.5 4.5 2.6 12.5 15.1 8.3 0.8 
22.5 19 11.3 4.4 2.5 12.8 15.3 9.5 0.8 
21.1 18.9 9.8 3.2 2.4 12.8 15.2 9.5 0.7 
21.2(21.9) 18.2(19.4) 10.8(10) 2.8(3.7) 2.3(2.4) 13.2(12. 7) 15.5(15.3) 11.1 (9.5) 0.8(0.9) 
24.2 19.8 11.1 3.2 2.4 14.1 16.5 10.3 0.7 
23.2 18.7 11.6 2.7 2.3 14.6 16.9 12.3 0.8 
22.5 20.9 10.4 2.2 2.2 14.8 17.1 . 11.6 1.1 
22.4 21.4 9.9 2 2.5 14.4 16.9 11.2 0.7 
24.1 (23.3) 22.2(20.6) 1 0(1 0 6) 1.6(2.4) 2.4(2.4) 14.6(14.5) 17(16.9) 12.0(11.5) 0.7(0.8) 
24.2 23.6 9.7 1 2.5 14.1 

• The Public sector resource gap as defined in Economic Survey 
•• Annual growth percent 
••• Annual percentage change in WPI for all commodities 

16.4 12.3 0.8 

Domestic Deficit 
Borrowing Financing 
10 11 

2.6 0.9 
2.9 0.6 
2.6 0.7 
2.5 0.8 

3.2(3.5) 0.5(0.9) 
3.4 0.2 
2.2 0.1 
1.8 0.2 
1.6 0.8 
3.0(2.4) 0.1 (0.3) 
3.4 0.9 
3.9 1.6 
3.9 1.6 
3.5 0.8 
3.4(3.6) 0.9(1.2) 
3.4 0.4 
4.6 0.1 
4.4 1 
6 0.6 
4.3(4.6) 2.3(0.9) 
5.2 2.5 
5.9 1.6 
7.3 1.3 
6.9 1 
8.1(6.7) 2.2(1. 7) 
8.3 1.3 
8.3 3.1 
8.8 1.6 
9.1 1.2 
8.9(8.7) 2.2(1.9) 
9.3 2.1 

Source: First four colomns from Government of India, CSO (1989 new series, 1991 and 1996), National Accounts Statistics 
Columns {5, 6, 7) from Government of lndia(GOI),Ministry of Finance(1994), Public Finance Statistics; 
Columns(8,9, 10,11) from GO I, Ministry of Finance (various years),Economic Survey; 
Column (12) from Singh.Shetty and Venkatachalam ( 1982) and RBI (various years), Report on Currency and Finance; 

MY' Inflation• .. 
Growth Rate 
12 13 

1.9 0.2 
9.9 3.8 
8.8 6.3 
10.3(7.7) 10.8(5.2) 

10.2 7.7 
11.2 18.9 
9.2 11.6 
10.7 -1.2 
13.2(1 0.9) 3.8(7 .1) 
13.3 5.5 
14.5 5.6 
16.4 10.1 
19.8 20.1 
13.6(15.5) 25.1(13.3) 
12.5 -1.1 
19.8 2.1 
20.1 5.2 
20.3 0.2 
20.3(18.6) 17.1(4.6) 
16.3 18.2 
17.4 9.8 
14.3 2.6 
17.4 9.5 
18.2(16.7) 7.1(9.3) 
17.1 5.7 
17.6 4.3 
17 8.2 
17.4 7.5 
19.6(17.7) 7.4(6.6) 
16.6 10.3 

Column(13) calculated by using WPI data rrorn Chandhok,H L(1990) and GOI , Ministry of Finance (various years), Economic Survey. 
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very profitable and not the other enteq)lises. For the general low profitability of the 

public enteq)lises, one exvlanation can be fostered in tenns of excessive bureaucratic 

controL protection fi-om outside competition and an administered p1icing policy 

deliberately LmdeJtaken by the govemment in line with the declared objectives of 

achieving growth with justice. With this sort of performance in terms of savings, 

however. any acceleration in public investment could only be financed out of the 

budget, thus putting fiscal pressures in the economy. Consequently, the govemment's 

monetory and fiscal policies were extensively used to serve the pullJose of economic 

planning with a poorly performing public sector. Thus one can say that on the resource 

mobilisation front there was a big gap in projection and achievement. Inspite of this 

plan after plan, there was a sense of optimism conceming savings and a faith in the 

ability of the economy to sustain high level of investment rate (driven by a high rate of 

public investment), which has been central to India's economic philosophy. 

For financing economic development in developing countries, while the 

economic dictum placed responsibility upon the government sector to mobilise savings 

in India, actually there was little success in this direction. Therefore, the burden of 

financing development fell upon the private sector also in terms of various price and 

non-price rationing. This can be seen from Table-2. which shows the pattem of 

financing of public investment: size of the deficit and growth in money supply which 

has implications for the private sector activities. 

Indian plans have strongly emphasized the role of public savings as a support 

for public investment. In practice, public savings as a proportion of GOP has stagnated 

except for an upward move in the second half of the 1970s. However, after 1981-82 

there was a shaqJ falL which contributed to rising public deficits. And public savings 
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Table 3 Saving/investment behaviour of the private sector 
(percentage of GOP at current market prices, with period averages in brackets) 

H h ld S ouse o av1ng 

Total Gross Private Pvt. Corp. Household Private Pvt. Corp. Physical Financial 
Year GDCF saving GDCF GDCF GDCF saving saving Total assets assets 

1960-61 15.7 12.7 8.9 3.3 5.6 10.1 1.7 8.4 5.6 2.8 
1961-62 14.2 12.2 8.9 4.3 4.6 9.2 1.7 7.5 4.6 2.8 
1962-63 15.8 13.4 8.7 2.9 5.8 10.3 1.8 8.5 5.8 2.7 
1963-64 15.4 13.3 8.7 4.1 4.6 9.9 1.8 8.1 4.6 3.5 
1964-65 15.1(15.24 12.7(12.86 8.5(8.74) 3.6(3.64) 4.9(5.1) 9.3(9.76) 1.5(1.7) 7.8(8.06) 4.9(5.1) 2.9(2 94) 
1965-66 16.8 14.5 8.5 2.7 5.8 11.4 1.5 9.9 5.8 4.1 
1966-67 18.4 15.3 10.8 2.1 8.7 13.0 1.4 11.6 8.7 2.9 
1967-68 15.4 13.0 9.7 2.3 7.4 11.1 1.2 9.9 7.4 2.5 
1968-69 13.9 12.8 9.2 2.1 7.1 10.5 1.2 9.3 7.1 22 
1969-70 15.6(16.02 15.0(14.12 10.4(9.72) 1.6(2.16) 7.8(7.56) 12.4(11.88 1.3(1.32) 11.1 (10.56 8.8(7.56) 2.3(28) 
1970-71 16.6 15.7 10.6 2.4 8.2 12.8 1.5 11.3 8.1 3.2 
1971-72 17.3 16.2 11.4 2.8 8.6 13.8 1.6 11.8 8.5 3.4 
1972-73 15.9 15.4 9.8 2.6 7.2 12.7 1.5 11.2 7.6 4.2 
1973-74 19.1 18.4 10.6 2.6 8.0 15.5 1.7 13.8 8.0 5.8 
1974-75 18.3(17.44 17.4(16.62 12.2(10.92 3.7(2.82) 8.5(8.1) 13.8(13.64 1.0(1.66) 11.8(11 .98 8.5(8.14) 3.2(3.96) 
1975-76 18.8 19.0 11.2 2.7 8.5 14.6 1.3 13.3 8.4 5.0 
1976-n 19.7 21.2 10.8 1.5 9.3 16.4 1.4 15.0 9.2 5.7 
19n-78 19.5 21.1 11.6 2.4 9.2 16.7 1.4 15.3 9.2 6.1 
1978-79 23.3 23.2 12.8 2.2 10.6 18.5 1.5 17.0 10.6 6.4 
1979-80 22.1 (20.68 21.6(21.22 12.5(11.78 2.6(2.28) 9.9(9.9) 17 .3(16. 7) 2.1 (1 .54) 15.2(15.6) 9.9(9.46) 5.3(57) 
1980-81 20.9 21.2 12.2 2.5 9.7 17.8 1.7 16.1 9.7 6.3 
1981-82 23.8 19.8 13.4 5.7 7.7 15.3 1.6 13.7 7.7 6.0 
1982-83 22.5 19.0 11.5 5.7 5.8 14.5 1.6 12.9 5.8 7.2 
1983-84 21.1 18.9 11.1 3.4 7.7 15.6 1.5 14.1 7.7 6.4 
1984-85 21.2(21.9) 18.2(19.4) 10.4(11.72 4.4(4.34) 6.0(7.38) 15.4(15.72 1.7(1.62) 13.7(14.1) 6.0(7.38) 7.7(6.72) 
1985-86 24.2 19.8 13.0 5.5 7.5 16.6 14.6 7.5 7.1 
1986-87 23.2 18.7 11.5 5.3 6.2 16 1.8 14.2 6.2 8.0 
1987-88 22.5 20.9 12.5 3.6 8.9 18.7 1.7 17.0 8.9 8.0 
1988-89 22.4 21.4 14.4 4.0 10.4 14.3 2.1 17.2 10.4 6.9 
1989-90 24.1(23.28 22.4(20.6) 14.1(13.1) 4.2(4.52) 9.9(8.58) 20.(18.24) 2.6(2.04) 18.1(16.2) 9.9(858) 8.1(7.62) 
1990-91 24.2 23.6 15.5 4.3 11.2 22.6 2.8 19.8 11.2 8.7 

Source: Government of India, CSO (various years), National Accounts Statistics. 
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detetiorated and touched the petiods low at 2. 3 percent of GDP duting I 985-90. 

Table - 2 presents intonnation on the financing of public investment by public savings, 

public domestic bonowings and public foreign borrowings. Along with it, it shows the 

tax revenue collection of the govemment and its composition over time. Again, it also 

depicts the deficit financing of the public sector which is the major source of money 

supply in India. 

From Table-2, it can be discemed that, over these years. there has been a shift 

towards indirect taxes in tax revenue coJlection, which is often termed as inflationary. 

So a declining public savings which has increased the size of the deficit has resulted in 

increased savings requirements by the govemment. but with declining foreign 

assistance which was a major source of financing during the 1970s, there has been 

increased reliance on domestic borrowings. Therefore, domestic borrowing as a 

percentage ofGDP has increased from a low of2.5 percent ofGDP in the second half 

of the I Q60s, has gone up to more than 8. 5 percent of the GDP in the second half of 

the 1980s. Similarly, deficit financing as a tool of financing public investment which 

was around I percent of GDP in the first half of the 1960s, it touched the period's low 

of0.32 percent ofGDP in the second half of the 1960s and then has increased to more 

than I percent of GDP. The deficit financing has dual effects in the economy. On the 

one hand. while increased deficit financing ease the credit availability to the private 

sector by reducing the bonowing requirements ofthe public sector in the economy, it 

can also be inflationary in the sense that supply may not keep pace with the increased 

demand pressure generated in the economy. 

So the beneficial effects of deficit financing depends on the nature of the 

economy. i.e. how close the economy is to its productive capacity. If the objective is to 
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nH.:rease the aggregate investment inthe economy, then under situations of 

underdeveloped financial market, deficit financing may be prefened over market 

bonowings to facilitate the availability of investible resources to the pri\'ate sector. 

Because. both money supply as well as bank credit being related to the same monetary 

base (or reserve money). are subject to some controls and movements.· Consequently. 

any restraint on money supply also restrains credit in the economy and vice-versa. 

Again. it is also difficult to control exactly the supply of money or credit because the 

monetary base is pmtly determined by the government's fiscal operations and partly 

depended on other endogeneous factors including the portfolio choice of the public. 

For example, expansion ofbank credit is depended on the banking habits of the people. 

Therefore. a continuous monetary policy may also be warranted in the event of the 

economy experiencing large fiscal deficit, as in India, because credit is both demand 

determined and supply-determining. So with an active fiscal policy, monetary policy 

needs to be pursued to achieve the twin objectives of price stability and adequate 

supply ofbank credit to the productive sectors ofthe economy. l11e specific features 

of the Indian economy imply that a restrictive monetary or credit policy may lead to 

recession (lower growth) by forcing a downward movement in both aggregate demand 

as well as aggregate supply. Secondly, to the extent that a credit sqeeze is sought to be 

achieved by directly or indirectly raising the interest rates, there would be a tandency 

towards an increase in prices. Thus, monetary squeeze combined with high interest 

rates may be stagflationary; severity of which depends on the relative strength of 

demand and supply constraints. llms. the govemment shoulde1ing the responsibility of 

mobilising savings should generate savings in its own right and utilise policy tools to 

generate more savings in the economy. 

l Gupta (1986) 

· Taylor ( 1983 ). 
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Years 

1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-90 
1990-91 

Table 4: Savlngllnvestment Balances, Sectoral GOP* and Inflation (In real terms*") 
(Percentage of Real GOP at Market Prices unless otherwise stated) I 

Gross Gross Total Public Public Public Private Private Private Public Public Private Inflation 
Investment Savings Gap Invest Saving Gap Investment Saving Gap lnfrastru Sect Sect Rate 

ment cture GOP GOP 
18.4 12.7 5.7 7.1 2.6 4.5 11.4 10.1 1.3 2.2 8 92 
17.6 12.2 5.4 6.8 2.9 3.9 10.8 9.3 1.5 3 8.7 81.6 0.18 
18.9 13.4 5.5 7.9 3.1 4.8 11.1 10.3 0.8 3.6 10 90 3.8 
19.3 13.3 6 8.4 3.3 5.1 11 10 1 3.9 10.4 89.6 6.3 
19.9(18.8) 12.7(12.9) 7.2(5.9) 8.2(7.7) 3.3(3.0) 4.4(4.6) 11.7(11.2) 9.4(9.8) 2.3(1.4) 3.6(3.3) 10.5(9.5) 89.5(885) 10.8(5.3) 
20.9 14.5 6.4 9.1 3.1 6 11.8 11.4 0.4 3.7 12 88 7.7 
21.4 15.3 6.1 8.1 2.3 5.8 13.3 13 0.3 3.3 12.6 87.4 13.9 
19.9 13 6.9 7.6 1.9 5.7 12.3 11.1 1.2 2.9 12.4 87.6 11.6 
18.3 12.8 5.5 6.6 2.3 4.3 11.7 10.5 1.2 2.6 13.1 86.9 -1.2 
18.8(19.9) 15.0(14.1) 3.3(5.6) 6.2(7.5) 2.6(2.4) 3.6(5.1) 12.6(12.3) 12.4(11.7) 0.2(0.7) 2.5(3) 13.3(12.7) 86.7(87.3) 3.8(7.2) 
19.2 15.7 3.5 6.9 2.9 4 12.3 12.8 -0.5 2.8 13.8 86.2 5.4 
20.6 16.2 4.4 7.4 2.8 4.6 13.2 13.5 -0.3 2.8 14.5 85.5 5.6 
19.5 15.4 4.1 8.8 2.6 6.2 10.7 12.7 -2 3.1 15.4 84.6 10.1 
21.5 18.4 3.1 8.5 2.9 5.6 13 15.5 -2.5 3.7 16.3 83.7 20.1 
21.6(20.5) 17.4(16.6) 4.2(3.9) 8.2(8.0) 3.7(3.0) 4.5(5) 13.4(12.5) 13.7(13.7) -0.3 (-1.1 2.9(2.9) 16.4(15.3) 83.6(84.7) 25.2(13.3) 
20.9 19 1.9 9.5 4.2 5.3 11.4 14.7 -3.3 3.3 16.4 83.6 -1.1 
21.6 21.2 0.4 10.5 8 5.5 11.3 16.3 -5.0 3.4 17.9 82.1 2.1 
20.9 21.1 -0.2 8.2 4.3 3.9 12.7 16.7 -4 3.3 17.5 82.5 5.2 
22.6 23.2 -0.6 9.3 4.6 4.7 13.3 18.6 -5.3 3.3 17.8 82.2 0.1 
23.0(21.8) 21.6(21.2) 1.4(0.6) 10.2(9.5) 4.3(4.5) 5.9(5.1) 12.8(12.3) 17.3(16.7) -4.5(-4.4 3.6(3.4) 19.6(17.9) 80.4(82.1) 17.1(4.7) 
20.9 21.2 -0.3 8.7 3.4 5.3 12.3 17.7 -5.4 4.5 19.7 80.3 18.2 
24.8 19.8 5 10.5 4.5 6 14.3 15.2 -0.9 3.8 19.3 80.7 9.3 
22.6 19 3.6 11.1 4.4 6.7 11.5 14.6 -3.1 3.9 20.6 79.4 2.6 
20 18.9 1.1 9.6 3.3 6.3 10.4 15.7 -5.3 4.1 20.3 79.7 9.5 
19.9(21 6) 18.2(19.4) 1.7(2.2) 105(10 1 2.8(3.7) 7.7(6.4) 9.4(11 6) 15.4(15.7) -6(-4.1) 3.8(4) 21.2(202) 78.8(79.8) 7.1(93) 
22.3 19.8 2.5 10.3 3.2 7.1 12 16.6 -4.6 3.7 22.~ 77.7 5.7 
20.8 18.8 2 10.7 2.7 8 10.1 . 16 -5.9 4.5 23.4 76.6 4.3 
20.9 20.9 0 9.7 2.2 7.5 11.2 18.8 -7.6 4.2 24.2 75.8 8.2 
23.2 21.5 1.6 9 2 7 14.2 19.4 -5.2 3.8 22.6 76.4 7.5 
22.3(21.9) 22.2(20.7) 0.1(1.2) 9.1(9.8) 1.6(2.4) 7.5(7.4) 13.2(12.1) 20.6(18.3) -7.4(6.1) 3.9(4) 24.1(23.5) 75.9(76.5) 7.4(66) 
23.7 23.6 0.1 9 '( 8 14.7 22.6 -7.9 3.8 23.7 76.3 10.3 . 

Sectoral GOP figures are at factor costs and therefore are expressed 1n propert1on to real GOP at facor costs 
•• Disaggregated data on capital formation at 1980/81 prices is not readily available for the whole period, therefore investment deflator has been 

used to generate the break-up data in real terms 
••• Annual percentage change in WPI for all commodities (with base 1980-81=100) 

Source Government of India, CSO(various years, new series), National Accounts statistics 

For column on Inflation Chandhok,H I (1990), India Data Base and Government of !ndia,Ministry of Finance(various years),Economic Survey 
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llouseholds. the p1ivate coq)Orate sector and the govemment are the main 

sources of domestic savings. While in developing count1ies, the undistJibuted profits of 

the coq)Orate sector and the budgetary smvluses of the govemment constitutes a major 

source of saving. it is the household sector which accounts for a major source in gross 

domestic savings. Table 3 shows the private sector's savings and investment behaviour 

over the pe1iod. But a more disaggregated analysis shows. household saving account-s 

tor 60 to 80 percent of domestic savings. Fmther break up gives household savings in 

tem1s of physical assets and financial assets. And household physical savings is defined 

as identically equal to household investment. though erroneous. but it can show the 

trends. The household savings rate increased fi·om arow1d 8 percent of GOP in the 

early 1960s to over 15 percent in the late 1970s, then dipped to arow1d 13 to 14 

percent from 1982-83 to 1986-87. But it again 1ises to over 17 percent in the closing 

years of the decade. Within the totaL the component of fitiancial savings and physical 

savings (investment) shows different pattems. As is shown in table-3, household 

financial savings as a percentage of GOP shows a tendency to stagnate or fall during or 

immediately following instances of inflation or recession, when real interest rates tum 

shatvly negative, for example. dwing 1966-68, 1973-75 and 1979-82. But with these 

exceptions. a notable feature over the whole period is the rapid growth of financial 

savings in the 1970s, patticularly in the second half of the decade which can be thought 

of as ex-plained by the spread of banking following bank nationalisation, a positive bank 

deposit rates tor some periods and rapid rise in worker's remittances from the Gulf 

Countries. 

Household's physical saving has also increased. without showing tendency to 

stagnate dwing periods ofhigh inflation. like financial savings. This may be due to the 
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possibility of substitution of real assets for financial assets at such times. Although this 

do not fillly C:\.l)lain the developments over the sample period. But it can be seen that 

there was no mere substitution between the two. because the overall rate of sav1ng in 

the household sector has also increased. Again with the spread of banking, 

govcmment has also exercised controls intenns of fixing the nominal rate of interest 

(administered interest rate regime); so how the rate of interest is indexed against 

inflation e:\.vlain the behav1our of financial sav1ngs and investment, and with 

govemment's objective of price stability, proper care was taken on not to allow a trend 

rise or fall in real rate of interest. But with high public borrowings (Table 2) during the 

petiod. it may have created an environment for crowding-out of small scale investment. 

In the ptivate corporate sector there has always been a deficit because its own 

savings could not finance an increasing rate of capital formation by it, which can be 

seen from table-3. Tims, lending this sector to rely on borrowed fimds to finance 

investment. Again with declining public savings and consequent increase in public 

deficit with declining foreign borrowings (at concessional rates) there was increasing 

pressure on the domestic market for funds from both the government and the private 

sector, which might have resulted in controlling the flow of credit to the private sector. 

Because. it can be discerned from the fact that under such an tmstable environment, 

with its avowed o~jective of maintaining price stability followed a tight monetary policy 

which can be seen from a constant increase in the statutory liquidity ratio ( SLR) which 

starting from a low of 25 percent in the 1960s has increased to around 38 percent by 

the end of the decade. TI1is along with utilisation of Cash Reserve Ratio ( CRR) as a 

tool of shmt-nm monetmy management, created an environment for credit rationing, 

pattly depressing ptivate investment. TI1is has been the response of the private sector 
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to \ atious policies pursued by the govemment in response to public action. which 

pro\ides the ground tor the possibility of financial crowding-out. 

·ntis being the general tendency in the economy. it is necessary to explain their 

pelionnance in real tenns. Table-4 presents the saving- investment balances in the 

economy and sectoral conttibution to GDP, with a hint at inflation rate, which is taken 

as an indication of macroeconomic stability. At constant prices also similar tendencies 

are noticed and most ofthe savings investment gap is explained by the public sectors 

deficit. As can be seen from Table 4 that starting from arowtd 4. 6 percent in the first 

half of the 1960s. it rose to around 7. 5 percent of GOP by the end of the decade. But 

in case of ptivate sector, there was a small deficit till the end of the 1960s, and then 

there has actually been a surplus in that sector. So the rate of increase in investment 

has been more or less stable in the private sector compared to the public sector. 

Because in its aim to check inflation and to achieve a higher growth rate in the 

economy, public investment has been very responsive to all sort of shocks (like 

draught trade shocks etc.). We actually see that a surplus in the private sector come to 

appear after the year of bank nationalisation and consequently due to increased 

financial savings by the household sector. We can notice that it has been responsive to 

the rate of inflation, during period of inflation there has been substitution towards 

physical savings. Titerefore, in aggregate, private investment represents a more stable 

pattem than public investment. 

Again, if we see the pattem of real private and public investment, there we can 

see that dwing petiods of declining investment actually private investment has 

increased and vice-versa. which casts doubt on the complementatity between the two. 

which was the major concem of the debate of the 1970s. It can be seen that when 
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public investment actually fell on an average from the first half of the 1960s. there was 

an increase in the public investment from 11.2 percent to 12.3 percent of GOP. And 

core infi·astructure investment has hovered around 3 percent of GOP in the first two 

decades. with an actual decline from 1966-67 to 1974-75. Consequently, the increase 

in ptivate investment was not sharp. But no long tenn trends in the response of private 

investment is obsetvable from the data. But if we see year to y.ear fluctuations than it 

gives interesting results. in the sense that increased public investment with increasing 

deficit in its resource mobilisation front, might have caused financial crowding out. by 

putting pressure on the limited available resources. An as we have seen in table 2 the 

financing pattem of public investment, which has shifted in favour of domestic 

bonowing. Therefore, we guess the instance of financial crowding out in the economy, 

which will be made clear in estimation. 

It we observe the performance of the public sector in tenns of its contribution 

to aggregate output then we can seen that with such a high share in total investment 

around 40 to 45 percent on an average, its contribution to output has been very low, 

i.e. only 16.5 percent and in the pre 1974-75 period it was less than the average and in 

the post 1974-75 petiod it consequently improved and reached to the peak of around 

24 percent by the end of the 1980s. 

Finally. a look at the policy on growth-both fiscal and monetary: about fiscal 

policy. it needs no fiuther explanation. Regarding monetary policy, we can say that the 

main aim was to maintain ptice stability and in this direction there was a fair degree of 

success except few abnonnalities in some years, iii response to exogenous shocks. But 

we can f.:1irly say one thing. that it is private investment which is more sensitive to 

monetary policy. not the public investment. Therefore one question that confi·onts 
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economists is whether greater monetary ease (and therefore higher inflation) over the 

whole pe1iod would have increased the rate of growth by pennitting higher public 

investment (financed by the inflation tax) or higher p1ivate investment (less crowding 

out). Tiwugh there is a limit to inflation tax as a method of knowing growth. 

TI1erefore. it requires a very cautious approach. in the sense of effective co-ordination 

before the fiscal and monetary policy. A priori consideration about a generally tight 

monetary policy would suggest that it could adversely affect long tenn growth. Indian 

monetary system. thus has been subject to various controls like high cash reserve ratios 

with below market interest rates on bank reserves, forced govenunent borrowing from 

commercial banks at low interest rates, preemption of credit through stipulated SLR, 

and a controlled interest rates on bank deposits and loans with directed credit 

programmes. In this setting one should expect slow growth of private financial savings 

and inefficient investment and hence a reduction in long run growth. It created an 

environment for crowding out through rationing of credit, thus reflecting it to be 

essentially a financial phenomena. Though the spread of banking can hostened some 

position effects. it may be neutralised by the adverse impact of large public deficit. 

TI1erefore a test on crowding out is in order. 

But as a preliminary view of the score of public and private investment and 

their inter-relationship we can refer to figure I and figure 2. which shows the time 

se1ies on real fixed investment in the two sectors, both as levels and as percentage to 

GDP. We can see fairly divergent movements in public and private investment, 

pa1ticularly since 1965/66 - a general decline in public investment accompanied by an 

acceleration in p1ivate investment. During the. subsequent recove1y, the growth in 

private investment declined. a tendency which persisted till early 1980s and when 

public investment actually surpassed private investment that is, during 1982/83, private 
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imestment actually tell below public investment. a tendency which continued till 

I Q87i88 and then with the increase in public investment, private investment has also 

slum 11 a 1ising trends. a pe1iod which coincided with the long tenn fiscal policy ( I Q85 ). 

v.ith lesser controls exercised by the govemment. Titus. it implied a negative 

conelation between the two. 

Another interesting thing is about the pattem of core infranstmcture (defined as 

transport and comnnmication. water supply. electricity and gas and constmction) 

investment as a component of public investment, when infrastmcture investment was 

rising initially, i.e., during the first halfofthe 1960s, private investment actually picked 

up very fast, but with cuts in public investment, the brunt was very much felt on 

infrastmcture and therefore the rate of increase in private investment experienced 

during the early 1960s could not be maintained, implying a positive relationship 

between core infrastructure investment and private investment, which is clearly evident 

in Figure 2. 

Titis observed relationship between public and private investment cast some 

doubts on the the complementary effect of public investment in generaL on private 

investment and hence needs an empirical testification. Because, as we have argued in 

preVlous chapters. what matters for growth is the sign and magnitude of public 

policy multiplier, in this case the degree of crowding-out. 

II. Empirical Results 

For estimation. we rewrite here the reduced from equation as derived from the 

model eq ( 3 ). in the the previous chapter as -
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IP, w,;\CiDP,+cn IG+a2HI,+a3FBC+a4 FDI,+(I-ho)IP,_, ........ (*) 

With e\.llccted signs ao·-o _ a I.· or < o. a2>0. a3>0. a-t<:Q or ·0 

where IP, p1ivate investment i.e. gross fixed capital fonnation in the p1ivate sector. 

where () is the rate of depreciation 

L - one pe1iod lag operator 

Y*, - exvected output. which is defined as the average of current real GOP and past 

four years GDP at market prices. Thus, GOP, shows the acceleration effect of output 

on p1ivate investment. 

IG =public investment, i.e. gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) in the public sector. 

HI, = households financial savings net of their currency holdings and deposits with 

hanks. 

FBC = ( 1-f).BO where r =statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) 

BD =total scheduled commercial bank deposits. 

So FBC, is nothing but the flow ofbank credit to the private sector. 

FD I, = fiscal deficit net of exogenous foreign Borrowing (FB) 

IP1. 1 =lagged p1ivate investment. 

Methodology 

We will use ordinary least square ( OLS) regression for estimation. 

S:unple: l11e sample period is from 1960-61 to 1990-91 (in Indian fiscal year) 
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l>at;t: For the whole sample petiod. we use secondaty data for all variables. published 

through vatious sources. 

Data for India on GOP. household net financial savings and investment both 

public GFCF and ptivate GFCF are from various issues ofNational Accow1ts Statistics 

(New series). published by the Govemment of India. Central Statistical Organisation 

(CSO). Data on bank credit has been taken from various issues of RBrs Report on 

Cunency and Finance. Data on fiscal deficit~ and Foreign bonowings is derived fi·om 

vatious issues of Economic Survey, published by the Govemment of India, Ministry of 

Finance. For estimation, all the data are taken at 1980-81 prices. GOP data and 

investment data are readily available at 1980-81 prices, but institt1tion wise on sectoral 

break-up data on investment are not readily available for the whole period at 1980-81 

prices. but are available at current prices. But aggregate investment data are readily 

available both at cunent and at 1980-81 prices, from which we have obtained the 

investment deflator. Using this deflator then, public investment and privte investment 

at 1980-81 prices are compiled from their respective figures at current prices. 

Similarly. for the other variables the GOP deflator (at market prices) has been 

used to constmct the data at 1980-81 prices. 

Model Adaptations: 

To estimate the model with the above defined variables. we have used two 

dummies to take into accow1t the effect of exogenous shocks on private investment. 

.l He define the total public sector's resurce gap, as defined in the Economic Survey. as 
fiscal deficit 
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One dummy (DUM I) is used for exogenous oil slwcks which occured tlnice in the 

sample petiod 1973-74. 1979-80, and 1990-91 which is expected to have negative 

eflect on ptivate investment. Because. since oil used as an intennediate input in ptivate 

production. negative such oil shocks (oil ptice rise) raises the cost of production and 

thereby depress investment. 

TI1e other Dummy (DUM2) is used to capture the effects of droughts on 

ptivate investment. Droughts have been recurrent in nature in India, mostly duringthe 

1960s and 1970s- 1965-66. 1966-67, 1972-73, 1974-75, 1979-80 and 1987-88 and 

has greatly affected agricultural output, which is basically depended on monsoon. So 

in this light. if there is strong interlinkages between agriculture and industry. then 

fom1ally one can say that any decline in agricultural output will impose a demand 

constraint for private investment, in its own right. Secondly, droughts may also restrict 

the food availability in the economy and thereby cause inflation. If not properly 

managed by the government. So while studying the relationship between public and 

private investment. to judge the effect of droughts on private investment i.e. whether it 

affects negatively or positively depends on how the government fight with such shocks . 

. For example. to fight drought induced inflation, how effectively the government 

manages its Buffer stocks and food imports in the event of such crisis matters for 

growth. Because investment planning is based on long tenn decisions and if such 

inflationary spirals caused due to droughts are temporary (i.e. if it does not leads to 

uncettainty intenns of inflationary expectations about the future) then it is muikely that 

droughts will have negative effect on private investment. Again. if supply constraint is 

more binding in nature. such drought induced inflation (being temporary in nature). 

may conttibute positively to investment, if nominal rate of interest is not fully indexed 

to inflation (by 1oweting the real cost of fimds ), though it is likely that in response the 
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composition of investment may alter in favour of inventory accumulation. Again such 

inflationary exvectations is also depended on how close the economy is to its 

productive capacity. Tims. a p1imi. we cannot say what smt of effect droughts will 

have on private inve~1ment. In this light. since supply bottlenecks were considered as 

more binding in nature and effects of droughts have been temporary in nature over the 

sample period. one may guess that while oil shocks contribute negatively. droughts 

might have contJilmted positively for private investment. 

So with these adaptations, we can write the above private investment function as 

IP, = ao .1GDP, + a1IG + a2 HI,+ a~ FBCr + a_. FDI, + a5 DUM I + a6 DUM2 + 

( 1-ho) IP,_l ---------------------(I) 

with signs aO>O . a I> or < o. a2>0. a3>0. a4<0 or >0 a5< o. and a6>0 . 

TI1erefore. estimating this equation, according to our first objective we can know 

whether public investment crowds-out or complements private investment. 

Our second objective is to test the differential effect of different types of public 

investment on private investment. TI1erefore. we break-up public investment into two 

parts and judge the differential effect of each type. So in our fonnulation. we define the 

following components of gross public capital fonnation by industry of use as public 

infrastmcture -

i) transpmt. storage and commtmication 

ii) electricity. gas and water supply. and 

iii) constmction. 
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Since there is no proper boundary in its definition and no such break up data on GFCF 

are available. we have considered the above three core categories as public 

inrrastmcture. And deducting this component from the total GDCF in the public sector 

by industry of use. we get the non-inrrastmcture- component of public investment. 

Accordingly, we Wlite IG = INFRA+ NINFRA ---------------( **) 

where IG =public investment 

INFRA= public infrastmcture investment. 

NINFRA= public non-infrastmcture investment. 

and substituting into eq. (I), we get 

IP. = a o t.GDP1 +a', INFRA +a·· 1 NINFRA +a 2 Hl 1 + a 3 FBC. 

+ a~ FDI.+ as DUM,+ a 6 DUM2 +·(1-bo) lPt-t ... (2) 

with expected signs, a o ><l a' I >() . a I <0. a2 >0. a J><J. a ~>(lor <ll a 5<1J and a 6>(1 

' 

(i) Because, as we have argued in the modeL the infrastmcture coefficient to be 

positive (a', >() ) in the sense that. the crowding-in effect of infrastmcture is stronger 

than the crowding out effect, and hence we can fairly say that public infrastmcture doe 

snot crowd-out private investment. 

(ii) On the other hand, we expect the non-inrrastmcture coefficient to be negative (a 1 • 

<() ), implying a stronger crowding out effect than its complementary effects on private 

investment. With other coefficients having usual signs as discussed in the model. 

Results: We have estimate these two equations for the period 1960-61 to 1990-91. 

using ordinary least squares (OLS)regression and given the estimated equations in 

Table 5. 
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Table- 5 

INIDIA: ESTIMATED EQlJATIONS (Period of fit 1960-90) 

-------------------------------------------- ~-----~~----·----·- -

Plivate Incvestrnent 

(1). fP1 ;1114.931 + 0.45 t.GDPt .0.281Gt + 0.81 Hl 1 + 0.44FBC1 - 0.25FDI 1 +0.87lpt-1-1250.69DUM1 + 731.62DUM2 AR(l) 

(0.93) (2.44 )** (-1.89)*** 4.33)* (2.73)* (-2.30)** ( 10.14)* (-2.07)** 

ADJ.R2 = 0.98, Durbin h = -1.16 

(2). fPt = 153.268i + 0.3516 t.GDP1 + 0.1423 INFRA- 0.357 NINFRA + 0.7622 Hl 1 

(0.14) (2.04)** (0.44) (-387)* (4.49)* 

+ 0.4154 FBCt+- 0.3679 FD It+ 0. 9923 IPt-l - 1060.883 DUM 1 + 614.3147 DUM2 AR( I) 
( l-88)** ((-3.0)* ( 13.39)* (-2.12)** (1-88)*** 

ADJ.R2 = 0.98 Durbin h =- 0. 87 

DUM; = l for Oil shocks years 
= 0 otherwise 

DUM2 = l for Droughts years 
= 0 otherwise 

Figures in Parentheses arc t - ratios and the number of aste1istks denotes signifkance as follows: 
* at the I percent level, 

** at the 5 percent level, 
*** at the I 0 percent level. 
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·ntc flexible accelerator fiamework. as modified for the ptivate investment 

fimction to take care the financing constraints with public investment as an argument 

clearly provides a good fit for the sample petiod 1960-61 to J9QO-Q I. Tite coefficient 

of detennination of the estimated equations are high. When we initially estimated the 

equations. we got the e"idence of autocorrelation. Tit is was tested by checking the 

Durhin-h value (because in a autoregressive model. i.e. a model with lagged dependent 

varaible as one ofthe e:\:planatory variable, the Durbin-d statistics does not hold good) 

calculated as. 

Durbin h = ( 1-1/2 d) n 

' 1-n [vaT (A )] 

where. d is the usual 0-W d value from the OLS regression 

n is the number of observations, and 

A is the coefficient of the lagged dependent variable lagged by one period 

in the equation. 

which is used to check the presence of autocorrelation in autoregressive models. As 

Dnrbin has suggested for large n, the h statistic follows the standardized normal 

distribution [ h - AN (0, I)] and therefore the statistical significance of an observed h is 

detennined fi·om the standarized nonnal distribution table. 
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·nleref(ne to check against autocorrelation. we fitted AR( I ) process to both 

the equations and finally reported these values as in table 5. We have reported the 

coefficient ofdetennination value (R2
) and the h -value which are vet)' satisfactory. 

Equation - 1: For equation (I), we have got the accelerator coefficient to be positive ( 

ao >0 -) as expected. Which implies that the demand factor has also a role to play in 

explaining private investment its coefficient is also large ( 0. 4 5) and is statistically 

significant at 5 percent level of significance. 

The coefficient of public investment is negtive (a, = -0.28) and is significant at 10 

percentlevel of significance, implying the evidence of crowding-out. This implies that, 

as in our formulation, though both complementary and crowding-out effect may 

present, the crowding-out effect of public investment on private investment outweighs 

the complementarity effect. Which supports the concept of partial crowding out and in 

our fommlation, it can be fairly thought of as due to financial strignency imposed by the 

specific pattem of financing public investment. This point again can be forcefully 

justified from the fact that both the coefficients of the financing variables on private 

investment - the househdd credit (Hl1) and flow of Bank Credit (FBC1) are positive 

and highly significant. l11e household credit explains around more than 80 percent 

point and bank credit arow1d more than 40 percent point in the change in private 

investment. llms with such high explanatory power, if financing of increae in public 

investment is done through domestic market borrowings under a not so well developed 

financial market. may restrict credit to the private sector thereby crowding-out private 

investment. l11e coefficient ofthe fiscal variable FDI, (a-t= 0.25) is negative, implying 

that high fiscal deficit net of foreign borrowing depress ptivate investment. This 

reflects the govemment's lack of control over its unproductive expenditure and 
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deficiency in resource mobilisation fi·onc as we have seen in the previous section that 

public savings has actually fallen over these years, but public investment has increased. 

·nte dummy vmiables are significant and have the expected signs, implying that 

oil shocks. by raising the cost of production depress private investment. which is seen 

fi·om the coefficient ofDUM,(a5<o). But the drought dummy (DUM2 ) has contributed 

positively to ptivate invetment, ( a6>(1 ) implying that the effects of droughts was 

temparaty in nature and was dealt with carefully in the presence of supply bottlenecks. 

l11e lagged p1ivate investment has a positive coefficient and is very high, thus 

gjvittg a low value of the adjustment coefficient (bo), for equation ( 1 ), 1-bo = 0.87 => 

b" = 0.13. lltis throws some light on the adjustment of actual investment towards its 

desired level within one period, which is very low, implying that private investor face 

different constraints during planning their investment, which is a typical feature of 

developing economies - like resource constraints, financial constraints etc. 

llms, it shows that our model very well fits into the case of the Indian 

economy characte1ised by structural and institutional constraints. And the implication 

ofthe fit is that the immediate crowding-out effect of public investment is stronger than 

its comp lementmy effects. 

Equations-2: 

For the second equation also the regression fit is very good and the coefficients 

have usual signs and are significant except for the case of infrastructure. l11is needs an 

interpretation. While we disaggregate the public investment into infrastructure and 
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non-intl-astmcture. we e>.:penence differential effects on ptivate inve~tment. as 

exvected. According to our formulation. both the infrastructure and non-infi·astructure 

should have negative coefficients. since we have simply disaggregated public 

investment into its two components. But contrary to this. we have got a positive sign 

for the infrastmcture coefficient (a' 1 = 0. 14) though insignificant. TI1is implies that 

infrastmcture investment does not crowd-out private investment and positive 

coefficient is an indication of the fact that the crowding-in effect is much stronger 

which outweights the immediate crowding-out (if any) through financing channel. And 

the whole burden of crowding-out is caused by the non-infrastructure component. 

This implies that the involvement of public sector in direct commercial activities and 

poor financial perlo1mance might have caused crowding-out of private investment. 

TI1erefore in an attempt to maintain a high growth rate public infrastructure investment 

has to be maintained against a stabilization prescription of public expenditure cut. 

Tims. on an average our model fits very well into the case of India. 

TI1e next chapter gives a summary of our discussion. 
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CONCLliSION 

·ntis dissenation has attempted to sketch the story of the relationship 

between public and private investment, under a flexible accelerator model of private 

investment with property modifying it to take care the institutional and structural 

characteristics specific to the Indian economy. Since the main question that has 

been asked. hovered around the possibility of crowding-out of ptivate investment by 

public investment. an attempt has been made to clarifY the meaning and nature of 

crowding-out. the transmission mechanism that cause crowding-out and the 

dimension of the crowding-out debate overtime. In this contex1. the main policy 

debate between the keynesians and the monetarist which dominated the decade of 

1970s has been introduced, The main focus of which was on the question of 

relative efficacy of fiscal and monetary in the shorter and longer run. On the 

modelling fi·ont. question regarding a proper specification of the private investment 

function under va1ious constraints. specific to developing economies has been raised 

to emphasize on the relevance ofneoclassical investment model to these economies. 

Tite question of crowding out has a long history. since the days of classical 

economics. In the traditions aposition it was argued that. every increase in public 

spending and more so if it was deficit spending. cause an equal reduction in private 

spending without affecting either income or employment. Titeir argument was that 

public bonowings implied a reduction in the availability of fund of private savings 

for private investment. Tims. in their view there was fi.tll crowding-out. But 

keynesians discredited this by arguing that under conditions of widespread 

unemployment neither additional investment nor additional public sector deficit 

spending takes away available savings. rather they generate savings. Titerefore to 

them complete crowding out was essentially a fi.tll employment phenomenon. Tite 

case which was later on taken up by the Monetarists. who with their basic 

presumption about near fullemployment in the economy fostered arguments intemts 
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of fi.tll ~:rowding out. Tims the argument was mainly intenns of demand based 

management. 

But what is interesting today is that, it is possible to have inflation and 

crowding-out even in the presence of large scale unemployment. It is possibly the 

coexistence of these phenomena-crowding-out, investment and unemployment that 

has appeared to contradicts the earlier writings on this subject. And from this fact. 

it seems. the debate has shifted to the possibility of -emwding out of private 

investment by public investment, which is of prime impmtance for most cow1tries in 

their economic planning. Thus from the general expansion in public expenditure as 

a prescription. in recent time, more and more stresse has been given to the 

composition of it. as a measure of public support to the process of growth. 

Tite relevant theory and empirical studies on the question of crowding out 

has emphasized more on the different forms of crowding-out that occurred through 

the rate of interest and categorised as indirect crowding-out. So the interest rate 

being the transmission mechanism, economists employed mostly the IS-LM 

framework to judge on the extent of crowding-out. As a real world phenomena 

there was increasing consensus on partial crowding out. which implies potency 

fiscal policy in the short and long run. And in the new economic· environment. 

methods and means of monetary management increasingly used to reduce the 

amplitude of the business cycle fluctuations. TI1e increase in public expenditure and 

the consequent increase in deficits has integrated the monetary policy with the fiscal 

policy for long mn growth. 

We have seen that in live with the macroeconomic thinking. Indian planners 

were also emphasized more and more on monetary management in the economy. 

Because with positive fiscal impulse and the consequent increase in the size of the 

deficit. money supply cannot be properly checked, because monetary base is pa1tly 

detennined by the govemment's fiscal operation. On the other hand. both money 

supply as well as hank credit being related to the same monetary base. are subject to 

the same controls and movements. Consequently any effo11 to restrict money 

supply ,,;11 also restrict credit availability in the economy and vice versa. Tims. this 
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increasing. integration between the monetary and fiscal policy cast doubts on the 

relevance of the conventional discussions m1 crowding-out which was the result of 

financing. of deficits under unaccomodative monetary policy. Titis also makes 

ground for the possibility of partial crowding-out. Titerefore what matters for 

g.row1h is the sign and magnitude of the public policy multiplier. consequent on a 

positive fiscal impulse. 

Tills being the real issue in most ofthe developing countries, including India, 

public investment was given an important rule in planned policy formulation. 

Titerefore the way public sector has grown over time and its performance has 

implications for growth in private investment and hence long run growth. Because 

the pertonnance of the public sector determines the size of the deficit (fiscal gap) 

and then the way govemment finance the deficit i.e., through deficit financing or 

market bonowings has implications for private investment. We have argued, in the 

context of the Indian economy, how such poor performance of the public sector on 

the resource mobilisation front might have caused crowding out which is essentially 

a financial phenomena in the event of underutilised resources. Therefore, we have 

argued that under not so well developed financial market, the financing of public 

investment by different modes may exert differential impact on private economic 

activity. Tims discarding the possibility of Ricardian Equivalence or ultrarationality 

in a developing country like India. 

Again we have shown. how interest rate mechanism may be deficient in 

explaining the ex1ent of crowding-out in an underdeveloped financial market subject 

to different controls both price and non-price rationing. Therefore in the Indian 

case with an administered interest rate regime. we discarded the role of intefest rate 

as the equilibrating mechanism. rather it is the rationing of credit which may have 

corrected any disequilibrium in the lonable funds market. Titerefore taking into 

account the possibility of such rationing, we developed our model on private 

investment under vatious means of financing public investment which has petformed 

well over the sample period. Titerefore in our framework. we proceeded without 

specit)'ing. the demand for credit functions by the private sector. 
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The estimated results indicate that, in addition to other relevant variables. 

public investment had an overall negative and significant effect on gross private 

im estment over the period 1960-61 to 1990-91. The result also suggested that it is 

the non-intl·astructure public investment which crowds-out private investment. not 

the inhastructure component in which case the positive spillover effects outweighs 

the immediate negative effect. thus rendering the coefficient to be positive. In light 

of these estimates, policy makers should pay attention not jt~st on the level of 

govcmment expenditure but also to its composition-infrastructure and non

infrastructure. and in so far as the former is concemed, a concerted effort should be 

made to maintain adequate levels of investment in core infrastructure, which has 

long run effects on private investment. 

Titus. on the policy front, in this context, the stabilisation prescription which 

calls for public expenditure cuts across the board, needs to be very carefully handled 

by policy makers, ensuring that the brunt of such action does not fall on public 

infrastructure investment, which has a high positive spillover effect on private 

investment. Otherwise, it will constrain the long run rate of growth of the 

economy. under general supply bottlenecks. 

Secondly, the model defining the vanous modes of financing of public 

investment hinted at the possible financial crowding-out in the Indian economy. It 

has been shovvn that in a country like India with large unutilised resources, it is 

essentially a financial phenomenon. Therefore it calls for effective monetary 

planning which should facilitate the fiscal policy action to achieve and sustain an 

increasing rate of long term growth in investment and output. Tlms. recognisng 

that both demand forces and supply bottlenecks are at work in the growth process 

of a developing country like India. monetary policy be assigned the dual task of 

maintaining price ability and adequate supply of credit to the productive sectors of 

the economy. 

Therefore. it may be in order. to emphasize here the links between fiscal 

policy. investment and growth which are, of course. highly complex. Changes in 

the overall fiscal balance as well as in the structure of expenditure and taxation have 
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important implications for investment and growth. Large fiscal deficits make it 

difficult to combine the objectives of high growth and low inflation and therefore 

has to he dealt with properly. with a redefinition of the role of public investment to 

make effective inroads against pove11y. lltis in tum calls for a proper coordination 

between monetary and fiscal policy for effective planning and development of the 

Indian economy. 
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INTRODUCTION 



C H A P T E R I 

INTRODUCTION 

Geography, is the science of the surface of 

the earth and its inhabitants, Of its many branches 

we are now, concerned with geomorphology, which deals 

with the surface of the lithosphere, explaining its 

origin and'interpreting' its history. Thus, geomorphology 

is the science of study of landscape. It developed 

rapidly from early 40•s. After the introduction of 

quantative analysis of drainage basis as a fundamental 

and appared. A lot of emphasis has been laid on the 

intensive study of a basin and its evaluation. The ten. 

Geomorphology is used in different branches of science 

to analyse the shape, form and structure. This term 

is primarily, applied to the quantitative measurement 

of land forms know.m as geomorphology.This is further 

divided into two-General geomorphology, an extensive 

and general study and Specific geomorphology, intensive 

study. Early 40's was the revolutionary period, when 

geomorphology included in quantification of drainage 

basins and thereafter several research work have been 

carried out. Geomorphology, in the begining was limited 

in United States and U.K •• Later, it rapidly spread 

to other cantries. Indtan scholars accepted it after 

the end of 60's. 



1, 1 REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 

•• Morphometry ", which means measurement 

and mathematical anal~sis of the earth's surface and 

of the shape and dimensions of its land forms. The basic 

points for the investigation of the earth landforms, 

was the area, altitude, volume, slope and texture, Dury 

(1952)~ Twidale, Jenning and Chr1stan(1957)2 applied various 

methods for the analysis of the land forms and classif

ied in different ways. They presented in the form of 

graph, maps and statistical indices. Some methods of 

morphometry was devised but analysts was based on desceip 

tion. Recently, morphometry is being applied for inten

sive analysis of small morphologicaunits, i. e. river 

terrain. In 1945 Horton3 provided a new approach in 

geomorphology, pioneered the CNantitat1-ve approach to 

drainage basin description realising that tbe hydrolog

ical characteristics of a drainage system are 

organically linked to their morphologic characteristics. 

After his paper in 1945 he lead the structure and direct

tion for the geomorphological research, since then 

numerous works have been done in this field. Horton was 

the first person who, realised that dynamicity of drain

age basin and its hydrological characteristics are close

ly related to their morphology. He analysed the inter 

1. Dury, G.H.(1970):"Essays in geomorpholog¥~ 
Heinmann, Londo~. DP 23i, 

! • Twidale ,Jenning,&Christan 1957, :Introd.uc tion to 
morphomet~"Jaurnal of C..eology 1p.88, 

3, Horton &.E.(1945): Erosional development of stream 
and their drainage basin,Bydrolof.ical app

. roach to quantitative morphology JW,ll.Gen] 
Soc.!mer, Vol. 56• ~~· 225-370. 

3 



relation ship of the function of drainage basin to the 

numerical values. After him Strahler (1952) 1, Schumm 

(1956)2 , Melton(1958)3, Kesseli (1946)~ Miller (1953)~ 
Russel (1949)~ Smith (1958)7, Morisawa (1962)8, ~chei
degger (1965) 9, Shreve (1967) 10 and various others have 

1.Strahler
1
A.N.,91952),• Hypsometric(area altitude) Analysis 

of Eros onal Topography", Bull. Geol, Soc, Amer.,63, 
pp.1117-1142. 

29Schumm,s.A. (1956), " The Evolution of Drainage System 
and slope in Badlands at Perth Amboy, New Jersey •, 
Bull, GeQ1. Soc. Amer •• 67 1 PP• 597. 

3.Melton,M.A. (1958), " Geometric properties of Nature 
Drainage systems and their representation in an EC 
Phase Space •,Journal of Geologx,66, pp.25-54. 

4. Kessell, J .F. (1946), "A neglected field in geomorphology 
Aona1s Assoc. Amer. Geog. Vol.86, pp.93. 

5. Miller, v.c. (1953),"Relatian of Quantitative Geomorphic 
study of Drainage Basin characteristics in the Clinch 
Mountain area, Virginia and Tennese",Tecbnical Renort,3 
Columbia University, New York, 

6. Russell, R.J. (1949) ," Geographical Geomorphology", 
Annals Assoc. Amer. Geog. Vol. 89,pp.10 

7. Smith, K.G.,(1958), "Enviranal Processes land forms 
in Lalilands, Natiooal Movement, South Dacota ", .aull. 
GeQ1. Soc. Amer. Vol. 69, pp. 975- 1000~ -

8.Morisawa, M.E., (1962), " Relation of quantitative Geomroh
phology Of Streams floe in Representative Watersheds 
of Applachian Plateau Province"~Bull.Geol• Soc, Am§r~ Vol 
73, pp. 1025 - 1046. 

9. Scheide~ger, A.E. (1965), " The Algebra of Streams, Order 
Humber', u.s. Geol, Sur. Prof. Paper, 525 -8, pp.187-
189. 

10. Shre~e, R.L. (1967)j " Infinite Topological Random 
Channel Network", ournal Qf GeQlogy, Vol. 75, 

pp. 1S8- 186. 



continuously stressed on morphometry. 

Gardiner (198%) 1 , studied drainage· basin 

morphometry under following headings "Network, Del1mitaton 

Sampling, Variable definition and analysis."Generally the 

the delimitations of drainage net an4 data related to 

morphometry are derived either frem topographic maps or 

remote sensing sources and these sources have certain 

limitations, such as surveyors, canvectios for field mapping 

process of plotting of streams on the map, scale of the map 

and data of the survey because time plays a vital role 

in development and extension of drainage net ( Gregory 
2 

and Gardiner, 1975) • SUggestions of some scholars was 

that function of the identoty of drainage basin should be 

6ased an field survey, is irrelevant ·in larger areas. Mori

sawa (1957)3 suggested the use of contour crenulatians to 

identify the small streams which exists in the field 

not in map, was highly criticised by Gregory (1966)
4 because 

1 • Gardiner, v. (1981), "Drainage basin morphometry: 
Quantitative analysis of Drainage basin form, Perspective 
in Geomorphology, Ed. H.s. Sharma, Concept pablishing 
Co. New Delhi, P• 107. 

2. Gregory K .G., and Gardiner, V. ( 1975), " Drainage Density 
and Climate ", Zeitschr1ft Fur G§qmorphologie 1 19, pp 
287-88. 

3. Morisawa M.E. ( 1957), " Accurac~ of determination of stream 
lengths from topographic maps , Trans- Amer. Geog. 
Union, 38, pp.86-88. 

4. Gregory, K.J.(1966), "Dry valleys and the composition of 
the Drainage networks ",Journal of HYdrology~4,pp. 327 
- 340. 



it may include fossils of palaeohydrologocal eleme nts. On Shreve 

( 1974) 1 suggestioo of " A value of channel slope should deter

mine to define the source of channel ", was applied by Smart 
2 

(1978). Hydrologi~l and morphological methods were introduced 

by Shreve. Shreve's third method of exterior links in which 

he analysed that " all e~teror links, either fran stream lines 

on the map or contour crenulations are extended head ward to 

water shed to delimit the basin and drainage network" was not 

famous and rarely used in u.s.A.by the mssh- length extens~an 

network. 

The revolutionary introduction in the field of 

drainage morphometry of the idea of stream order was given 

by Horton. According to Bowden and Wallis (1964)3, the 

stream order concept is " The touch stone by which drainage 

drainage net characteristics could be related to each other 

and to hydrology sad erosional processes". 

1. Shreve, R.L. (1974), " Variation of Mainstream length with 
basin area in River networks," Water Resource R§search, 
10, PP• 1167 - 1177. 

2. Smart, J.s. (1978), "The analysis of drainage network 
composition ", Earth surface Processes, 3 PP• 129- 70. 

3. Bowden and Wallis, J .R. (1964), " Effect of stream 
Orderinft technique on Horton 's Laws of ~rainage compo
sition GeologiC§! Soa£et~ of AmericaA BulletiiQ 
Volume, 75, page: 767 - 77 • 
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Ordering described by Horton and modified by 

Strahler in 1952 as, " All finger tips designated as the 

fiest order, two first-order produces a second order segments, 

two second orders provided a third order and so on. Melton 
1 

(1959) , accepted this tdea because of this advantage of 

this simple method,i.e. it can be derived mathematically 

fran coocepts of elementar)l canbinational analysis, But 

this method was highly critised- firstly, the order of 

trunk stream is not changed by the addition of tributary 

stream of lower order and secondly, the addition of a single 

first order stream could raise the order of the trunk stream. 

Scheidegger (1965)2 , stated "An algebra of 

segment which is associated and cumulative. Gardiner (1977) 3 

first used grid squares of mapping Drainage density and 

also introduced the relation ship of t~ological characteris

tics of drainage network in selected quadrants. 

Horton's supplementary law is stmmarised 

by Gard1ner(1981)4tn which relation ship of morphometric 

parameters was tested by him, using huge data, 

After two decades, Horton's method was used 

to examine and determine the basin morphom•try in different 

climatic and lithologic conditions. 
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1. Melton, (1959), "Aderivaticn of Strahlers' channel ordering 
system ", Journal of geplogy 67, PP• 345-346. 

2. Scheidegger, ( 1965), " The algebra of stream order, numbers " 
u.s. Geol, SUrv• Prof, Paper, 525 B, pp. 187-189 

3. Gardiner, V. ( 1977), n Estimated Drainage density and Phy
sical Regions in s.w. England, Nation§l Gepgrapher Vol, 12 
pp. 115- 1~8. 

4. Gardiner, (1981), op. cit. Ref. page no. 4 



Ghose, et.al. (1963)1, Ghose and Pandey (1963)2 , Singh anG 

Ghose (1973)3, worked on the arid region applying morpho

metric parameters to the drainage basin. 

Comparison betweem the lithological con

ditions usling same method was done by Gardiner ( 1971 >4 , 

Brunden (1969)~ Tondon (1964)6 , Padmaja (1975)
7

, Mithal 

et,al.(1974)8, Gregory(1976)9, Gregory and Gardiner(19753f 

1. Ghose,B. Pandey, s. ,Lal,G (1967) " Quantitative Geomor
phology of the Drainage Basins in the Central Luni 
basin in W. Rajasthan ", Zeitschrift fur geomornhologie, 
I, pp. 146-160. 

2. Ghose and Pandey, s. (1963), " Quantitative Geomorphology 
of Drainage Basins" Journal ffig. Soc. Soil Sc., 11 pp.259 

274. 

3. Singh S. and Ghose B ( 1973), " Interrelation ship between 
quqntitative geomorphic characteristics of drainage basins 
sub-lnlmid to humid environment of Rajasthan" Annals of 
Arid Zone 12, PP• 82-89. 

4. Gardiner v. (1971), "A drainaJc density m~p of Dartmoor", 
Repot Trans. Devonshire Assoc. Advaacement Sc. 103,pp167-80. 

5. Brunsden' ( 1969)' "Dartmoor n' Geog. As soc I 

7. Padmaja, s. (197-5), "Some aspects of a quantitative drain
age characteristics of Dhund Basin , Geographical Reyiey 
of India Vol. 37, pp. 158- 64. 

6. Tendon s.K. (1974), " Litho-control of some Geomorphologic 
properties, Zeitsbcrift fur GegmorpDC[ogie, 18, pp. 460-71. 

8. Mithal R.s., Prakash B. and Bajpai I.P., (1974) 2 Drain-
age basin network morphometric study of a part of the 
Garhwal Himalayas~ Himalayan Geolpgy, Yol. 4, pp. 195-215 

9. Gregory (1976), "drainage network and climate of Derby-
Shire " Ed. Geomprphology And Climate, Wiley. 

10. Gregory and Gardtner(1975), "Drainage Density and Climate" 
Zeitschrift rur Geomorphologie 1 19 PP• 287- 98 
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worked on postulating the variations in the basin. due to 

climate conditions and their effect. Morgan (1971) 1, 

William(1972)2 , Bassett and Ruhe(1973)3, studied about 

the drainage network under Karst region. 

In India, the adaptation of Hortorman• . ethod 

is recent and several scholars have tested and anal~sed 
4 

them working on different basins, Singh (1960), 

produced the study on Rajmahal Hills. Morphometric 

evaluation was studied by Asthana(1967)5, in Alwar 

district. He considered three aspects of terrain i.e. 
6 

geology, configuration and drainage. Singhs' (1969), was 

based on Topa and Shilpi rivers of Ranchi, giving inter

relation s~ between length and drainage area. He pos

tulated that " As order increases, area of each basin 

1 • Morgan R .P .c ( 1971), " A morphometric study of some 
valleys systems on the English Chalklands, Traps. 
Instt. Brtish Geog, Vol. 54 pp. 33-44. 

2. William(1972), n The analr.ais of spatial character
istics of Karst terrain ', ed. R.J.Chorley, Spatial 
Ana1ysis 1n geomorphology. 

3. Bassett, J .L. Rube R.V. (1973), " Fluvial geomorphology 
in Karst Terrain, ed. Morisawa, Fluv'll geomorphology 
Binghamton New York University. 

4. Singh (1960) "Geomorphological Evolution of the High
lands of Rajmahal " Natignal Geographical Journal 
of India , Vol. VI part 1, PP. 1-13. 

5. Asthana v.K.(1967),"Morphomstric evaluation of Land 
form in Almora & its environs'' ffat. Geog, Jour. Ind. 
Vol. XIII, Pt. 1, PP. 37-54. 

6. Singh R.P. & Kumar A.(1969),"Geomorphological 
evolutiQn of stream orders of Tapa & Shilpi Basins, 
Rancbi Nat, Geog. Jour. In. Vol. VIII,p. 119-29. 
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D~reases in a region of high precipitation. Singh (1970) 1 

study of Hoshiarpur(Kangra) was based an relation between 

different parameters and basin cbecularity ratio is 

controlled by relief, slope, area, underlying, topography 

and ruggedness. Kharakwal(1970)2 , attempted his work and 

gave the idea that basin height, ground slope of basin, chan 

nel gradient and drainage density have negative correlation 

with hypsometric integral in accordance with Strahler. 

Satpathy (1972-7313 , analysed the 

landforms of Deo river basin(Singhbhum)with the help 

of Morphological information. Pal, s.K.(1973)4 attempted 

quantitative geomorphology of the drainage basi4s in 

Himalayan region. Kumar (1973)5, has tried to dis~guish 

1. Singh (19?0), " Basin circularity ratio as a terrain 
type element: A case study of Hoshiarpur , Kangra 
tract, Deccan Geographer_, Vol. VIII, PP. 119-28 

2. Kharakwal s.C.(1970), " Morphometric study of a Himal
ayan basin - A sample study " flat. leo.L Jgu,r. InL 
Vol. 16, part 1, pp. 47-60 

3. Satpathy P .P., /Deliidutt ( 19?2-?3), " Quantitative analysis 
of landforms- A case study in the Deo river of Bihar" 
Geographical Out look , Vol. IX pp. 57-66. 

4. Pal s.K .. (1973Y," Quantitative Geomorphology of Drainage 
basins in the Himalaya ", Gedagraph1cal Retle~ 
India, Vol. 35, pp. 81-101. 

5. Kumar A. (1973-75), 11 Pair wise Relaticn ship pf Basin 
area and stream length- A case study of the upper 
Burha Basin " Geographical o..tttook, Vol.X, p.lt9-
58. 



the relationship bet~een variables of drainage basin 

morphometryand applied pair wise correlation in upper 
1 

Burba basin. Singh, Gupta and Kaith(1976) , presented 

relation ship among morphometry attributes. They gave 

c onclusicn that bifurcation ratio dominates and influ

ences the discharge and distribution of surface runoff 

but ratio of bifurcation is not an indtll)endent 

variable. 

. 11 

Padmaja (1976)2 , using Horton'S and 

Strahler's method worked on Mej river bastn under diff

erent geological formations. Singh and Srivastava(1977)3 

studied Belan river basin and demarcated different slope 

zones. Sharma and Padmaja(1977)4 , correlated various 

geomorphic variables 1n varying lithologies of Morel basin 

and concluded that the Ratio of bifurcation varies 

from basin to basin, accordini to different lithology. 

1. Singh, Gupta & Kaith, (1976), • Multiple relation ship 
between ratio of bifurcation and some morphometric 
variables of drainage basin 1n Bamas Catchment", 
Deccan Qeographers Vol.XIV No. 2, pp. 151-156 

2. PadmajaG.(1976)," Geomorphology of the Mej river basin 
Rajasthan " Unpub. Ph.D. thesis University of Rajasthan 
Jaipur. 

3. Singh s. end Srivastava(1977) " A stasticat analysing 
of the average slopes of the Belan Basin" Deccan 
Geographers, Vol. XV pp. 307-316. 

4. Sharma H.s. & Padmaja(1977) " Quantitative Geomorphic 
characteristics of streams of Moreal Basin Rajasthan" 
Geographical Review of !ndia, Vol.39 PP• 353- 366. · 
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Verma and Bhattacharya(1978) 1 gave the relation 

ship of some theoretical measueement by anal¥sis of 101 

third orderbasnos. Singh (1979)2 , produced the drainage 

density of 23 basins of 5 different physiograp~T condi

tions of Ranchi and cocluded that geological strucu,re 

rainfall a nd slope contols drainage density. 

Pofali (1979) 3 , studied an account of 

linear , areal and relief characteristics of drainage 

network of Vidarbha region. Singh and Upadhyay (1981)4 

proved that Horton's and Strahler's model is related 

to drainage may not be applied in totality. Padmaja and 

Soudervallie (1981)5 discussed the variations of bifur-

cation ratio in Godavari and Krishna basin. 

1. Verma V .K. t Bhattacharya G. (1978) ," Graph th~oretic 
concepts and drainage nets n Nat. Geog,Jrur. Ind. 
Vol. 24, PP• 62 - 65. 

2. Singh S\,. (1979) " A geomorphological study of drainage 
density of small drainage basins of the Ranch! plateau 
India " Nat. Geog. Jour, Ind. , Vol. 35 PP• a15-230, 

3. Poiali 9..M. (1979) " Linear characteristics of the 
drainage net work of Vidarbha Region " Deccan Geographers 
Vol. XVII PP• 631-643. 

4.Singh s. and Upadhyay D.P. (1981) n Topological and 
Geometrical study of Drainage network, Perspective~ 
in Geomorphology , Ed. H.S.Sharma, Vol.2, pp.191-23 • 

5. Padmaja & Soudervallie (1981), " The behavioral pattern 
of bifurcation ratios in Godavari an' Krishna basin, 
A.P. Perspectives 1n Geomorphology Vol. 2, p.235-45. 



Vats (1985)1, studied morphometric variables in the 

Mithri river basin and correlated these variables. Others, 

like Joshi and Rawat (1985)2, studied a quantitative 

analysis in Upper Ramganga CatchDent. Pofali (1985)3, 

studied on Hiran catchment and related to the land 

resources & management with the help of aerial photograph 
4-

Rawat (1985) , studied about the hydrometric implications 

of morphometry ani geology with reference to lower, Ram 

Ganga catchment • Bhamare (1985)5 correlated morpho

metry with hydrology and studed about the Panzara river 

basin taken under homogenous litho- climatic cooditions. 

Latest work was done by Dohrenwend (1987)6 
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1. Vats P .c. (1985), " Quantitative· geomorphic characteris
tics of Mithri river basin." Nat, Geog, Jgyr. !nd, 
Vol. 31, pp. 18-22, 

2. Joshi s.c. And Rawat (1985), " The upper Ram Ganga 
catchment: A quantitative geomorphic analysis. " 
Geog. Rey, of lgd., Vol, 47, No.1, pp.18-2~ 

3, Pofali R.M. Singh S.R., Batta R,K. (1985) : "Quant. 
-tativ~ analysis of tpe Hiran Catchment for land 
resources Development and Management •• Nat. Geog. 
Jour. Ind, Vol, 31, part 1 pp. 10-17. 

4-. Rawat J .S.(1985), " Hydrmetric implicatioo of morph
metry and geology: A case study of lower ~m ganga 
catchment" Journ, Geol, SQC. !nd, Vol. 26, PP,734. 

5. Bhamare S.M. (1985), " Morpho- Hydrological Analysis 
of Panzara basin" lf.G.J.I. Vol. 31 pp. 23- 27-

6. Dohrewend J,C. Athol, D. Abrahams and Brent D.T.(1987), 
n Drainage Development Go Basaltic Lawa Flow : Cali
fornia and Nevada "· G~ol, Soc, Amer, Bull, Vol.99 

Sept. 3, PP• 4-05 - 4-13. 



where the study was based on drainage development in 

Basaltic lava flow in California and Nevada and stated 

that After accumulation of an eolian mantle~ master 

drainage extends to all parts of flow. During this 

period of elongation drainage density and link frequency 

incresed rapidly where as the value of Shreve~ kappa(k) 

declined. 

A few authors studied the theoretical aspect. 

~hough there was great contributiom of the scholars 

in morphometric field, still we need correlation of these 

variables in the development of the land resourcae, then 

only it willbe significant as pofali et.at) attempted. 

1 .2 SIGNili' ICANCE CF THE STUDY 

According to above facts, an attempt has 
._../" 

been made to draw the correlation of the morphometric 

variables and its variations under different lithological 

conditions, especially in hard and soft rocks. This aspec• 

may be applied to the land use planning as is eviden~ 

from the work dane ~Y K.N. Prudhviraju (1988)2• This 

aspect may also be taken into consideration for construct

ion of dams, where, mimimum sediments, and maximum dis

charge of water is found. 

The behaviour of streams under different 

lithological conditions, its adjustments to surrounding 

areas, reflect ita lithological and Climatic conditions 



and by the morphometric analysis it givea stress to the 

stud,.. 

Morphometry can be used to analyse land use 

pattern(a recent Study), land slides (studj of slopes 

as a morphometric parameters), flood control etc. Branch

ing of streams reflect geologic structure, lithological 

characteristics, general relief, plant cover, pedological 

characteristics, slopes and rain fall intensity, With 

the above variables in mind an attempt has been made to 

evaluate the lithological conditioos of two basins of 

Bhaskel and Gudra in Indravati river basin. 

1.3 SELECTION GF. THE STUDY AREA : 

Indravati river basin (Gudra and Bhaskel) 

has been selected as a basic unit because of its limited 

convienient and usually clearly defined topography units, 

available in a nested hierarchy of sizesoon the basis 

of stream ordering. Secondly, ,it is comprising od total~ 

different geological formations and structural conditions 

which will give a remarkable comparison for the study. 

. 15 

The selection of these river basins due 

to its location in Bastar region (Sed~entary and metamorp

hic rocks) and Koraput region (metamorphic). Its geology 

is the point ~f interest to the~geologist and mineralo

gists from several years. No geologist had earlier, set 

foot in this area since the days of the great explorer 



P.N. Bose who on the basis of regbonal traveBses under 

taken during 1897-1900, described the rock types of the 

area as that of Dharwar facies. 

A comparative study of the processes 

of dtfferent drainage basins is possible. On the other 

hand, this virgin land, where this type of work has not 

been carried out so far, has two lithological formations 

i.e., sedimentary and metamorphic. The comparative study 

of land forms developed by these different processes over 

different conditions will be of great interest. 

1.4 Lcx:!ATION OF THE STUDY AREA: 

Indravati river basin stretches from 

80° to 83° eastlonitude and 18g25 1N to 21°North, latitudes. 

It rises at an elevation of 91~ meters, in Kalahandt 

district of Orissa on the western slope of eastern Ghats. 
2 

It drains an area of 41,665 kms. lying in a relatively 

high rainfall zone with about 1524 mm. of rain fall annually. 

Politically, it is surrounded by Rayagada, of Orissa in 

the east, Junagarh ,Raigarh and Armori of Madhya Pradesh 

in North, Sbroncha in weet, and Dantewara, Kotpad of Orissa 

Venkatpuram of Andhra Pradesh in sooth. 

Gudra and Bhaskel, both the rivers ate 

an important north bank tributaries of Indravati river 

in Bastar and Koraput region respectivly. Geographically 

the Gudra extends from 81°E to 81°27' E of longitudes. 

16 
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0 I 0 I 
Bhaskel extends from 82 30 E of langttudes and 19 13 N to 

20° 25' N of lattitutes. Politically, these two basins 

covers an area of Bast•r district of Madhya Pradesh (Gudra) 

and Korapatdistrict of Orisa (Bhaskel). 

Geologically, Gudra river basin is 

composed of metamorp$ roc.ks where gnesses and quartzites 

are in abundance, whereas Bhaskel river is composed of 

Metamorpb1)c rocks 1n North end sedimentary in southern 

parts having lime stone in the east central parts. 

1 • 5 PLAN OF THE WORK: 

The paesent study is based an 

secondary data available literature.The work is div,ded 

into five chapters dealing with morphometric analysis of 

the study area. 

Chapter I is an intrbductory chapter 

which gives an idea about the subject, review of literatdre, 

selection of the study, location, data base and maps. Methodology 

and hypothesis of the worh. 

Chapter II consists of general 

information of geology, climate , vegitation and soils by the 

help of geological map and climatic data. 

Chapter III deals w1 th different 

linear, areal, relief aspects of the drainage basin which 

gives the calculation of different morphometric variables 

and their distribution of the selected basin. 

Chapter IV deals with the comparative 

analysis of the behaviour of the morphometric parameters 

of two different ( Geologically) tributaries of lndravati 

river basin selected for the study. 



Last chapter V deals with ti>.e conclusion 

and summary. 

1 ,6 HYPOTHESIS: 

1 • Area of a dr&inage bas in is determined 

by various morphometric parameters viz 

stream frequency, drainage density, 

dissection indez, ruggedness number, 

constant of channel maintenance, lenith 

of over land flow, relative relief, 

mean channel lenatta , td»tal channel 

length and nu~ber of stream segments. 

2. Stream length is controlled by area. 

3. Slope is directly related to the relief •• 

~. Drainage density and drainage texture 

are the function of relief,dissection 

index, ruggedness number and stream 

frequency. 

5. All the morphometric parameters are 

dependent on each other directly or 

indirectly, giving a particular shape 

to the basin. 

1.2 METHODOLOGY: 

Drainage basin are selected according 

to the lithologically variations, where the formation 

of rocks is different. The major classiftcatian is 

hard rocks of Gudra ( metamorphic) and soft rocks of 

Bhaskel( Sedimentary). It is attempted to find out how, 
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different morphometric parameters behaves in different 

lithogies and tb support these results some correlation 

is calculated between these parameters. 

Some of the parameters are chosen 

for this study to assess the drainage basin of Gudra and 

Bhaskel, their arel 9 linear, relief characteristics. 

These parameters are linear i.e.stream orders, numbers, 

patterns, bifercatian ratio ; areal, shape, area, length 

and relief,relative relief, dissction index, ruggedness 

number, stream trequaDCy. They have been represented in 

tables and maps. 

. 20 

The following morphometric parameters 

have been taken for the evaluatioo of the nature of 

lithology:-

Sl.· No. VARIABLES 

TABLE 1.1 

FORMULAE 

1. Number of stream orders Nu 

YlUI JtERIVATION 

Enumerative Strahler 

2. Total number of streams r Nu=N1+N2 + •• 
with basin order. 

Strahler 

3. Bifercation ratio Rb=Nu/Nu+1 

~. Total length of stream Lu 
of order u · 

5. Mean length of stream 
of order u 

6. Area of the basin 

7. Basin Circular! ty (Rc) 

r:u =Lu/Nu 

-
Kms 

Hortbn 

Hortcbn 

Horton 

Sq. Kms. Strahler 

Miller 



Slt No 11 VARIABLES 

8. Basin Elongatian(Re) 

9· Drainage Density (D) 

10. Texture Ratio (Tr) 

11. Constant of channel (C) 
maintenance. 

12. Stream frequency 

13. Absolute relief 

14-. Relative relief 

15. ~ggedness number 

16. Dissection index 

21 

FORMULAE !lli1! DERIVATION 

2/,!; x/i./L2 -- Schumm 

~Lu/Au Km/..1 Hortom 

~Nufo.Pu No/Km Hortlm 

1/D Sq. Km/Km Schumm 

~N/A No/Sq.Km Horton 

H Mtrs 

Max-Min Mtrs 
Absolute 
Relief 

DxH/1000 ----

Schumm 

Schumm 

Schumm 

Relative relief - Schumm 
Absp!ite re!!el' · 

~.IxNo 11 or contours - Weata:lorth 
e " 3361 

The present study i8 totally based on the 

secondary data. The toposheets have been used on 1:50,000 

scale published by servey of India.Toposheets of 65A/10,11, 

13,14-,15 ?nd 65E/2,3,6,7 and 8 are used for Dudra river 

and 65I/2, 3, 4-,6,7,8,11,12 and 14- ·are used for Bhaskel 

basin • For map work 65A, 65E and 65I on the scale 1:250,000. 

Geological map of Indravati Bhaskel and 

Gudra are taken from the'Indravati projectt•Geological 

Servey of Indiaand from ~ unpublished project work from 

CSRD/ J N U • DlSS 
333.73130954 

Sr38 St 

:" !U.: .!iW lliii/1111/J 11/li/ 
TH2550 
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C H A P T E R - II 

GENERAL CliAfiACTERIST ICS OF THE sTUDY AREA 



CHAPTER - II 

GENERAL OiARACTERlSTlCS OF THE SnJDY ARF,A 

The Godavari basin extends over an area of 312,812 

Square Kilometer which is nearly 10% of the total geogra

ph ica 1 a rea of the country. The bas in 1 ies between East 

longitudes 73°26' and 83°7' and north latitudes 16°16' 

and 22°36'. The basin lies in Deccan plateau and covers 

large areas in the state of Andhra Pradesh, Nadhya Pradesh 

and Maharashtra in addition to smaller area in Mysore 

and Orissa. It is bounded on the North by satmala hills 

and Ajanta Range and the Mahadeo hills on the south and 

East by Eastern Gla t s and on the West by the West ern 

C11ats. It is roughly traingular in shape & the main 

river itself runs practically along the base of the 

traingle. The entire basin of the river comprises 

rolling & undulating country a series of ridges and valley 

interspersed with low hill ranges. 

The river· Godavari rises in the North disttict of 

Maha ra shtra about 80 Kms. from the Arab ian Sea at an 

elevation of 1067 Mtrs. After flowing for about 1465 

Kms. in a generally South-East direction, through the 

Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh it falls into the Bay of 

Benga 1. 
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About 64 Kms. from its source the Godavari 

receives the water of the Darua, on its right bank and 

a short distance lower down the Kactwa joins it from the 

left. 
l 

Indravati rises at an altitude of 914 Mtrs. 1n 

the Kalahandi district of Orissa on the Western Sloper 

of the Eastern Glats. It flONs West ward through the 

Korapur district of Orissa & the Ba star district of 

Madhya Pradesh, turns to South at about 531 Kms. from 

its source and joins the Cbdavari at an elevation of 

about 82 Mts. The largest and the longest river in 

South India is the Godavari of which the source is 

traceable to the Western Gtats. In ~ts course through 

h~harashtra and Andhra Pradesh it is joined by then 

tributaries on the left and by eleven on its right. 

Among its important-and major tributaries Indravati is 

one on whiCh present study is based. 

The Indravat i, a major tributary of Godavari 

covers about 41 ,665 Square Km. of Catchment area of 

Madhya Pradesh and Orissa, rises at an altitude of 915 

Mts. in the Kalahandi district on the Westeurn slopes of 

Eastern Chats. It flows Westward through Korapur and 

Bastar districts, turns south and joins the Godavari 

about 530 Kms. from its source at an elevation of 82t.Mtrs. 
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Bhopal pathanam. At chitrakot about 40 Kms west of 

Jagdalpurthe Indravati, while descending from the 

quartzitic sandstone, to the Archaean granite and 

gneisses makes 30 meter water fall.Also it makes a few 

rapidstowards further west from Chitrakot. 

The majour tributaries of the 

Indravati river basin are Narangi, Baordhig, Kotri, 

Bandia,Nibra, Bhaskel flowing from its right Nandiraj 

as well as Dantewara from the left.The Abujkmar hills, 

lying between Indravati the Gudra and Nitra exhibit 

radial drainage pattern. 

Bhaskel and Gudra are the two 

different tributaries of Indravati which have been 

taken for the present st~dy as geologically they are 

of different origin. 

GUDRA: 

. 27 

It is bounded with Kondagaon and 

Narayanpurin the North. Bijapur in south west, Dantewar 

in south. It stretches from 19° 10
1 

Nto 17° 35' Nand 

82°20' Eto 82° 30'B of longitude. It rises at an altitu4e 

of 853 meters. Its major tributaries are Madin Nadi , 

Orcha Nadi.Madin Nadi meets to Gudra at an altitude 

of 500 meters in south. After covering 17.25 Kms of 

the way another tributary Orchha nadi from left bank joins 

Gudra. Crossing various dense forest of Sal it joins 



Indravati river 22 kms. aheadnnear Barsur village.The flow 

of Gudra is north to south. 

BHASKEL : 

It covers the districts of Kotpad, Nowrangpur 

and Umarkot of the Koraput ( Orissa). It stretches from 

82°10' to 82v 21' longitudes and 19°6 1 to 19°50' of latitudes 

It is bounded with Jeypore abd Koraput district in the south 

Kashipur and Kalahandt in the east and Bastar district 

of Madhya Pradest .ln the north, west. ··rts direction of · 

Z8 

flow is from north to south.Amar nadi joins on the right bank, 

and also Agua nadi, Chitrangi nadi, Kharakjori nadi, Belari 

nadi and Angi nadi • Singari nadi jpins in the left bank 

of the Bhaskel river basin. It covers an area of sq. km. 

It joins Indravati in south near Nagarnar village. 

a.J: GEQLOGICAL SETTING: 

The whole Indravati river bastn, geologically, 

is found very heterogenous. Lithologically it can be divided 

in to followings: 

(i)- Indravati sedimentary sequence. 

(ii) Pakhal sedimentary sequence. 

(iii) Abujhmar volcano- sedimentary sequence. 

(iv)- Dangargarh Granite complex. 

(v)- Nandgaon volcanic complex. 

(vi) Bailadila iron- ore group. 

(vii) Bengpal gneissic complex. 

(viii)Granulite charnockite complex. 

(ix) Eastern Ghats complex. 

A wider range of whole Indravati river basin 

consists of Bengpal Gneissic complex and Abujhmar volcano 
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l. tal GUDRA RIVER BASIN : 

The main geological formations of the area 

belons to the Bengpal,the Bailadt[a, the Nandgaon and the Abu

jbmar groups and sub recent to recent deposits. The sequence 

of Rock type in this area is as follows: 

TABLE 2.1 

Purana Arkose abd Quartzites 

l Quartz vein 
Archaean l 

I Diorite, dolerite and amphibolite 
I 
I Biotite Granite 
l 
I Biotite Granite Gneisses. 
I 
I Bailadila ser,ies !Banded hematite 
l IQ·lartzites 
l I . 
l !Ferruginous shale 
l 
j Bengpal series I Quartzites,quart 
0 l schist,phyllite, 

so 

l I horn blende schist. 

BASID LAVA 

BENPAL GROUP : This group canprises of metasediments including 

pyroxene, quartzites, quartz schist, banded magnetite, mica 

schist and hornblende schist occuring as enclaves with the 

granite gneisses: .,migmatite and granite. The discontinuous 

exposures of these metasediments show a variation in strike from 
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North-east- south west to north west t- south east with 

dips varying from 30u-80° 1n either direction, at 

places becoming vertical. Granite gneiss, migmattte 

and granite are the product of the granitisation 

and anatexis of the above metasediments and predominantl 

ly occur in the north eastern part of the area. Meta

basic dykes and quartz veins (at places sheared) and mylon 

itised intrude these rocks. 
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THE BAILADILA GROUP: This group of rocks forms a small in liar, 

occuring in the northern part and comprise banded 

magnetide and ferrugeous phyllites. 

THE NANDGAON GROUP : Tile Nandgaon group of rocks include 

ferrugenous sand stone and shale ryolites and granophytes 

occuring 1n the nortfi western finger of the area, forming 

a large in liar with in the younger Gundul sand stone

conglomerate. Their relation ship with the rocks of 

other groups and granite is observed by the overlying 

sediments of the Abujhmar group. Rhyolite and Granophyre 

occur in the north western part of the area around Mahla 

and east Pratappur. the intrusive relation of these rocks 

with ferrugenous sand stone and shale is seen at a few 

places. Pebbles of rhyolite occur in the Gundul conglomerate, 

indicating that the rhyolite is older than Gundul sand-

stone conglomerate. The acid volcanic rocks in contribution 

with rhyolite in the north have been grouped as "Greenstone" 

by Chatterjee(1951). 
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NARAINPUR GROUP : The Nartin pur group is also known as ''Abujhmar 

Group'', it include the lower Gundul formation of sand-

stone, shale, conglomerate, unconformably overlain by the 

upper formation, Maspur trap (basalt) and intrusives. 

FERRUGENOUS SAND STONEAAND SHALE : These form linear ridges 

trending NNE-SSW occuring to the east of Pratappur. Shale 

occurs as interscalation with in sand stone is laterised. 

Rhyolite and Granophyre e~ibit intrusive relation with sed

mentaries and occur on all sides of the ridge. The bedding 

trend NW-SE to NNE-SSW, dipping 15°-30° towards east.Sand 

stone is greyish while to dark brown in color, medium grain& 

in persistently banded and fragile to compact. Shale is purple 

colored well laminated and indurated in nature with small 

pockets of iron ore at places. 

RHY0LTTE AND GRANOPRYRES: These acid volcanics occur in the 

north western part. These are overlain directly by Gundul 

sand stones.Acid volcanic rocks at places exhibit prophyritic 

texture though gener~~ly crypto-crystalline and glassy. Rhyolite 

is light brown and pinkish to dark grey in color and breaks with 

equigranular texture. 

GUNDUL FGRMATIONS : Comprises an inter bedded sequence of 

sand stone is the most dominant of three and conglomerate 

3~ 

occurs as large bands in it. Where as shale forms smaller pockets. 



Sand stone is well bedded and form cliffs and high hills 

It shows variable composition being arkose at many places. 

The thickness and composition of the sand stone are 

variable as also thegrain size from grit to fine sill 

sizes. The sandstone is greyish white or pinkish to dirty 

white in color, well bedded and compact.Shale occurs as 

intercalation with in the sand stone and is noticed in 

differebt localities, but good exposures are present 

along the Dokrighat road section. Shale is purplish to 

greyish white in color, well laminated and at places 

slaty in places due to induration and compactness. 

SUB RECENT DEPOSITS : Laterite capping developed over 

theMaspur trap forms the extensive plateau in the area. 

There are f~ pockets of bauxite with in the laterite. 

At other places the laterite is cavernes to pistolitic 

and ferrugeous to brown color. 

2.1 (b) BHASKEL RIVER BASIN: 

the cheif groups of the region 

are Archaeans, Cuddapah, Tertiary and recent formations 

like laterite and alluvium. 

ARCHAEAN : The archaean of the region may be divided 

into two main rocks groups: 

(i) Sedimentary rock and their metamorphic variants with 

which are associated basic igneous rocks 

35 
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(ii) Widespread intrusions of granite and charnomites • 

The sedimentary Archaean rocks ofthe region 

are highly metamorphosed, The cheif rock types consists of 

quartz garnet and sillimonitewith some feldspar and graphite 

and very often maganese, iron minerals(khandalites). In a 

few localities calc gneeisses, quartz veins ,~imestone are 

associated withtypical khondalite rock forms a psrt of the 

Koraput plateau which passes south wards into the Vishakh

-apattnam district of Andra Pradesh. 

METAMORPHOSED ARCBAEAN : Archaeam sediments is a different 

type which have not suffered such intense metamorphism as 

the Khondalites, occupy large areas of the western and 

southern parts of the Jeppore plateau and extends into the 

lower tracts of Mal.dtangiri. Theis rocks are known as the 

Bengal series, extend westward into Bastar where they are 

better developed, included with in the Bengpal of the 

Koraput plateau region are Andalusite bearing grits and 

schist, biotite schist and crystalline quattzites,associated 

with them are haematite quartzites binded magnetide and grun 

esite quartzites. 

The above Archeeam sediments are associated 

with basic lavas abd minor intrusions which are also present 

in gneisses. The basic rocks have been subjected to varying 

degrees of metamorphism and in all probabilty belong to 

more than one perd!od. They coosists of epidocites amphibolite 

38 



non blendes diopside-chloride and talc-schist. The 

green stone intrusions 1n the Tulsi and Lokkhi hills 

assumes enormous proportions of rooks of this type. 

The complex group of granitegneisses 

and metamorphic rock have been so much altered by regional 

metamorphism and different cycles of igneous activity, that 

the nature of th~ parent rock can't always be determined. 

Some of them may represent the crystalline product of true 

melts where as others appear to be hybrids or remnants of 

older rocks which have absortied liquid or have been 

altered by liquid and gaseous emanations. Other types of 

gneisses found 1n the region are porphyritic granite 

gneiss,charnockites. They vary from coarse grained banded 

gneisses and typicak injection gneisses to entirely 
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massive granite and carry bands and patches of basic 

hypersthene and other dark colored rocks, Basic charnockite 

occurs in the form of minor patches o~ bands, associated with 

the granite gneisses. 

2.2 CLIMA.~ 

The entire Ihdravati basin lies with in the 

tropics, is characterised by the hot and humid climate. The 

temperature varies from 19v in the coldest month,December 

to 31v in May, the hottest month showing a considerable 

annual range of 12vc. The rain fall in the region charac 

teristically occurs between June and September, ranging from 
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125 em. and 150 em. The periods between December - February 

remains generally dry. The region, however, suffers from uneven 

distribution, un reliabily and uncertainty of rainfall. The 

rainfall, fairly heavy though irregular and unevenly 

ditributed, mostly caused by the south west monsoon. 

This variability of rainfall from normal is 

relatively high but since the annu8al precipitation is 

fairly high, floods are bigger menace than drought. 

2.2(a) CLIMATE CF GUDRA: 

Rain!a11: Mean annual rainfall ranges from 13.75 Cm 

to 150 CM. It _tncreses from west to east • Generally rainfall 

ocurs in the month of June to October, maximum reaches up)o 

30 to 40 Cemtimeters in the month of July to August. 

Temperature: Annual meam temperature through out the 

year remail'lls between 24"'C to 26"'C • December and January are 

the coldest months in the year. Thereafter the temperature 

goes on rising almost steadily till it attains Maximum temperature 

which takes place in the month of May. ~~Y is the hottest 

month of the year. After May the temperature starts decreasing 

till August. The drop being some what conspicious fran June to 

July. In August the temperature is checked by heavy down pour. 

July and September are more or less equally warm.October is the 
month of transition from rainy to cold season and presents an 

interesting contraet of hot days and cool nights. From November 



again the mercury starts declining constantly till it 

touches the minimum in the month of January. 

2.2 (b) CLIMATE CF BHASKEL : 

Rainfall : The climate of the region 

is more like that ofDeccan but milder than main Deccan 

plateau. The average annual rainfall is 152.2 CM. The 

spatial distribution of rainfall is largely influenced 

by the eastern Ghats which run roughly from south west 

to north east. Eastern side of Eastern Ghats get lesser 

rain fall that those an the West. 79% of the rainfall 

falls during the monsoon season. July and August are the 

rainiest months in the year. 

Temperature: December is the coldest 

m~atb or the year with the mean daily temperaure 

at 11.2°C (52.2°F). Both day and ni~ht temperatures 

progressively increases after Januaey till May which 

is the hottest month. 

2.3 NATURAL yEGTTATION: 

\ Although the implementation 

of agriculture extension programmes recently in many 

parts of this Indravati River basin has resulted in 

deforestation and decreasing of original forests with 

a view to increasing cultivable land. The region appears 

to be exceptionally rich in the forest wealth mostlp 

confined an the upland hills and the Eastern Ghats. 

The typical cover is of 

the mosist tropical deciduous forests of "SAL" lleing the 

most dominAnt species.About 57.8% of the area is under 

..::'!':'l:t'ests cover. 



At present a high proportion of 

the forest 1n the region is either reserved or 

protected.Main trees are Teak, Sal, Sirsa, Bijasal, 

Kusum, Palas, Mahua, Tendu, Harsa, Salai and char e~ 

2,3 (a) NATURAL VEGETATION CF GypRA: 

Sal and Teak are the most canmcn 

vegetation found here with. Sal forests aredeciduou• 

forest~. The Sal forest are found 1n the North North 

v••*erri parts of the region. Broader area 4ensists 

of Teak forest wh!lch are found in the Northern, Central, 

Eastern tropical dry mixed deciduous forests and the 

tropical dry deciduous forsets. The d~6s region 

proceeds gradually towards North- western region and 

the proportion ofTeak also falls down in the same 

direction. The soil an the plateau and escapments are fit 

for dry deciduous forest with speci~s like Hurra, Karra, 

Mabua, Sahaja, Palsa, Tendu Khair etc. 

2.3 (b) NATURAL VEGETATION CF BHASKEL: 

The vegetation is of considerable 

interest as although typically northern in character it 

has also affinities with the flored southern part. 

The greater part of plateau was 

covered with 'SAL' of a moist peninsulas type and this 

forest still survives where it is under protection. 
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The commonest trees are ShoreaRuusta (Sal), Asana, Dhama, 

Simili, Bagali, Atund etc. Baboos are very rare. Scatterea 

patches of teak occur as far west as 82°36' longitudes. 

Kusum is common 1n open cultivated tracts. 



u Umarkot, Nowrangpur, Kotpad 

and part of Ramagin range are all situated on a plateau 

which is typically Sal of a moist peninsulas type. A few 

patches of teak occur locally. The whole crop was at one 

time under slufting cul tiv~tl.en and the forest now 

comprises pole crops in various stages of growth. 

2.4 ~: Adequate and systematic record 

about the characteristics of soils of the region of 

Indravati river basin is hardly available. The soil types 

however vary widely depending on the coofiguration of 

surfaces while the peaks on the region have bare rocks 

almost devoid ofvegetative cover , the plateau and hill 

slopes contain rocky soil with thin veneer of loam and 

the plains and valleya are characterised usually by 

fertile alluvium. Majot part of arable land in Eastern 

Dhats contain mixed red and black Boil deficient in 

humus nitrogen phosphoric acid potash and lime. 

Extremely p~ious and geuerally 

sedentary type of soils are formed through the weathering 

of metamorphic roaks e.g. schists and gneisses and 

generally deficient in plant nutrients with low PH value 

(5.5 to 6.5). They are generally red with patches of grey 

color being too shallow with very fertile ..clay cootent. 

Being less moisture retentivity they are unableto 

sustain Ravi crops except under favourable conditions. 



However the parent rocks slope 

and other factors produces greate variety of soils in 

different parts. The upland contain red soils rich in 

iron content and formed mOstly due to the fact that 

soils are shallow ,exessively drained and non -calcareous, 

developed on 15 to 25% slope. The soilpedon exhibits 

brown sandy clay. A horizoo grading to Ac horizon of 

dark brown color w1 th gravelly clay underlain by 

weathered granite. 

In the hilly tract of Atiujhman are 

found that the soils are containing high ~ancentratian of 

irbn oxides. Soils of Boleli series are found to occur in 

this region • The soils are deep, well drained and naa -

calcareous developed on 1 to ~ slope, The soil pedon 

exhibits dark brown sandy clay •. A horizon grading to 

Bt horizon dark brown to dark red in color having clay loam 

with thick patchy clay skin on ped faces underlain by · 

massive unconsolidated lateritic materials 1n C horizon. 

Being a hilly terrain with 

un dulating topography , nood plains occur in areas 

along this river at an elevation of 250 meters above 

Mean Sea Level. Soils of Khande series are found to occur 

in this unit. These soils have yellowish brown silty clay 

A horizon grading to B horizon of brown to olive grey clay 

with pressure faces and yellowish brown mottles underclain 

by clayey olive grey alluvium of 1C1 Horizon. 

2.~ (b) BHASKEL SO!LS: 

No systematic soil servey has been 

made yet the following soil classification is based an 



physical characteristics only. 

C OABSE TEXT@E SANDY SOIL : 

Composed of a large percentage of 

coarse textured sand and a small amount of organic molten. 

Fine silty alluvial soil available bn both sides of south 

Bhaskel river in Nowrangpur and Borigumns areas , it is very 

rich in organic matter and contains silt and fine sand 

deposits of the river Indravati and Bhaskel. 

RED LATERITE SOIL: 

It is partly in this area.It is red 

in color and very clayey 1n nature, poor in organic matter 

contents and ~ts fertility is low. 

BLACK COTTON SOIL: 

It occurs in Umarkot tehstl in 

North west part of Bhaskel river. It is slightly alkaline 

in nature. The soil stiffens and cracks when dry and grows 

stickt with a shower or two. Though black in color its 

humus contents is poor. The sub-soil is light yellow, 

impervious and forms a hard pan below the cultivated soil. 

****************** 



C H A P T E R III 
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AN ACCOUNT OF MORPHOMETRY OF GUDRA AND BHASKEL 



CHAPTER I I I 

AN ACCOUNT 0F MO.aPHGMEThY OF GUDRA AND BHASKEL 

The term morphometry is used in several 

disciplines to mean tbe measurement and analysis of form, 

characteristics,in geomorphology, it is applied to numerical 

examination of land forms. It provides, tool for analysis 

of surface configuration of a land scape. It evaluates the 

topological, geometrical areal, relief characteristics 

of the basin. 

The present study is based on an evaluation 

of morphometric parameters- Bearing different lithologies 

Gudra and Bhaskel.basins of, Bastar and Koraput districts, 

respectively, has been studied for geomorphological analysis 

based on Strahler's and Horton's method. 

3.1 DELIMITATION AND SAMPLING OF THE BASIN : 

Streams of various orders, following 

Strahlers' technique is marked and delimited the entire 

Indravati and sample basins. The geology of both, Gudra and 

Bhaskel have been superimposed an the drainage map and fourth 

order basins have been grouped according to different geolog

iCal formations of the basins. These IV order basins have 

also examine according to Chorley's criteria as " Basins 

must be connected with the main stream network, must be ' per

manent,' form a part of a distinctly bifurcating channel patt_ern 

and must cooduct laterally concentrated surface runoff' from 

a well defined drainage area. 
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These fourth order sample basins have been 

randomly selected. There are 16 rourth order basins selec

ted from the different geological formations of the three 

tributaries of Indravati, broadly classified as hard rocks 

and sort rocks. 

SELECTION OF THR BASIN : 

TABLE 3.0 

RCCKTYPE GELOGICAL FORMAT- MAIN DRAIN- NO. OF 
IONS. AGE BASIN. ORDER 

STREAM 

HARD R~KS t Gneisses Gudra 3 

J Biotite Granite Gudra 2 
j gneisses 
l 
1 Quartzites Gudra 3 
l 
I Bengpal Gneissic Bhaskel 4 
l complex 

l Lime stone Bhaskel 1 
SCFT RCCKS l 

l Indravati Sedimentary Bhaskel 3 
I sequence. 

IV 

In the present chapter some measure

ment of linear, areal, relief characteristics of Baskel and 

Gudra have been assessed. The first 2 categories of measurement 

i.e. linear and areal are planimetric,- where as, the relief 

aspect have been treated vertically in equalities of the 

drainage basin form. 

3.2 LINEAR ASPOOTS OF DRAINAGE BASIN : 

Linear characteristics of channels 

are defined in terms of, number, length and arrangement of the 

stream segments and can be assessed from 2 main view pointss 



(a) The topological, which considers the inter connectios 

of the system and include stream ordering. 

(b) Geometrical, which coosiders the length, shape and orien

tation of the constituent parts of the network. 

3.1._ {i) STREAM ORDERS : 

The initial step in drainage basin 

analysis is designation of stream orders. Streams are ordered 
2 

after Strahlers 1 (1952, p. 1120)1 adaptation of the Hortons' 

scheme of classification. Melton (p.340 - 345)3 has suggest-

ed the mathematical concept for ordering of the strem. Assum 

1ng a channel which includes all intermittent now lines with 

well defined valleys gives the smallest finger tips designated 

as order 1. When 2 first order streams meet, forms a second 

order stream and so on. The trunk stream in which all discharge 

of water and sediments passes are therefore, the segment of 

higher order. 

Stream order is usef'ul in determination 

of the size of a strem channel as well as, hydrological poten

tial. Intensity of erosion and sedimentation could also eval-

uated by the same technique. In a basin, streams are ordered 

to ascertain the dimension of the basin and to measure the 

amount of water and sediments which discharge through the trib

utaries with respect to trunk stream. 

3.i (ii) STREAM NUMBERS : -------Horton developed a model of stream 

ordering and suggested that " The number of streams of each 
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form an inverse geometric series with the orderV Infers, as order 

1. Strahler (1952), op. cit., ref. chapter J 
2. Horton (1~5), op. cit., ref. chapter I 
3· Melton (p.340), op, cit. ref. chapter I 
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increases the number or streams of each order decreases. It 

is calculated as the number of finger - tips in a drainage 

basin, number of seccmd order in a basin and so on. This 

bas been termed as first law of drainage morphometry and 

bas widely been tested. 

STREAJI aiDER AND NijMBER IN GUDRA BASIN : 

TABLE 2.1 

S.No. Basin Name Number of streams Total no. 
of individual orders streams 
!ig1 !!a a. Nu~ Nu~ 
' 

I Tributary of Gudra 190 30 5 1 226 

II Tributary of Madin 6l+ 10 2 1 7? 
nadi 

III Ti vanj i nadi 85 16 2 1 104 

IV Tributary of Madin ?0 14- 3 1 88 
nadi . 

VI Tributary of Gudra 6l+ 1~ 3 1 87 

VII Tributary of Gudra 85 20 4 1 110 

VIII Gavargunda nadi 99 24 6 1 130 

IX Pingunda nadi 59 12 2 1 74-

Gudra river is a seventh order stream. 

Number of streams of first order is higher 1n gneisses area 

{Basin I), 190, leading Quartzites {Basin VIII), 99, and 

Basin III, i.e. Tivanji nadi, 85. The first order streams 

is comparatively lower in Basin II of Quartzites, 61+, Basin 

IV, 70 and Basin IX Pingunda nadi having gneisses as under 

- grOWld lithology. 

The calculated mean value or first order 

streams give higher values in Quartzites i.e.82.67 and gneisses 
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areas 83.00 than in Biotite granite gneisses regions 7~.5. 

The number of second order is higher in the Basin I under 

gneissic lithology i.e. ~0 than in Basin VIII of Quartzites 

and Basin VI and VII of Biotite granite gneisseic group i.e. 

20 and 19, respectively. 

The average stream number is calculated 

as 1n Biotite granite gneisses is 19.5 streams and gneisses 

18.67, Quartzites as 16.67. In Basin I, VII, and VIII, the 

third order streams is more 5, ~' and 6, respectively, which 

is due to the hilly terrain and humid climate.Average value 

in Quartzites, Gneisses and Biotite granite gneisses is varying 

from 3.33 and 3.50. The total number of streams is highest 

in Basin I under Quartzites vbicb is a hilly regicm and well 

dissected by streams. 

STRUM ORPM Am> NUMBER IN BgASQL DASIJf: 

TABLE 3.2 

S.NO BASIN HAME NO. OF STREAMS TOTAL 
OF INDIVIDUAL NO. OF 
ORDERS STRE»1 
Nu. Nu:t. lfu3 Nu~ ORDERS 

I Angi nadi 28 8 2 1 39 

II Baliajori nadi 59 1~ 5 1 79 

III Tributary of Bbas- 133 32 5 1 171 
-kel 

IV Nangi river 136 37 8 1 182 

v Singar1 nadi 139 35 11 1 186 

VI Tributary of Bhas- 75 17 5 1 98 
•kel 

VII .Agua nad1 32 9 2 1 44 . 
VIII Ttibutary of 37 6 3 1 ~7 

Indravat1 
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Tbe basin, selected for Bhaskel river 

comprises of sedimentary and limestone area and Bengpal 

Gneisses Complex. First order varies from 139 Of Singari 

nadi which canes under Bengpal gneissic complex to Angi 

nadi, 28, or the same geology, where as, Basin III of 

sedimentary is also giving higher values for first order 

i.e., 133. The mean average value of first order in Bengpal 

group is higher i.e. 85.75 than that of sedimentary and 

limestone group, 76. 

Streams order II in Bhaskel is higher 

in Bengpal group i.e. 37, leading 35 of the geological 

formation( Basin IV and V ,respectively). Less numbers are 

found· in basin I, Angi nadi, Basin VII ;Agua nadi, and 

basin VIII; Tributary of Indravati, giving the values of 

8~ 9, and 6, respectively. Tbe mean av~rage for Bengpal 

is 22.25 numbers and for sedimentary is 17.25. 

We can see exceptional cases in Bengpal 

group as tbe third order basins is concerned. It is having 

highest value of 11 in Basin V leading 8 in Basin VI. Even 

basin II, III,and VI is also giving higher values of 5. All 

these three basins are of sedimentary and limestone region. 

3 ·l (111) B!FURCATIOH MTIO: 

Horton considered the bifurcation ratio 
as an index of relief and dissection.It is designated as 

Rb. Due to the different lithological formations the value 

of bifurcation ratio varies. Generall¥ many streams networks 

evolved rut of the region <>f uniform climate, rook type 
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and stage of development. Coofirm to the principal of exhibiting 

relatively constant Bb. from ane order to next value rang-

ing !rom 3 to 5 in a natural stream system. Wats (1958)1 observ• 

ed that " The minimum possible value or 2.0 is rarely appr

oached under natural conditions because the bifurcation 

ratio is a dimension less property and because drainage systems 

in homogenous materials tends to display geometrical similarity 

it is not surprising that the ratio shows only a small variation 

!ran region to region'! High bifurcation ratio might be expected 

in region of' steeply, differing rocks strata where narrow 

strike valley• are canf1ned·between hogback ridges. 

BJIURCA'flOH RAtiO IN GUDRA BA§IN • • 

TABLE 3.3 

S.NO. BIFURCATION RATIO MEAN 
Bb1 Bb2 Rb3 Rb 

I 4.125 4.00 6.00 4.71 

II 4 ·92 6.00 2.00 4.31 

III 5.00 4.67 3.00 4.22 

IV 5.31 a.oo 2.00 5.10 

VI 6.40 5.00 2.00 4.47 

VII 6.33 6.00 5.00 5-78 

VIII 3.36 6.33 3.00 4.23 

IX 4.25 5.00 4.00 4.42 
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The value of Rb1 is ranging from 3 - 6.33 having 

nat much variation in the topography. High value of 5.31, 6.40 

and 6.33 is in the Basin IV, Basin V and Basin VI or Quartzite 

Gneisses And Biotite gneissic group, resoectively. 

Rb
2 

is ranging tram 4 - 8 where the highest 

values of 8 is in IV basin or Quartzites. Basin II, Basin VI, 

and Basin VII are varying in 6 - 6.33 seems to be in rugged topo

graphy or Abujbmar plateau. 

Rb3 is also giving the highest value of 6 

in Basin I or the Quartzites. Mean value of Rb. is ranging from 

4 - 6 having not much variations in the underlying topograpbJ 

over all. 

B !FUBCAT J:ON RAT lQ IN BHASTSEI. BAS IN: 

TABLE 3.4 

S.NO. BIFURCATION RATIO MEAN Rb 
Rb2. Rb3 

I 3.95 lt-.75 2.00 3.56 

II 4.21 2.80 5.00 4.00 

III. 4.16 6.4-0 5.00 5·19 

IV 3.56 4-.62 8.00 5-lt-3 

v 3-9l+ 3.18 11.00 6.05 

VI 4-.41 3.50 5.00 4.30 

VII 3-56 4-.50 2.00 3-35 

VIII 6.16 2.00 3.00 3-72 



The value ranges fran 3 - 6 in Rb1• Basin VIII 

(6.16)is having highest value under sedimentary sequence 
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of Indravati river.In Rb2 the ~ighest value of 6.40 is exhibiting 

in Basjm III of sej "'..r:entary areas. It infers that sedimentary 

group of Bhaskel river is having highest value 1n Rb1 and 

Rb2 • The topography is sanewhat homogenous and undulating. 

Rb3 values are extreme in the case of Bengpal Gneissic group. 

It is a hard rock type and highly dissected, having hetero -
.. 

geneity in the basin. Mean Rb value is ranging 3 - 6 where 

6.05 is in the Basin Vcalled Singari Nadi. 

3 .§(1v) STREAM I.ENGTH; 

Length of a stream channel segment ia a 

dimensional property. The length of first order segments incre&e 

ses because the number of segments of finger ttps is always 

higher than the number of segments of increasing orders. 

It is the second law of Horton( 1945;p.291) as "The average 

length of streams of each order in a drainage basin tend 

closely to approximate a direct geometric series in which 

the first tena is a~erage length of streams of first orders.• 

aTREAM LENGTH IN GUDRA BAS IN: _ 

TABLE 3.5 

S.NO. STREAMS LENGTH CF INDIVIDUAL TOTAL STREAM 
ORDERS IN KMS. LENGTH 

Lu1 Lu2 Lu3 Lu4 
.... ...-

I 59.00 24.00 12.00 5-00 100.00 

II )1.00 12.25 8.00 2.25 54.00 

(contd. J 
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(cootd.) 

III '+7.00 38.00 8.75 4.50 72.25 

IV 30.00 10.25 3.35 5.00 48.55 

VI 37.50 11.25 9·50 7.50 61.50 

VII 48.20 16.00 10.00 6.50 80.50 

VIII 44.25 20.00 4.25 8.00 76.50 

IX 30.00 8.50 9.50 1.15 49.15 

The total length of all ~rder is 

highest tn basin Iof Gneisses area (1eQ kms.~, others are 

72.75kms. in basin III, 80.50 kms. in basin VIIunder Biotite 

gr~i te group. The lowest value is 1n Basin IV under gneisses 

group i.e., 48.55 kms. 

The higher v~lue of 59.00 kms. in 

Basin V or gneisses region shows that there are more 

finger tips 1n this area. It is true , having 190 initial 

tributaries, is the highest. This area is a high land 

which develop finger tips. 

Average length of streams is higher 

in Quartzites, 19.35 kms. and,comparatively,lower 1n 

gneisses area, 16.48 kms. 

STREAM LENGTH IN BHASKEL BASIN : 

TABLE 3.6 

1 2 3 S.NO. LENGTH OF IND !VIDUAL STREAM TOTAL STREAM 
ORDERS IN KMS. CEDERS 

LU1 LU2 LU3 LU4 

I 21.62 10.50 1.50 4.88 38.50 
(c cntd.) 



(contd.) 

1 2 3 

II 34.85 21.65 15.25 11.25 83.00 

III 58.75 34.65 17.25 13.35 117.25 

IV 69.50 36.75 1?.30 21.50 1lt-5.00 

v 59.75 33.50 27.52 10.75 112.30 

VI 41.00 20.50 22.62 10.35 94.00 
VII 22.50 9.75 4.50 6.?5 4).00 

VIII 18.75 9.50 8.00 2.38 37.00 

The total length of all order is highest in 

Basin IV of Bengpal granite gmeisses area, 145 kms. others 

are basin V, 123 kms.;Basin III, of sedimentary,11~5 kms. 

The lowest length is of the basin VIII ~n sedimentary 

sequence of Indravati basin,1.e.,37.00 kms. 

Average length of stream is almost same 

in sedimentarias as well as, Bengpal region. 

3 • 4 AREAL A§PIOC:TS OF DRAINAGE BASIN : 

The shape and area of the drainage basin 

is c oosidered as an areal characteristics of a basin. In 

this study, area of the basin, elcngatioo ratio, circularity 

ratio, drainage density, drainage texture, c castant of 

channel ma1nta1nence and stream frequency has been taken 

into consideration. The systematic interpretation is as 

follows : 

3.4 (i) BASIN AREA : 

Drainage basin area is an independent 

variable. It is most sensitive and controls texture, shape 

6~ 
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and direction of the basin. Drainage basin area is defined 

as the total area projected upon a horizontal plane, contri

buting flow to channel segment of a given order and including 

all tributaries of lower order. Horton inferred that " mean 

drainage basin areas of progressive y higher orders should 

increase in a geometric sequence as o stream length ' Schumm 
1 

(p. 606) expressed this relationship in a law of stream areas 

as n the mean basin area of stream o each order tend 

closelr to approximate a direct geom tric sequemce in which 

the first term is the mean area of t e first order bastn.• 

ARRA ow GUDRA RIVBR BASIN : 
~~~---=~--------------

TABLE 3.7 

S.NO. TOTAL 

BASIN I 

BASIN II 

BASIN III 

BASIN IV 

BASIN VI 

BASIN VII 

BASIN VIII 4-?. 

BASIN IX 22. 0 

e area is covered by 

basin I of Quartzites,,leading ba in VIII and basin VII 



Quartzites and Biotite granite group. In all Quartzites 

are covering average area of 36.71 sq. kms. and Biotite 

granite is covering 39.29 sq. kms. The lowest area is 

covered by Gneissic group i.e. 22.87 sq. kms. 

AREA OF BHASKEL RIVER BASIN : 

TABLE 3.8 

S.NO. TOTAL AREA IN SQ. KMS. 

BASIN I 20.75 

BASIN II 62.25 

BASIN III 65.81 

BASIN IV 73.65 

BASIN V 81.18 

BASIN VI 95.~5 

BASIN VII 33.75 

BASIN VIII 27.00 

The higher value o! sedimentary region 

is 95.25 sq. kms. leading Bengpal group as 81.18 sq. kms~ 

of the basin v and 73.65 sq. kms. of basin IV. The lowest 

area is covered by Bengpal gneissic complex i.e. Basin I. 

The average area is higher in recent alluvial sedimentary 

region of Bhaskel than in Bengpal geisses of metamorphic 

type(52.33sq. kms.). 

3.4 (it) BASIN SHAPE : 

The shape is also con side red as an out line 
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form of a drainage basin and is projected upon the 

horizontal datum plane of a map. It is a dimension less 

property and controlled by stream discharge characteristics 

and under lying lithology. Hortoo described " the out 

line of normal drainage basin as pear - shaped ovoid " 

as a proof thatdrainage basins are forened largely by 

sheet erosion process acting upanan initially inclined 

plane, or I and surface. These dimensionless properties 

can be termed as shape parameters. In the presemt study 

two shape parameters - elongation and circularity ratio

have been taken to assess the shape of Gudra and Bhaskel. 

El ngation ratio is defined as " The ratio of a diameter 

of a circle of the same area as the basin to the maximum 

basin length" and designated as Re'.Circularity ratio 

designated as Rc, can be defined as " the ratio of the 

basin area divided by area of a circle with two same basin 

perimeters." 

Value of unity shows thatbasin is perfectly 

circular/ eloogated and any change indicates distortion 

of basin shape. 

BASIN SHAPE OF GUDRA RIVER : 

TABLE 3.9 

S.NO. ELONGATION RATIO CIRCULARITY RATIO 

BASIN I 0.92 0 .?0 

(cootd.) 
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(c ontd.) 

BASIN II 0.75 0.59 

BASIN III 0.90 0.94 

BASIN IV 0.78 1.00 

BASIN VI 0.97 0.65 

BASIN VII 1.08 6.90 

BASIN VIII 0.69 0.95 

BASIN IX 0.73 0.97 

Basin elongation and circularity ratio 

ranges from 0 - 1. Here Basin Vii of Biotite granite group 

shows a basin to be perfect elongated.The higher values 

of elongation ratio is shown in Gneisses, Basin I (0.92) 

Quartzites, basin II (0.90), Basin VI,Biotite granite 

(0.97). 

Higher values of circularitycan be seen in 

the Basin IV of gneisses, wbere it is giving perfect 

circular shape, but, elongation ratio is also higher which 

distorts the cicularity of the basin. Basin III, of Quart

zites, Basin V!l of Biotitegranite, basin VIII of Quartzites 

and basin IX of gneisses are also giving high value in 

Rc as well as, in Re. The Rc of these above basins are 

o.~, 0.90, 0.95, and 0.97, respectively. 

The mean value in Quartzites is showing 0~78 

(Re), and 0.83(Rc); in gneisses 0.81(Re), 0.89(Rc) and 

in biotite gneisses as 1.02(Re), and 0.78(Ra).It can't 

be derived perfectl~ whether the basins are of circular 
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shape or elongated. May be it is distorted by the nature 

of undulating topography in this region. 

BASIN SHAPE IN BHASKEL RIVER : 

TABLE 3.10 

S.NO. ELONGATIOS RATIO C mCULARITY RATIO 

BASIN I 0.53 0.62 

BASIN II 0.85 0.93 

BASIN III 0.65 0.39 

BASIN IV 0.66 0.68 

BASIN V 0.50 0.36 

BASIN VI 0.52 0.66 

BASINVII 0.62 0.56 

BASIN tiii 0.78 0.77 

The higher value of elongation 

ratio is shown in basin II of limestone region {0.85), 

and basin VIII of sedimentary region of Indravat1(0.78). 
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The lower values of 0.50, basin V of bengpal gaeisses region; 

and 0.~)3, Basin I, of same geology can be seen, showing 

somewhat elongated shape. No sample basin is having high 

value of elcngaticm. 
The higher value of circularity ratio 

can be seen in the limestone region (0.93) of basin!! and 

the lower value can be seen 1n Bengpal group- Basin V (0.36) 

The average value of elongation and circularity 



1n Bengpal gneisses complex is 0.58 and 0.56; sedimentary 

and limestone region is 0.70 and 0.69, respectively. 

3 .lt- (iii) DRAINAGE DENSITY : 
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Introduced by Bort en as "The ralio of 

total channek segments lengths cumulated for all orders 

with 1n a basin to the basin area (projected to the horiz

ontal }.It is the length per square unit area. It is highly 

influence& by the structure of rocks, distribution of 

rainfall and density of vegetation vover. 

3 ... (1v) CONSTANT OF CHANNEL MAINTAIIENCE: 

Schumm used the inverse of Drainage density 

as a property termed as c cmstant of channel aa1nta1nence 

This ccnstant, in units of square/kilaneters, has the 

dimension of length. 

GUDRA RIVER BASIN : 

TABLE 3.11 

S.NO. DRAINAGE DENSITY CONSTANT OF 
PER SQ. KM. CHANNBL MAIN-

TAINEJ:CE 

BASIN I 1.86 ·Moderate o.;tt. 
BASIN II 2.75 High 0.36 

BASllJ III 1.68 Moderate 0.59 

BAS:m IV 1.82 Moderate 0.55 
BASIN VI 1.82 Moderate o.,, 
BASIN VII 1.80 Moderate 0.56 
BASIN VIII 1.62 MOderate 0.62 
BASIN IX 2.17 High O.lt-6 



Drainage density is ranging froa 1.62- 2.75 

km•/km .2 This means that the lower value shows in Basins VIII 

of quartzites which having 1.62 km ./kms2 of charmel main

tainence and higher value is in Basin II having same geology 

2.75 kms. of channek for evecy sq. kms.The average drainage 

density in quartzites are 2.02 km./kms~, gneisses is having 

1 .96 km. /kms~ and Biotite granite as 1.81 km. /kms~ 
Constant of channel maintainence shows higher 

values in Basin VIII of quartzites is 0.62. This means that 

0.62 sq. kms. of surface is needed to support one km. of 

channel. The lower value is of Basin II 1n quartzites is 0.36 
2 

kme/kms, 

The average value in quartzites is 0.52 kmf/km, 

in gneisses 0.52 km2/km. and Biotite granite gneisses area is 
2 0.55km /km. 

BHASKEL RIVER BASIN : 

TABLE 3.12 
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S.NO. DRAINAGE DENSITY KM. CONSTANT OF CHANNEL 
PER SQ. KM. MAINTA INENCE 

SQ.KM·L~· 

BASIN I 1.86 MOderate 0.54-

BASIN II 1.14- Moderate 0.88 

BASIN III 1.89 Moderate 0.53 

BASIN IV 1.97 High o.51 

BP.SIN V 1.52 Moderate 0.66 

BASIN VI 0.92 Low 1.01 

BASIN VII 1 .27 Moderate 0.79 

Basin VIII 1.39 Moderate 0.72 
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In Bhaskel river basin (sample) dra~age 
2 

density varies from 0.92 - 1.97 km./ km from Basin VI of 

sedimentaryarea to Basin IV of Bengpal group. This means 

that in sedimentary part 0.92 km. of channel is needed foe 

a unit area of 1 sq. km. to 1.97 km./ km2 1n metamophic. 

The average drainage density in sedimentary 
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is 1.35 km/sq. km. and 1n Bengpal gneisses group is 1.66 km/sq.km. 

Higher value of ccnstant of channel maintainence can be seen 

in sedimentary region of basin VI having 1.01 sq. km./ km. TH 

The lower value is of Basin IV in Bengpal group i.e., 

0.51 sq. km. I km. 

Average value in sedimentary sequence is 0.79 sq. 

km./km. and in Bengpal gneissic complex is 0.62 sq.km ./km. 

The drainage density is tbe basin ranges from 0.92 - 2.75 

The total range of drainage density has been divided into 

3 c ate gorie s wtth an interval of 0. 9' sq. km ./km. 

'3 .4(v) DRAINAGE DENSITY : 

Texture ratio of a drainage basin 

gives an idea about the individual element or the underlying 

topography in a basin. As drainage density increases, texture 

ratio also increasesfrom coarse to ultrafine. 

TEXTURE RATIO IN GUDRA BASJJN • 
• 

TABLE 3.13 

SNO. TEXTURE RATIO 

BASIN I Fine 
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(cootd.) 

BASIN II 3.76 Medium 

BASm III 4.33 Medium 

BASIN IV 4.82 Medium 

BASIN V I 3-41 Coarse 

BASIN VII 4.40 Medium 

BASIN VIII 5.20 Medium 

BASIN IX 4.35 Medium 

Texture ratio in gneisses of basin first is 

higher than other basins. Here, texture is comparatively 

ftner in.cantrast to the Biotite granite gneisses area, it 

is having lower value of ratio i.e. 3.41 which gives coarser 

texture to the basin. These all regions comes under metamor

phic rocks. The average texture is 5.49 1n quartzites, 

4.43 1n gneisses and 4.80 Biotite group. 

TEXTURE RATIO IN BHASKEL : 

TABLE 3. 14 

S.NO. TEXTURE RATIO 

BASIN I 1 ·90 Coarse 

BASIN II 2.?2 Coarse 

BASIN III 3.?6 Medium 

BASIN I V 4.95 Medium 

BASIN V 3.48 Coarse 

BASIN VI 2.30 Coarse 

BASIN VII 0.93 Coarse 

BASIN VII 2.24 Coarse 
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FrClll the above table we can find that c cmparatively 

higher ratio ~s in basin IV of Bengpal granite i.e. 4.95 

can be termed texture. The lowest value of Bengpal granite 

is 0.93 basin VII having same texture. In the same geology 

we can see the variations. 

Average texture ratio is 2.76 1n sedimentary and 2.82 
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in Bengpal gneissic complex. On an average this area is having 

coarser texture. 

3.4 (vi) STREAM FREQUENCY : 

Horton 1945, (p. 285) introduced stream fre

quency or channel frequency as th·,~ number of streams seg

ments per untt area. 

STREAM FREQ~CY : GUDRA BASIN : 

TABLE 3. ·:5 

S. Nv. STREAM FREQUENCY No./Km2 

BASlli I 4.21 

BASIN II 3.92 

BASlli III 2.40 

BASIN IV 3.31 

BASIN V 2.57 

BASIN VI 2.45 

BASIN VII 2.75 

BASIN VIII 3.30 



The highest stream frequency is shown in Basin 

I, and basin II, i~e., ~.20isq.km. and 3.92lsq~km· 

both of gneisses and quartzites areas, respectively. In 

other words we can say that ~.20 streams are draining these 

two basins per square kilometer. The lowest is in basin III 
I 
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of quartsites having 2.40 I sq, km.Mean stream frequency are 

3.02 I sq. km. in quartzites, 3.06 I sq. km. in gneisses ani 

2.5 I sq. km. in biotite granite gneisses regions. 

STREAM FREQUENCY IN BHASKEL BASIN : 

TABLE 3.16 

S.NO. STREAM FREQUENCY NO.ISQ.KM. 

BASIN I 1.88 

BASIN II 1.27 

BASIN III 2.59 

BASm IV 2.~7 

BASIN V 2.29 

BASIN VI 1.03 

BASIN VII 1.02 

BASIN VIII 1.25 

The highest value is showing 1n basin 

III of recent alluvial and Basin ·rv, V 1n Bengpal gneissic 

c omplo having 2. 59/sq. km., 2 .47 I sq. km. and 2 .2 9/km .2 

frequency, respectively. The lowest is exhibiting in 



Bengpa1 Gneissic complex having the value of 1.0 /km2 

(BASDi VIII).Average stream frequency in bengpal group 

is 1.99/sq. km. and in Indravati sedimentary sequence 

is 1.54/sq.km. 

3 .J RELIEF ASPIDTS : 

Relief is a continuous function of processes 

working under different Climatic conditions over different 

lithologies. Several agents are continuously shaping the 

relief characteristics of a region such as geology, strati

graphy, climatic weatheribg, mass wasttdg, runoff, etc. 

From the study we will see the climate is same is same 

in Gudra and Bhaskel but different relief features are 

developed, this gives the reflection of the underlying 

rock. Different rock types plays an important role in 

the development of land forms. 

Different aspects of relief for Gudra and 

Bhaskel is studied under sub-heads as follows : 

3 .~ (i) ABSOLUTE RELIEF : 

Absolute relief is the maximum height 

taken, base , as a mean sea level. Absolute relief is 

more stable in nature as it changes wiih time. mt deter

mines the climate and natural vegetation. The absolute 

relief may be define.d as "the vertical elevation of a 

point or surface above the datum plane.'' Here, spot 

70 
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height has been taken into consideration as an absolute 

relief, but, where spot height is not available it bas 

been measured by ccmtoors. 

3 .~ (i i) RELATIVE RRT.IEF : 

Relative relief is a basic morphometric 

property. It is defined as the difference 4! elevation 

between the highest and the lowest points of any region. 

It gives ab idea of gradient of a terrain. In the present 

study relative relief is measured an an average by cal

culating maximum and minimum absolute values. 

RELIEF : GUDRA BASIN .: 

S.NO. 

BASIN I 

BASIN II 

BASIN III 

BASIN IV 

BASIN VI 

BASIN VII 

BASIN VIII 

BASIN IX 

TABLE 3. 17 

ABSOLUTE RELIEF 
IN MTS. 

840 

853 

897 

787 

837 

715 

882 

84-8 

RELATIVE RELIEF 
IN MTS. 

180 

193 

257 

207 

257 

175 

282 

328 
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Absolute relief is highest 1n Basin IIJ , which 

is under quartzites. This quartzites area is situated in 

the North-Western part or the basin and is higher than 

* other regionin the Gudra Basin. The lowest value is fCWld 

in basin VII of Biotite granite gneisses which lies in the 

North - Western part of the Gudra basin. 

Absolute relief varies from 553 mts. in biotite 

group to 1007 mts. in quartzites. Relative relief is higher 

in basin VIII of quartzites and basin IX of gneisses i.e., 

282 mts. and 328 mts. respectively. The lowest value is 

found trl the basin ofbiotite group,VII 175 mts. Average 

height is 832.38 mts. and mean relative height is 234.88 mts 

RELIEF : BHASKEL BAS IN 

TABLE 3.18 

S.NO. ABSOLUTE RELIEF RELATIVE RELIEF 
IN MTS. IN MTS. 

BASIN I 825 225 

BASIN II 654 94 
BASIN III 654 93 

BASIN IV 927 327 

BASIN V 920 320 

BASIN VI 684 122 

BASllrN VII 660 80 

BASIN VIII 614 74 

*In the selected basins of Gudra. 



The absolute relief is higher in Basin IV 

of Bengpal gneissic complex i.e.,927 mts. leading under 

same geology in basin V i.e., 920 mts.The lower relief 

is found in basin VIII, a tributary of Indravati and 

totally comes under sedimentary sequemces accumulated 

by the river. 

Relative relief also ranges from 74 mts. 

to 327 mts., in basins VIII and IV respectively, of 

Bengpal group. Average absolute relief for the basin 

is 745.25 meters and mean relative relief is 166.88 

m~ters. 

3 .~ (iii) RUGGEDNESS NUMBER : 

Ruggedness number is a function of drain

age density and relative relief of the area. It is a 

unit less measurement which gives the degree of roughness 

of underlying rocks. It is the ratio of the product of 

drainage density and relative ratief and divided by the 

constant. 

RUGGEDNESS NUMBER OF GUDRA BASIN : 

TABLE 3. 19 

s.NO. RUGGEDNESS NUMBER 

BASIN I 0.33 Low 

BASIN II 0.53 Medium 

BASIN III 0.43 Low 

BASIN IV a.37 Low 

(CONTD.) 
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(CONTD .) 

BASIN VI 

BASIN VII 

BASIN VIII 

BASIN IX 

0.47 

0.32 

0.47 

0.72 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

High 

R~ggedness number is ranging from 0.32 - 0.72 

Basin I, III, IV aod VII are having lower values and 

hence ruggedness uumber is comparatively low. It is rang

ing from 0.52 - o. 43. Basin II of quartzites, VI of 

Biotite granits gneisses and VIII of quartzites are 

having medium ruggedness number ranging from 0.46 - 0•53 

Basin IX of gneisses is having comparatively higher value 

of 0.72. Average ruggedness number in quartzites is 

high 0.47 and also in gneisses 0.47, and lower in Biotite 

granite gneisses, 0.39. 

RUGGEDNESS NUMBER IN BHASKEL : 

TABLE 3. 20 

S.NO. RUGGEDNESS NUMBER 

BASIN I 0.42 Low 

BASIN II 0.11 Low 

BASIN III 0.18 Low 

BASIN IV 0.64 High 

BASIN V 0.49 Medium 

(CCNTD.) 
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(CONTD.) 

BASrn VI 

BASlli VII 

BASIN VIII 

0.12 

0.10 

o. 10 

Low 

Low 

Low 

Ruggedness number is varying from 0.10 -

0.64 Basin I, II ,III, VI, VII, and VIII are showing 

1 ower values having low ruggedness number. Basin V is 

having medium ruggedi ty and Basin IV is having high 

ruggedity. On an average sedimentary and limestone areas 

are showing low ruggedity 0.13 than in Bengpal gneissic 

complex, 0.41. 

3.~ (iv) DISSECTION INDEX : 

'It is another morphometric parameter 

to illustrate the relief properties of· the region. It 

is the measurement of dissected topogeaphy in mathemat

il..!al terms. 

DISSECTION INDEX IN GUDRA : 

TABLE 3.21 

s.NO. DISSECTION INDEX 

BASIN I 

BASIN II 

BASIN III 

BASlli IV 

0.21 

0.23 

o.aa 
~.26 

(CONTD.) 

LGI 

MEDIUM 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

8'7 



(CvNTD.) 

BASIN VI 

BASIN VII 

BASIN VIII 

BASIN IX 

0.31 

il.21 

0.32 

0.39 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

HIGH 

HIGH 
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Basin IIIof quartzites , Basin VI of biotite 

granite gneisses, Basin VIII of quartzites are comparatively 

highly dissected than other basins.Basin I of gneisses 

is having low dissected underlying topography. In an 

average q uartzites and biotite granite gneisses group 

are highl~ dissectea, values ranges from 0.276 - 0.28. 

DISS~TION INDEX IN BHASKEL : 

TABLE 3.22 

s.NO. DISSE:;TION INDEX 

BASIN I 0.29 MEDIUM 

BASIN II 0.14 LOW 

BASIN III 0.14 LCM 

BASIN IV 0.35 HIGH 

BASIN V 0.34 HIGH 

BASDi VI 0.18 LON 

BASIN VII 0.121 L<ll 

BP.SIN VIII 0.120 LOW 



Dissection Index value is varying from 0.12 -

0.35 basin VIII is having lowest value and Basin IV 

of Bengpal group is having the highest values. Both 

basins, IV and V are highly dissected than Basin I 

which is medium, others are low dissected. Mean value 

·of dissection index is high in Bengpal gneissic complex 

Q.27 and low in sedimentary and limestone areas. 



CHAP~ER IV 

A COMPARATIVELY ANALYSIS GF THE MCRPHOMETRIC VARIABLES 

IN GUDRA AND BHASKEL RIVER BASINS. 



C H A P T E R IV 

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS CF THE MGRPHCMETRIC VARIABLES IN 

GUDRA AND BHASKEL RIVER BASINS. 

For the study of the behaviour of morpho

metric parameters in hard rock and soft rocks; Gudra 

and Bhaskel have been selected due to different litholo

gic al c oodi tions. 

In Gudra, basin II,III and VIII are 

from quartzites and IX are from gneisses area has been 

selected for the study purpose. These come under metamorphic 

rocks and in Bhaskel Basin II, VI, III, and VIII are 

taken for studY• First basin comes under limestone region 

and rest comes under recent alluvial deposits of Indravati 

and Bhaskel- soft rockS. The comparisoo is done for 

both the basin : 

4.1 • DRAINAGE PATTERN : 

The pattern which stream forms 

are determined by inequalities o1 surface slope and 

inequalities of rock resistence. Firstly, pattern prod

uced by the strearn is dependent on the slope of the 

initial surface. :\.t a glance, we can vaquely determine 

the under lying l.l thology of the basin, by the help 

of its pattern. 
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1.1- DRAINAGE PATTERN IN GUDRA BASIN : 

Gudra is showing dendritic as well as 

sub - parallel pa ttern in its basin. " Dendritic pattern 

is characterised by irregular branching in all directions 

with the tributaries joining the main stream at all 

angles. The streams are insequent in origin "·* Gudra 

basin shows this type of pattern in its southern part in 

the tributaries of Orchha river, which joins from West. 

Here, true dendritic pattern is not developed may be 

because of zones ~ weakness and is determined by. valley 

growth by subsequent streams. Some of the tributaries 

are by chance parallel in its source mainnly, Orcbha. 

Bocks are offering uniform pattern of Abujbmar volcanic 

sequence. This area is a flat lying beds of plateaus 

~d crystalline rocks. The north eastern part of 

Gudra i.e. gneisses has under gone intense metamorphiiiD 

and hence developed dendritic pattern. The appropriate 

dendritic pattern can be seen as •• Pinnate " type. The 

more or less parallel and rythmical arrangement of the 

small tributaries is found here due to the uniformity 

of slopes on the sides of Gudra valleys and bt is having 

almost homogenous type of resistance of rocks i.e. 

metamorphic s. 

1.2- DRAINAGE PATTERN IN BHASKEL: 

The drainage pattern which can be 

93 

seen by the map is of sub - parallel type. Radial pattern 

* Zernitz E.R.(1932), Drainage patterns abd their signif
icance • .....Jj&rJl~l Cf Geology Vol. 40, PP .498-521 

Q 
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is also visible in north-western part and southern 

parts of Bhaskel:Nangi river, Singari river are having 

radial pattern and their height is comparatively, more 

thah other part of the basin. It lies in the crystalline 

quartzites and Bengpal Gne~sic complex. Irregularities 

in the initial slopes of domes has given birth to this 

type of pattern. Head ward erosion and formatton of gillies 

are well developed here. The sub - parallel pattern is 

also seen due to slope control. 
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4· 2, LIN~ CHARACT~ISTICS CF A BASIN UNDER DIFFERENT LITHOOOGY 

Stream order and stream number are 

related to each other in a geometric progression. Inverse 

relation ship is found in both the variables,from the table 

we can see that there is no marked difference in stremn number 

whether it is hard or soft: 

TABLE 4.1 

CRDER NO. METAMORPHIC SEDIMENTARY 
ROC K TYPE 

I 78 76 

II 15.5 17.25 

III 3 4.5 

IV 1 1 

MEAN 32.17 32 ·58 



Stream number is independent. In soft rocks 

streams flow freely and give rise to the number of streams 

in each order. Hard rocks under humid conditions give birth 

9& 

to several streams which also increases numbers ... The average 

value is coming more or less same which determines that geology 

is not playing much role in the development of stream numbers. 

There may be another factors like, slope, climate, ~d vege

tation which is more important than underlying lithology. 

The coefficient of variation in so6t DOCks 

is l.t6.1 O% (appendix II) and non - resistance rocks is 22.30% 

It means that there is no homogeneity betweem the stream 

numbers of each order may be because of undulating topography 

In quartzites and gneisses, well known for their non- resist

ancy, are having less variations with in the basin giving 

rise to the inference that underlying topography is more or 

less same in the whole basin of Gudra. 

11 If a geometric series exists in a straight line 

series of points results where numbers of streams are plotted 

on a logarithmic scale an the ordinate against order numbers 

of an arithmetic scale on the abscissa'' (Schumm). But it is 

not for any basin except for over all hard rocks of Gudra and 

VI basin of Bhaskel. All other graphs are showing a marked 

up - concavity at the iower end, which infers that geometric 

progression is not closely observed in higher orders whether 

under lying topography is aard or soft. 
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A .'3 BIFURCATION RATIO : 

Bifurcation is varying from 3 - 5 accord

ing to underlying topography. The table is showing mean 

bifurcation ratio for two difeerent rock types : 

TABLE 4.2 

BIFURCATION 
RATIO 

Rb1 ( I - II ) 

Rb2 ( I I - I I I ) 

Rb3 (III- IV ) 

MEAN Rb 

GUDRA 
HARD RCCKS 

5.18 

5·75 
3.00 

4.64 

BHASKBL 
SOFT RCCKS 

4.73 

3.67 

4.00 

4.13 

In Gudra, the hard rocks are having undu

lating and rugged topography,there is heterogenity with in 

the basin. In southern parts of Bhaskel which is comprised 

of soft rocks are showing not much variaticns wbth in under 

lying lithology. 

Nan - resistant rocks exhibit high value of 

bifurcation ratio in contrast with sedimentary. The values 

of coefficient of variation (appendix II)are 12.83% in 

Gudra and 6.40% in Bhaskel. Variations are more in Gudra 

river than in Bhaskel. As we can see the values of Rb, with 

1n a basin, which is ranging from 5.19- 5.72 in Gudra and 

4.31 - 5.10 in Bhaskel. The Gudra is having ruggedness and 
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in its underlying lithology. 

According to Giutsi and Schneider's hypothesis 

the Rb with in a basin decreases with the increase of 
1 stream ordes: 

Rb 1 > Rbk 

where, k, is successive increasing order. 

1uo 

But it is not supporting this hypothesis in Gudra and Bhaskel 

basins. Basin I, II, and Iv of Gudra are havinghard 

underlying Dcx;:ks. But the above equation (Rb1 > Rbk!) it is 

not fitting on sedumentary rocks also. It can be seen 

easily from the graph. 

4 .:: RATIO CF BIFURCATION AND AREA : 

Bifurcation ratio reflects the branching 

phenomena of drainage net work. The coefficient of cor

relation between bifurcation ratio .and basin area is stand

ing at +0.725 in Gudra and + 0.708 for Bhaskel, which 

indicates that higher value of mean bifurcation ratio are 

associated with the bigger areas of the basin and vice versa. 

The value of metamorphics and sedimentary rocks are showing 

+ 0.31 abd +0.44 respectively, confirming positive cor

relation between area and bifurcation ratio. But in some 

cases i.e. basin VIII of Gudra is having 47.20 square 

kilometers of area and mean Rb is 4.71, where underlying 

lithology is quartzites in contrast with basin III, where 

area is comparatively lesser i.e. 43.29 square kilometer 
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and mean bifurcation ratio is 5,10, th:bs may be by Cb.\nfle 

or due to local variations. 

4 .~ YARIAT IONS CF STREAM LENGTH: 

The length of streams of each order 

were obtained by measuring all the drainage channels with 

in a basin of a given order, the length of the fourth order 

of the selected basins of Gudra and Bhaskel is the total 

length of all the channels in the basin. Here, streamd are 

varying from basin to basin : 

TABLE 4.3 

S.NO. STREAM ORDERS HARD .ROCKS SOFT RCCKS 
IN KILOMETERS 

1 • I 38.06 38.21 

2. II 19.69 21.58 

3. III 7.62 15.78 

4. IV 3.97 9·31 

5. MEAN 1u 17.335 21.220 

Al·erage length is greater in resist 

-ant rocks than 1n noo - resistant. Mean length is higher 

as order 1ncrease3 in soft rocks of Bhaskel basin which 

infers that strem1 length reduces as the massiveness and 

compactness of roc. k, :f.ncreases from the figure it is clearly 

evidenced that th~ increase in mean length do not form 

the geometric ser es : s the points are deviating from the 

line. 
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The coefficient of variation is higher 

in soft rocks,lithology as 40,67% thsn in hard rocks 

i.e. 18.58% It means that there is higher variation with 
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in the length of the basin 1n each order of selected basins 

of Bhaskel. 

According to SChumm, the curve of stream length 

should be in linear pattern i.e. gentle sloping curves 

but in some cases we find gentle sloping curves up to III 

order and then slightly increase because the higher order 

streams occupy relatively low lying plain area forming 

meandering courses which create canparatively low difference 

in higher order streams where as, lower order streams are 

situated over dissected parts of Abujhmar group of uplands 

which create sudden increase in the length due to the higher 

frequency. 

4·5AREA AND LITHOLOGY : 

It is an important geomorphic parameters. The 

differences of mean area in different lithologies are as 

follows : 

table 4.4 

RC,CKTYPE 

METAMORPHIC 

SEDIMENTARY 

AREA IN S~ • KMS. 

33.13 

62.58 
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Basin area of any drainage basin depends upon the 

degree of headward erosion whbch is directly related to climate 

lithology etc. The area per square kilometer is larger in 

resistant rock. 

According to Horton1 nmean drainage basin 

areas of each order should form e geometric series. The 

coefficient of correlatianvalue is high in selected basins 

of Bhaskel river having underlytnw topography as cohesive 

and non- resistant i.e, 38.86% 

Gudra is hSCJing 36.92% of the variation. Both 

whetuer ~1ard or soft topography, the ruggedity and undulation 

as well as, slope tncreases,the area of a basin.Basin area 

is governed by climate also. Variatioos with in the basin 

area for each order is more or less same in any lithology. 

Total stream length having higher value of 

coefficient of correlatioo( ·r= 0.94) in Gudra basin and 

in Bhaskel ( r = 0.80) shows strong control over thebasin 

area. The positive relation stiip can de seen in the graph 

which shows the trend of distribution. Basins area is directly 

proportional to stream length, but, some variations may be 

there either due to local irregularities, or by chance. 

~ ~ SHAPE DID ICES AND LITH~LOGY : 

Shape is a geometric structure of drainage 

and is related to t~e external sh~e of the drainage basta. 



As drainage basin is governed by geological form tians 

relief, slope and lithological factors, it is never in 

extremes i.e., straight line shape or complete circular. 

The ideal shape is cinstdered to be pear shape. 

lU& 

The coefficient of variation is 10.37% 

in Gudra basin and 12.63% in Bhaskel. In basin III of Gudra 

it is having elongation ratio as 0.94, but it cannot be 

categorised as perfect circular or perfect elongated as it 

is having both the values higher. Similarly for basin III of 

Bhaskel river under sedimentary rocks the value of Re = 

0.65 and Rc = 0.39, the basin falls into the category of 

elongated shape but if we look at the map (chapter III) 

we will find its shape is not perfectly elongated. The 

basin passes to elongate~ shape in metamorphic rocks (BASIN, 

v, IV ,I) where the streams are in in~tial stage and head 

ward erosion is dominant. Rest of the basin are giving, com

paratively, higher value df circularity denotes early mature 

stage of the stream.The deoositton is more and water is moving 

freely. Latter type of shape is generally found in sediment

ary region of south Bhaskel. 

In Gudra basin, over all value of cir

cular ratio is higbee 0.86 but the variation in each basin 

exhibits that no basin is perfectly circular or elongated. 

The basin in higher relief is having more elongated shape 

than in lower relief. Basin II, III, IV and IX of Gudra 

are showing higher values of elongation than circulay. Basin 



IV is showing perfect circular shape giving circularity 

ratio as one(1) 1 But it is not so in the map. There is 

a slight deviation of the shape may be due to local vari

ation. Basin IX is als~ showing high value of circularity 

ratio(0)96) andRe (0.73). These both values are not gi 

ving shape to this basin as perfect circular. 

It is inferred that underlying lithology 

lu'7 

is dominant in determining the shape of the basin. Climate 

and relief are also important factors which modifies the 

shape. 

L,-~ DRAINAGE DENSITY : 

1 Chorley , states that drainage dens~ty is direct-

1~ related to amount and intensity of precipitation and 

inversely related to the amount of vegetative cover. 

The following table shows the variation 

of drainage density in two different rock types: 

S.NC. 

BASIN II 

BASIN III 

BASIN VIII 

BASIN IX 

MEAN 

TABLE 4. 5 

DRAINAGE DENSITY 1li KM.fs~. KM. 

GUDRA 

2.75 

1.68 

1.62 

2.19 

2.06 

S.NO. BHASKEL 

BASlli II 1.14 

BASIN III 1.89 

BASIN VI O. 99 

BASIN VIII 1.39 

MEAN 1.35 
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The resistent rocks are showing higher 

drainage density than the nan- resistent one. The mean 

value is standing at 2.06 km./sq.Y~.in sample basins of 

Gudra and 1.35km./sq.km. in Bhaskel. The variation is 

gilling higher values od 22.13%in compact and massive form

ation in contrast with 8.54% in sedimentary sequence of 

Indravati, which shows greater variation of drainage 

density in the bastn of Gudre. The is due to the local 

changes of the underlying rocks in metamorphics. 

<1-~ DRAINAGE TEXTURE : 

Drainage texture which is the in

fluence of underlying lithology, slope, climate and drainage 

density is ranging from basin to basin. Hard rocks are 

having coarse texture as the value is low, but ,sediment

ary rocks are having values 1 ower than hard rocks. In 

Bhaskel basin the texture is coarser than Gudra basin. The 

table shoes the drainage texture in the basins of Gudra 

and Bhaskel : 

TABLE 4.6 

S .NO. HARD ROCKS s·.No. SOFT RCCKS 
GUDRA BHASKEL 

BASIN II 4.33 MEDIUM BASINII 2.72 COARSE 

BASIN III 3.76 MEDIUM BASIN III 3.73 MEDIUM 

BASIN VIII 5.20 MEDIUM BASIN VI 3.30 COARSE 

BASIN IX 4.35 MELIUM 3ASIN VIII2.24 GOJJlSE 

MEAN 4.41 MEDIUM ME.f...N 2.76 COARSE 



The mean value of texture is 4.~1km./sq.km. 

is in the resistant rocks and 2.75km,/sq.km. 1n non -

resistant roc~s. Coarser texture is found where erosion 

is dominant and overland flow is high. 

As the stage of a river increases texture also 

increases from coarse to ftne. Slope also influences 

1D3 

texture ratio. Coarser texture are generally found in 

gentle slopae areas as in the case od basin VI of Gudra 

where s:Lope is gentle and itis having the value of drainage 

texture 3.41. Steep slopes can have the fine texture as it 

is in U1e case of basin I of Gudra i, e. 7.29 showing highest 

value than other basin, and lies in the hilly region 

having the height of 837 meters. 

The coefficient of variation is showing 11.65% 

in Gudra basin and 22.60% in Bhaskel. This exhibits that 

there is not much variations in the texture of Gudra as 

they are more or less of medium to fine. In Bhaskel the 

texture is coarser to medium. There is less uniformity 

with in the Bhaskel basin. 

Drainage texture is related to drainage den~ 

sity. As the drainage density increases texture also 

increases fra:n coarse to fine. From the coefficient 

of correlation calculated for the sample basins, Gudra. 

is having r:- 0.076, a negligible negative value because 

of basin III and IX i.e. Pingunda nadi and Tivanji nadi. 

Bhaskel is showing perfect positive correlation, + 0.58 

infering high drainage density increases the texture, to 

medium 



In Gudra negative value of •r• is because 

of dense forest cover and gentle slope. Hard resistant 

rocks such as quartzites and gneisses tends to give low 

drainage density and coarse texture. This is because stream 

erosion is difficult and only arelatively large channel 

liu 

can maintain itself. Therefore, the first order basins are 

large and provide large amount of runo~f to the channels. 

In Indravati sedimentary sequence of Bhaskel, weak rocks 

such as limestone(BASIN II, Baliajori nadi), even smaller 

water shed can beenough to supply runoff for channel erosidD. 

This type of lithological formations are having higher 

drainage density and fine texture. 

~s CONSTANT OF CHANNEL MAINTAINENCE AND LITHOL~GY: 

It is the measure of drainage texture 

similar to the drainage density and expres~es the distance 

for the development and maintainen«e of stream lines as well 

as the intensity of surface erosion. Values of constant of chan 

nel maintainence in metamorphics of sample basins ranges from 

0.34-0.62sq.km.and in Bhaskel it is from 0.53-1.00sq.km. 

It shows that hard rocks are having lower 

average values(0.52) which gives meeium to fine texture. Here 

drainage densityis also high. Thecanstant of chamnel main

tainence are higher in sedimeatary area having low drainage 

density which skows that drainage texture is coarse to 

medmum.It can be inferred from above study that the metamor

phi~ rocks in Gudra and North of Bhaskel are not totally 

resistant. Quartzites, crystalline q~artzites, gneisses are 
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,and thus making this area highly. So, the streams 

are not bound to flow along joints. Coostant of channel 

mainta1nence is inversely proportional to drainage density 

and stream frequency. 

4JG STREM FREQUENCY AND LITHOLOGY : 

Stream frequency gives character of under 

lying lithology, climate and control of vegetal cover 1n 

a particular region. Mean stream frequency is 3.09/sq.km. 

in Gudra and 1.54/ sq. km. in Bhaskel. It is low in recent 

alluvial deposits 4f Indravati basin and higher in quart

zites of Gudra. Stream frequency is governed by rain fall 

intensity, runoff, percentage of bare rock area, erosional 

proportional rate of evaporation and infilteration capacity. 

From the table above factor are sinificant, determining 

the stream frequency. 
Stream frequency is maiimum in Basin II 

of Gudra river i.e. a tributary of Madin nadi, and in 

Tivanji nadi, basiniiiof Gudra, 4.02/sq, km.and 3.92/sq.km. 

respectively. This area is of higher relief and mixed 

dense forest exists.In contrast withlower stream frequency 

0.99/sq.km. of alluvial deposits of Bhaskel river , where 

relief is low, sparse vegetation can be seen. Seepage of 

water through the pores is one of the reason giving rise 

to less stream frequency. 

Coefficient of variation being 18.60% 

in Hard rocks and 40.15% in soft rocks, in the present case 

indicates that the standard deviation is 18.60% and 40.15% 

of the mean which further supports great range of deviation. 

There is less uniformity of the distribution of stream 



frequency with in the basin of ihaskel than in Gudra. 

L,1f> BEHAviOUR OF RELIEF IN DIFFERENT . RGCK PATTERN: 

jBSOLUTE RELIEF: 
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Absolute relief is more stable in nature than 

other morphometric parameters. It influences these para

meters, indirectly.The map (chapter III) of selected basins 

of Gudra and Bhaskel reveals that helght of the basin decr

eases from source to mouth. The area of maximum height lies 

in quartzites of Gudra basin, 897 meters i.e. Tivanji nadi 

which lies in the western part of the Gudra basin. The lowest 

value of 614 meters lies 1n the tributary of Indarvati basin 

which is having recent alluvial deposits 1n its beds. 

The mean value of absolute relief is 870 

meters(appendix II) in Gvdra and 651.5 meters in Bhaskel. 

The stamdard deviation being the best measuee of diBPersion 

is used 1n the present study to measure the exact degree 

of variation from the normal distribution. The calculated 

standard deviation is standing at 20.285 shows slighttp 

smaller degree of variation in Gudra than in Bhaskel, 24.87. 

Coefficient of vari8tion being 2.33 % for Gudra and 3.18% 

for Bhaskel reveals that the stabdard deviation is 2.33% 

and 3.18% of the m·ean which supports the low degree of 

variation of absolute relief with in thw sample basins. 

The analyses of absolute relief depicts that 

most part of the basin lies 1n a medium altitude, which 



quite obvious because entire basin lies in a plateau and 

is highly dissected. 

L,.!J_ RELATIVE RELIEF : 

Another important parameter, relative relief 

is higher in the Pingunda Nadi of Gudra(BASIN IX) having 

the value of 328 meters. The lowest value is found in the 

BASIN VIII of Indravati tributary having oDly 74 meters of 

relative relief. Relative relief gives an idea about the 

inclination of terrain, which reflects the nature of con

figuration. Relative relief is higher in river valleys 

and lower near the mouth. It has great degree of variation 

due to the varying nature of configuration. It varies from 

74 - 328 meters.Variation in the relative relief values 

from the normal distribution has been measured by standard 

deviation. The values show 52.85 and 1'7 .123 in the Gudra 

and Bhaskel respectively. Gudra is showing comparatively 

higher variation of relative relief than Bhaskel. Coefficient 

of variation being 21 .42% in Gudra and 1'7 .88;~ in Bhaskel 

further sopports the higher degree of variations in Gudra. 

4- 11- SLOPE ANLYSIIS AND LITHQL.OGY: 

The computation of average slopes from the 

topographic maps using contours have been attempted by several 

scholars. In the present study the scheme of Wentworth 

is used for the slope analpsis. The degree of slope in the 

area is ranging from minimum Of 0° to maximum of 8.55°. 

The slopes values of all grids in the entire basin has 
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been classified into five categories of 2u interval. 

AVERAGE SLOPE lli HARD RO:::KS CF GUDRA: 

Table 4.7 

S.NO. AVERAGE SLOPE 

,BAS:m II 

BAS:m III 

BASIN liii 

BASIN IX 

Tributary of Medin Nadi 

Tivanji Nadi 

Gavargunda Nadi 

P ingunda N adi 

BHASKEL BAS IN: 

BASIN II 

BASIN III 

BASIN VI 

BASIN VIII 

Bal iajori Nadi 

Tributary of Bhaskel 

Tributary of Bhaskel 

Tributary ~f Indravati. 

2~-50 

10-50 

10-50 

0.54°-8° 

0.54°-3° 
0.54U-30 

0.540-40 

0.540-40 

All the selected basins of Bhaskel 

and Gudra lies 1n gentle slope. Slope 18 the ratio of 

vertical drop to horizontal distance, measure from the 

upper end to the lower end oA a single stream segment of 

given order. 

11~ 

Slope of Gudra is Ranging from o. 54°-8° 

giving, comparatively steep slope in contrast to Bhaskel which 
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ranges from 0.54° to 4°, omly. The Basin Gudra is situated on 

an elevation comparatively, higher than Bhaskel.Bhaskel* 

lies in lower elevated region. It makes meandering pattern 

in its mouth, where, it joins the Indravati river. The 

whole basin of Bhaskel is in initial stage and the Classif

ication stages is only ,comparative, to each other. 

L,·IJ D ISS~T ION INDEX : 

Dissection Index is a measurement of diss

ected topography .. in mathematical terms. By dissected topo

graphy we mean topography characterised by a definite 

pattern of incised hills on mountains separated by low 

lying areas i.e. cut by erosion into a net work of valleys 

and tmternuves. 

The calculated maan value of the dissection 

inde• stands at 0.305 and 0.148, for the s~le basins 

of Gudra and Bhaske~ respectively. Standard deviation of cal

culated dissection index values standing at 0.0005 and 0.058 

foe Bhavkel and Gudra, which indicates greater degree of 

variation in Bhaskel. Coefficient of variation being 19.19% 

and 14.86% in resistant and non resistant rocks respectively 

gives greater degree of variations in sed~entary region 

of Bhaskel. Gudra, though, comparatively lower value, it 

is also· showing high dissected terrain of Abujhmar group 



and gneisses having large variations with in the basin. 

This analysis brings out that Bhaskel river 

in general, experienced moderately dissected terrain. 

lr -tt.-, RUGGEDNESS NUMBER : 

Ruggedness number gives an idea abo~t 

the nature of variation of erosional features of erosional 

agents engaged in sculpturing the land mass and resulting 

configuration. 

Mean values of ruggedness number of the 

selected basins are 0.53 for G .dra and Ow1725 for Bhaskel 

Ruggedity is high in resistant rocks comprised, o~ gneisses 

Quartzites in Gudra than in the recent alluvial deposits 

of Bhaskel Basin. 

The measure of degree of dispersion i.e. 

standard deviation is calculated for both of the selected 

basins. The values are 0.055 for Bhaskel and 0.1129 for 

Gudra shows a greater of variation in the latter basin. The 

coefficient of variation being 21,30% for Gudra and 31.72% 

of Bhaskel further supports a greater degree of variation 

in Gudra. 
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C H A P T E R V 

SU~~y AND CONCLUSION 



C H A P T E R V 

SUMMARY AND CGNCLUSION 

Morphometry from early forties is 

playing a vital role 1n evaluating the characteristics 

of river basins 1n terms of quantification •. P. similar 

attempt has been made for the two selected basin of 

Indravati river. The main emphasis 'f the present study 

is en the evaluation of the land surface with the help 

of selected morphometric parameters. 

Several processes are engaged in 

sculpturing the land forms in a loog period of time 

and under different environmental conditions. Not only 

lithological cooditions but also climate, slope, play 

an important role. 

Lithology as a major factor, though 

dependent directly or indirectly on other factors has 

been taken into account to explain the variation in 

morphometric par~eters. The conclusion derived from 

the study of earlier chapters can be organised as 

follows ; 

A)- The Indravati is the second largest river which 

covers 13.32% of the area of the largest and the 

longest river 1n South India i.e., Godavari. Its catch 

ment area is· about 41,665 square kilometers, of 

Madhya Pradesh and Orissa. It rises at an elevation 



of 915 meters in Kalahandi. It flows west wards 

The two tributaries, namely, Gudra and Bhaskel of 

Indravati being of different geological formations 

has been selected for the study. 

Gudra steetches from 19°10' North 

to 19u35' and 82u20 1 east to 82~30'east of long

itudes. It ris-s at an elevation of 853 meters. It 

comas under metamorphic rocks. 

Bhaskel stretches from 82u10 1 to 

82°21' east and 19u6' to 19°50' north of latitudes 

It joins Indravati in South near Nagarnar village. 

Six lithological formations have 

been taken into account fer the study of the structure 

and its influence upon selected morphometric para

meters. Lithological formations are broadly divid

ed into two groeps i.e. sedimentarias and metamorphics. 

Sedimentary includes, Indravati 

sedimentary sequence or the recent alluvial depo

sits and limestone region situated in South central 

portion of Bhaskel river. 

Metamorpbics includes quartzites 

crystalline quartzites, gneisses, Bengpal gneissic 

complex and Biotite granite gneisses. 

B)- Gudra is showing dendritic amd sub- parallel pattern 



in its course andBBhaskel shows sub - parallel and 

radial pattern, where dome is foumd giving birth to 

several finger tips in centripetal form. 

C)- Lithology and linear properties: The fourth order 

basins are selected for the present stud; and the diff

ernt morphometric parameters are applied. The metamor

phic lithology produces high values of the stream 

numbers of first order. In contrast, with sedb*entary 

particularly, recent .alluvial deposits and limestone 

But the mean stream number is more or less same which 

concludes that climate and vegetation is also important 

for thr development of stream number. 

Bifurcation ratio is high in the 

metamorphics in comparision to the sedimentarias but 

the length is more in soft rocks than in hard. Massive 

has higher variations among the observations like in 

Gudra. 

Ratio of bifurcation and area shows positive 

corral~tion among them. Sedimentary and limestone regions 

of Bhaskel basins are showing high bifurcatiam ratio and 

bigger areas than Gudra.Mean length of the basin is more 

in soft areas. Stream length reduces as the massiveness 

and compactness of rock increases. Co-efficient of 

variatioo shows higher variations in sedimentarias. 

D)- Lithology and areal property: Areas of sedimentary 

rocks are more than in metamorphics. Basin areas depend 



upon the degree of headward erosion which is high in 

soft rocks. There is a positive correlation between 

length and area. Basin area is directly proportional 

to stream length. 

Shape of the drainage basin is gover

ned by the geological formations,relief, slope aspects, 

and lithological factors. No shape is perfectly cir

cular or elongated due to the variation of different 

factors. Same is in the case of the present selected 

basin. 

1~5 

Drainage density is higher in hard rocks 

than soft rocks. It shows high variations in sediment-

ary rocks. The mean drainage density is 2.06 km./sq.km-

in metamorphic and 1.39 km./sq.km. in sedimentary region 

Drainage density is not only governed by lithology 

but also by relief, slope, ruggedness number and dissec

tion index. 

Drainage texture associateS with 

density. It is high in hard rocks showing medium texture 

in Gucra than in Bhaskel. There is much more variations 

in texture in resistant rocks than in non - resistent. 

Drainage te~ture is having positive correlation wDth 

drainage density, As density increases texture of a 

basin also increases from coarse to ultra- fine. stream 



frequency is high 1n metamorphic rocks. It is governed 

by rain fall intensity, infilteration capacity. rate 
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of evaporation and run off. Second factors are dominant 

in the lime stone region, decreasing the stream frequency. 

Constant ~f channel mainteinence is 

high in sedimentary rocks than 1m metamorphics. There 

is a negative correlation between c~stant of ~hannel 

maintainebce and drainage density. As drainage density 

increases constant of channel maintainence decreases. 

E)-Lithology and relief characteristics: The absolute 

relief of the basin varies from 715 meters to 897 meters 

in Gudra and 614 - 927 meters in Bhaskel basin. The 

whole region lies in plateau region of Bas,ar and Abu

jhmar plateau. Average absolute reli.ef is higher in 

Gudra than in Bhaskel. 

IRelative relief of the area has a 

less degree of variation ranging from 175 - 328 meters 

in Gudra and 74- 320 meters in Bhaskel. It indicates 

the develoment of broad river valleys. 

Average slope varies from ov-8v in 

Gudra and ov to 4v in Bhaskel. The area lies in very 

gentle slopes. The development of slopes in these two 

basins is a resultant of combination of drainage density 

stream frequence, relative relief, absolute relief and 

underlying lithology. 
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Dissection index stands at 0.305 and 0.148 for 

hard rocks abd soft rocks, respectively. Which denotes 

the down ward erosion of the bed, predominant. Rug

gedness number of the basin provides the roughness of 

the land surface. It is more in ·Gudra basin ~han in 

Bhaskel. It concludes that in resistant rocks than in 

non - resistant. There is more ruggedness in Gudra 

than Bhaskel. 

It is concluded from the above study that 

other environmental conditioas being coostant lithology 

controls the distributional aspects. of morphometric 

characters of the two river basins selected for the 

present analyses. 
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S.NO. 

Stream number 
Stream length 
Stream area 
Bifurcation ratio 
Drainage Density 
Drainage texture 
Stream frequency 
Elongation ratio 
Circularity ratio 
Absolute relief 
Relative re~_ief 
Dissection Index 
Rudggedness Number 

APPENDIX II 

AVERAGE QUANTITATIVE GEOMORPHIC CHARACTERISTICS. BHASKEL & GUDRA BASIN 

OF THE 4th ORDER BASINS OF INDIRAVATI 

Hard rock Soft Rock 
Gudra Baskel 

X C.V. in % X C.V. in % 

97.5 21.74 22.30 98.75 45.52 46.09 
63.1 11.73 18.58 82.81 33.68 40.87 
33.13 12.23 36.92 62.58 24.32 38.86 
4.65 0.24 5.28 4.30 0.55 12.84 
2.06 0.46 22.13 1.35 0.34 25.04 
4.41 0.51 11.65 2.76 0.61 22.07 
3.09 0.58 18.62 1.54 0.62 40.02 
0.77 0.77 10.68 0.70 0.13 12.63 
0.86 0.15. 17.92 0.68 0.19 28.62 
870 20.28 2.33 645.5 18.35 2.84 
265 48.75 18.39 95.75 17.12 17.88 
0.305 0.06 19.19 0.145 0.02 15.03 
0.56 0.12 20.63 0.13 0.03 24.41 

Abbreviations X = Mean of variable 
= Standard deviation 

C.V. = Coefficient of Variation. 



APPENDIX - I 

Gudra Bhaskel 

S.No. Basin S.No. Basin 

I Tributary of Gudra I Angi Nadi 

II Tributary of Mad in Nadi II Baliagori Nadi 

III Tivanj i Nadi III Tributary of Bhaskel 

IV Tributary of Mad in Nadi IV Nangi River 

VI Tributary of Gudra v Singari Nadi 

VII Tributary of Gudra VI Tributary of Bgaskel 

VIII Gavargunda Nadi VII Agua Nadi 

IX Pingunda Nadi VIII Tributary of Indravati 
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